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WIRELESS

WE PROUDLY PRESENT OUR LATEST HIGH STANDARD LOW PRICED
INSTRUMENT WHICH WE KNOW WILL BECOME A PRIZED AND

JU- Q

INDISPENSABLE POSSESSION IN EVERY CONSTRUCTOR'S SHACK

MAX

MODULATED TEST OSCILLATOR MTO.I

REGD.

* trimming tracking circuits. for alignment
*
continuously
from
*
from
volt grid
battery (not supplied)
within the unit.
*
from
matt
front
white
x 416"
* lettering.with full operating instructions.
Provides

a

modulated signal suitable

and

also

I.F.

R.F.

Frequency is
variable
170-475 kc/s
550-1,600 kc/s.
Operates
a single 9
bias
which is housed
The case is manufactured
steel and is finished in
black cellulose. The
panel is gloss black bearing
Dimensions are 5 30-"
x 3".
Supplied

f3

PRICE

.

15

and

0

Obtainable from all reputable stockists or from works. General
Catalogue covering technical information on full range of cornponents, 1/- post paid.

DEN CO
357/9 Old Road

T

(CLACTON) L
D
Clacton-on -Sea Essex

STOP PRESS : " OSRAM F.M. TUNER " completely assembled and valved at £30.16.0.
"MULLARD TAPE RECORDER" Amplifier Chassis, Type " A " 31/6 ; Type " B '° 31/6. Power Pack Chassis 11/6.
" MULLARD 20-WATT AMPLIFIER " Chassis and Base 34/-, Pre -Amp Chassis 25/, Transformer Covers (3) 32/-.

"You can rely

on us

"--

LARGE STOCKISTS OF RADIO AND

BY

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

INSTRUMENTS, "912" and
MULLARD AMPLIFIER KITS, SOUND MASTER, VIEWMASTER, Etc., Etc.
H.P. on

RESISTORS

-

STANDARD,

;

TAPPED VOL. CONTROLS, Etc., Etc.
SEND FOR LIST.

Proprietary catalogues available to Manufacturers' Laboratories, Education Authorities,
etc.

RADIO SERVICING CO.,
SOUTH EALING ROAD,
LONDON, W.5.
EAL 5737

SOUND

USING

SIMPLY

JOINTS

Multîcore

Contains

5 cores of
extra -active, non -corrosive
Ersin Flux. Prevents oxidation
and cleans surface oxides.
SIZE 1 CARTON

MIDGET,

HIGH STABILITY, PRECISION

82,

MAKE

Wherever precision soldering
is essential, manufacturers,
engineers and handymen rely
on MULTICORE.

There's

a

just made
for the job you have in hand.
Here are some of them.

MULTICORE SOLDER

FOR METAL FABRICATION

HANDYMAN'S'
CARTON

Suitable for 200
average joints.

6d.

HOME CONSTRUCTORS
216 PACT(

(Not wire -to-tag joints)
Contains 2 cores
of Arax flux. Flux
residue is easily

removed with

water.
SIZE 8 CARTON
Handymans Carton 6d

In addition to the well-known

Home Constructors Pack (containing 19ft. of 18 s.w.e.
60/40 alloy) a similar

BIB WIRE STRIPPER

pack is now available containing
40ft. of 22 s.w.g.
60/40 alloy
especially suitable
for printed circuits.

Strips insulation

AND CUTTER

without nicking wire,
cuts wire cleanly,
splits extruded
flex 316 each

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.,
MULTICORE WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS.

(BOXMOOR 3636)

January, 195/

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
TRANSFORMERS, ETC.

FOR

VALVES
GUARANTEED .ALL

ALPO__

TESTED
BEFORE DISPATCH
-EC"II39 11/6
7[4
(r?
411K\.,

074

5.'8
3i$

1,1;;
1_75C7P.

6.'-

123

1A7

102
9'8
1C5Gl' 9.16
1H3GT 108

IP

EC1142 10/8
1:C1161' 1i1-

6X4

7/6

ECI.80 10/8
EPA
9 'Lh'3o
10+
8'8
E p'22

66601
({15Cr

7/6
7.6

n1:iOT
iE7
86
-

8

8

fr.

-

9'

73G7

1S.

9.

$

11

9.6

7/9.e11
113 _-

1 CZ.

2013
Y%!
'

8H3
344
42
5111(1Y

5n.,(1.l'

741

5:9'8

807
SO2

6!6

911

9112
9001.

8'9

77

-

5:6

,unt
4(01--

9/8

9008
954

u:;

8:-

56
2,43

95r,

8 $

8'-

516
.

5:-

78

5.6

108

1122

(1(7 9'-

I4:Li0
1CL8.1

^-

9f.,

6.1315

8.8

108

63

6AK7

'

11:6
7'6
11f10'1t -

5'8

OAKS

6

12¡6

hI

EL -II

63

64t15,

8

LL!

11L12

1018

AAC7

E1,89
] F rS

8; 6

10l8

4)1wi

12.6
12'6

SO

51-44-;
17314.

118l-

Ef 86

1;1/12

8:8

461

86

1

IF
-11
L155

116

a:$

3(,+4

f

7F-

63 :.Cí
3.:6 7C0
10'8 707
Si 0.7

11.4
13.:07
11">

309

S1K(.

p0'I

EM.'14
E5180
EN-31

8,8

113

9'

11.417

Mt/

BY 12:8

H70

5)-

III'4101
h:hS4

AL:ti

9; 8

46

83
43

7;

h

12H9

12Ji

4-8

hTq'(is_ 83

6-B1

.5'-

1237

12N

716

1207

9i8
2'8

l

v-

6E16

8'-

6Bi1'8

8'8

10'-

6BN"7
41(7:1

6C5GT

6,6

6'8
10/8

6C8

(('9
((.HC

918
5,'-

6U(7
OFL,C

718:

871:s.

141-

61,3;

516

OU 16:
11S
611,1

623(:

-

9-

7/8

6L1a

11,11

6_^77

7;-

607(11
8E7

9;-

60.17(4T 9.'68447
7i8
ISS17.7

0437

6:.
-8;--

fiSL7

8:-

N7

S/=
913

6.

6SW1

60

81-

6£}OT

15`.

UOG

8;8
8;6

8155

M11,1

7'8

1i'/l'ES:SiP61.

319

(V-

13215 31.1
PlsS25 5'-

1244v)7

8,6

3'-

81-

29!("

13'8

108
116
31,61;1' 93
'

2125

25.15

2523
257.0I1T

98
9,9

.9'
9'6

1.64i1' A 8

DA1,96 10
1)1''96 .10-6

011733110'DN06 1018
01.90 10f6
I)3179
8,8
L'ABCJO

1011:.1F42 123
ER41.. 91-

RBI'il

10:l'18880 11iEC31

l.t'sl

7;8
9

B

l'CC94

10ì-

1'C1'611

11r_

('CR,ie 12i6
1 (,1,85 1218

123

1181.
81,82

10; -

1193

12;P225 3'11

I

PI80
Q.

P.21

l'10

10;
EC F80 14r8
ECFSS 15-

and Miter.

2311

50 e2e

v.

e,

()lamp

41)

Secondary
v. 1.3 A.

2

Construe.

tipli

l: 250
niA.
-

:

-

KNOBS -BAKELITE

IAR(,,19

type

PURCHASE -(1001)

QUALITY
Cream
.ant l in. diameter,
hying. Fluted (;rip.

110

Spring
Type 31C
Spring

1

12in. diameter.
I
sing, Fluted Grip.
'type Jh., Brown 11in. diameter,
Spring Fining. Plain Drip.
(This ne ha; White Ring on
Knob 1 .e.)
All have a small finger flange to
avoid nwrlci'tg-t'al'f,tei:.t.
OFFERED AT A FRACTION OE

*ORIOINJ, COST

Price 66. each, 8,'- doz. any tapes.

1)32
9.301

id403

'

C4n4

Primary

iB41

Sceonda

.

Primary

2'9

(Epa91 6-6

V"R,-!4

(1'0B34)

2;-

AND 102110E, lid. per value

pole
4
1
2

hale large stoeks of Yao1ey
Type OviNI.e.
BRAND NEW.
With Long Locating Spindles. Various' .numbers 'ai .wtl'.h and \Water
('('Inbieulion.e.
'ro 'ilea( at the
SPECIAL PRICE, 9'- Per flogen,
1We

All
'

1.'(19t

(6,

HEADPHONES -MICROPHONES
('1/11 Low Resistance

type 120

pair

ohm.
7/9
'throat. Microphones American
surphts. Complete with gimp,
lead and plug type T30B
0High. Re-i;tange Phones, 4.0611
alum. Complete with Jack
plug
13'8
High llesistanoc DT.R Phone=
181 -

4

amp. 0-4 y.

1 RtiSA

P
aá1)

POt)

3'-

ffi

.4., 0-f,.,",

V1'

v.

4

amp. both tapped

atop. 0,5 s. 2 amp. both tripped..

..

8//9

SILVANIA

7/-

(E.150) 116
VIZ 105/308!6
V'R110

ICI 11
N'(ì1
5677

X65
X66
X79
17.62

2759

v., 1 v., 6 V.,`0

9

39,4,5

V.

9

r..

7.0

v.,

15

v.,

lcs

v.,

19/6

2-

Pau

king anti Post

on above Tran9}oraters.

-t

oer al

226

SIVE VALVE GUIDE, Book
No. 1.

Ns, 121

-A COM-

PREHENSIVE VALVE
GUIDE, Book No. 2 (Chorae-

teri=tics and

('omte,,-

Rasse

8r_

tions

103:- RADIOFOLDER
"A" The piaster ('Odour Ciclo
Index for Radio and Tele-

.No.

vision
No.

E'

114 -RADIOFOLDER

1,'8

An inexpensive Tape

Reorder

No.
128 -- PRACTICAL
TRANSISTORS AND TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
No. 130 -PRACTICAL F.M
CIRCUITS
FOR
THE
HOME CONSTRUCTOR
No. 140-T.V. SERVICING
Poll BEGINNERS
No. 142 --MODERN T.V
CIRCUITRY AND GENERAL FAULT FINDING
GUIDE
SERVICING THE MODERN
RADIO RECEIVER
Please include 47. Postage
copy.

-

2,+8

0'6
9:4 8

4'6

1/8

per'

-

CHOKES
ohms 60,34:1. Clamp
tn.odimi coin
- 0'10H. 200 ohm,. 00 31;1. Clamp
uonstrnetion, each
9,13
1011
00 ohms, 150 11,,-A. Clamp
tines, melt
eo t
13¡1011 9101 ohms, 40 M":1 Midget
Clamp construction, each
5)3
2311

FOE
TRANSFORMERS
BATTERY CHARGERS
loput. Tapped C-110 v. 1
amp., each
`
13'8
2)6, v. lopnt Tapped 6-12 v. S
290 v.

amyl (Both with tap On.
Primary for 2.5 r. Pilot light),
each

v8' -

LOUD SPEAKERS
All P.M. Types

51-

ß1t'12:14)
(1`121

47-

at

Biß

1

3/9

v1191.

1E92

2

l*

wring *thud Ie1,it,
lie high 'eu,if iv iIy ..
No. 100--A COMPREHENt

1

5,

t

Mounting Type

3;-

í"T52

(EL/I)
((861) 9/- 1'Hiul

1'1721
(15I"5t1)

916

' may, 3 hank.
1,6 each.
pole, 1 way 21. each.
pole, 8 way, 19 each.
pole, 2 Way, 119 each.
hag( Type, 1 pole, rway 1/9 each
Yasley Type- 1 pole, 7 way 1,9 each
b oleo Type, 4 pole, 8 v4ay,...
2 hank
.R,,`- euch
4

later-

S' -

V070

(11622) ei -

v1167.

11'-

1'1'23
1R21.

6;5/8

IhB736)

(`1.41

10i-

7'RI, :twitch 2 pole Changeover
1.'6 each
i
pole. 'I way.
buhe 1!9 each.
2 pole. 5 way,1 hank, 2- each.

200-220-240 v.
.

V E57

l'111id

l'I41

81)

3íI V. 2 arnp. tape
00 y.. 24 v., each

E1;8

93

pole,Il way
pole, (li'ac

v

10-

111"9

1

:1'

lnciudes
all English 1lverle., anti
European reeeiring valves
issued since /954....
No. 135 -ALL DRY BATTERY PORTABLE CON
STRUCTION.
triple e l
cheap t
&1 i
P rt
p

euch
2'9 eaeh
2:9 each
119

19/8

r.

'('1(379,(30

9'-

2'9 each
2'9 each

ole

MT3

('84I

VII

war

4

pole. t

M'A. 0-6.1 v.

LO v_. S0

4011-220=349

í'R736
1R137

10/('BC'42 11;lìCH42 12:6
11B2.'4l

250.(

at 4 v., each
MT2

(IìB033) 7/8

93

-

2011.229-240 v.

1'R30

8;-

nntiOnal Edition.

TRANSFORM ERS

3 -way

MTl

V1'55

1=4842. 1118

4

Point Hiring *Super High

Fidelity Respo se*o2 l'agas
*All Components for thb
C'ireuit available es stook... 5/6
A
comprehensive
Valve

2011

MAINS

12!

13.8
11/-

1225

pole,

4 pole, 2 way

elA't

No. 134--F.M. TUNER CONSTRUCTION bp W. J. May
*Easy to Build, Pint -to -

((aide Book No.

in

WAVE CHANGE SWITCHES, ETC.

Brown

Primary

9-

(-'_S

page

1,!-

-

S.hin. x 2.411. s
tin. Over Windings.
6.2 Fixing Centres
`n. Prtoe 15' .

Secondary-

7`6

1V -

HMO 12.6
1Ct;84.128 VRú
L1C.`75

-

TELEDICTOR
TRANSFORMERS
TYPE TE8

Primal

44

SWITCHES

8'8 ear h.

311 Secondary

.1220

1956/57

able. Please send
stamps.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

4,(v.,
ecm re tanned
changeable, eau)), 7;9.

£6.15.0.
Faulty

against

Catalogue is now avail-

Multi Ratio. Suitable for al) ordinary
receivers, giving nix single ratios,

Oeconliaries : 350.0-270 v.
i .4 ., each `

9'-

1'Y32

Our

529

14;3

10.'-

10'-

PI6l.

NOTE THE PRICE.

Fully Guaranteed

Workmanship or Material, (other
than nuiront for 12 Month,.

10)-

HEATER AUTO TRANSFORMERS
Ilesizned to adapt common 1.4,
eosin, yoltages 4 v.. 7i v., 1..: v. at 7

PUBLICATIONS

Ill

5

u-2amp.

PE \16 7i73 Pi.'`220.14;-

124R1

8!9. AC6`PENB'8
ATP4 3/8
6118
72/6
8'S CUM

617

10'123

2571C

6F3(1
6K MIT 9'8

1"741
11`22,1
14,

HEM
S78

6'4
9'
Il5ZICT 88
6í- ,eZï
9
7- 51.1L80T 8'8

6.178
6K613
6,671i
6117A}

15

516

2519(;

63

at' 10'-

124117
12S27
120K7
.1241,7

416
218

818.

635M

CLOG

124(17. 7-6

14'-

5'-

9

1201,7

26L1.

6F6M

1

h 168

4'- 12E7'

6111'I

280 c.l:nl!ut6.3v.'A.0amp.
210 v. Input 12 v..75 amp.
230 v. 1ºpat 6.8 y. 1.6 amp it

9'9

_

111,182a

121116
124,0

-

5'6

10/-

7'8
9'8

1/AQ.)

10

1

10.'-

E114$
2/ 500

11112.111

0

230 v Tpp,.t4v-70amt.
230 v Input v 1.0 arop
286 v. input 0:3 v..,! amp.
230 v. Input 6.3 v.1.5 amp.

E''/.00

12AE7 916
1 A17 10
128E0 10-

5/4
102-

l'0Z Al1

6A-6

f2161

8/3

RIM

LISI

(1720

11

each

"MALL 31,5190 TRANSFORMERS
kn.ita.111
f r
11¡8
12'- TELEVISION CONVERTERS, Etc.
8:- SPECIFICATION OVERALL SIZE'

11.'-

PJFO
12-16
12A11.*

HEATER TRAIiSFORMER.B

230 y. Inpút 2 vi.5 amp
30 y Tnl t;7 y.3 n amp ...
230 v. Input 4 v 1
amp.

721

COMMERCIAL ALPHA CONVERTOR
Price. £8.15.0.'
*Tuneable over Band
Range.
*Single Knot! Channel ('hanging.
*4-S lve Circuit.
*Han iner-Tone Rronee Finish.

9j 2'6
8
8.'6
10-

11.6
11:6
7'6
15f -

Less

Transformer
each
17,8

NAS'ERHOUSE Iin. Vol
PLIESSSEY afin. Unit
R. &A. Sin, Unit

PLEA0EI (lin. Unit
LECI'ROSlA lin. Unit
(i00Dd1AVS(.in. Luit
(100011.14 8in. L'ait

în

183
1818

53'-

17'6
..

13,16
19; 6

¿(OOD3117S 4 n
Unit,
R. ft A. h Ain. 'Unit Mix n, 1 r er Ise 1 .ì1/0 Ohms fled
PLESSEISm. Unit Main: Energised 600 ohms field
(.(000ffiANS or 117(111071,2 Sin. with Output
Transforme,'

'

19/8
17/8

21/2118

SAME DAY SERVICE,.

1_---v'4A/V

TERMS : Cash with order or
C.O.D. Postage and Packing
charges extra, as follows
Orders value IO/- add Ifs

5/6 VINCES

CHAMBERS

VICTORIA SQUARE

LEEDS

I.

20j- add I/6; 40/- add 2/-; £5
add 3;f- unless otherwise stated.
Minimum C.O.D. fee and
postage 3/-. All single valves
postage 6d.

MAIL ORDER ONLY

722
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W! AfdRST CLASS F. M. TUNER
FOR NOME CONSTRUCTION
Note these star: features

*

High. Sensitivity......

*

Brand New T.C.C. Condensers.
Aerial Coil .and: R.F. Coupling Coif

*

5

ON

PRINTED

CIRCUIT

*All

LASKY'S BATTERY PORTABLE'
HOME

FOR

-

CONSTRUCTION

PRINTED CIRCUIT

ON
GAN BE

Printed

on.

circuit.,

Valves & 2 Germanium Diodes.
By the use of a pfinted circuit the I.F.
and R.F. amplifiers are extremely stable
at maximum gain and results are'consistent on all tuners.
Valve line-up

:-

R.F. Amplifier, :2719 or EF80.
Mixer and Osc., 13719 or ECC85.
1st I.F. amp., W719 or EF85.
2nd I.F. amp. W719 or EF85.
2 Germanium Diodes GEX.34.
Driver Limiter, Z719 or EF80.

BUILT FOR

7GIS.

Full nstrùcüáns
2/6 post -frO
separately.

Cart. &
Packing
3/6 extra.

BARGAINS IR RECORD PLAYERS
GARStARD RC 110

Carr.

Stns Features make this the finest
Portable Radio ever offered to the home
Constructor. Extremely simple to buildthe printed circuit eliminates wiring
errors. SEND FOR CIRCUIT DIACH.AM,
assembly data, all instructions and
shopping lint, 1/8 Post free.

.10

VALVES

o

8/6
8/6
7/6 5Z4
8/6 5U4G 8/6
976/- 80
117- VU39 8/6
8/6
8/6 5Y3
8/6 8D2 .3/6
4/6 12A6 7/7/6 12A117
7/6
12/8/6 12AT7

5/- 7C5

6J5
6J7
6V6
6K7

6K8
6SN7
6SL7
6SK.7
6SJ7
6SG7

6N7
6AL5 7(6

10/6
7/6 12AU7

6J`6

-

6C4
6/16'6
6X5
7/6 12AX7
'
6X4
7/6
10/6
6AG7 9/- 12SH7
7/6
EAK5,. 6/6
..
6Aú5.:li/6 12Q7. 9/6AJ5 7/6 12K7 7/6
6AC7 5/6 3524. 8/6
6H6
2/6 28D7 9/6A7 11/6 21D2 9/6
r

'

6Y6
6U4
6L6

6/-

,

euto-ehanger, £7.19.6.

MAIL ORDERS TO B.AUROW ROAD, PLEASE

LASKV'14 (H4.1LfflBW ROAD) LTD.
_42,

EX R:A
MCE

CONDITION

Da

1

:

otiV

TOTF

e/ephoonne

OlUSeeum

ROAD, w .1.

370, HARROW ROAD,:'PADDINGTON, W.9.

LADbroke 4075 and CUNningham 1979.
alt day SATURDAY. Half day Thursday.

Open

R1155 RECEIVER

RADIO

CONDENSERS
i; mfd. 5 pF. I5/-.
RESISTORS
:-AIRwatts, 12; 6.
TESTED' 100 Assorted 14, }, 1;
100 Assorted

EF50 4/NIE CERS
10/- Carriagé.'
'EF54 5/8 Assorted m/1, to/c, T.C.
EF91 8/6
£1.2.6
POWER UNIT
EF37A
9/- For above RX, with 6V6 d'input: 38,.. 50,- 100, 200, 300, 500 mA.
Meters, 5/6 each. 1.5 kV. ElectroEL32 6/- stage. Input 200-250 A.C.
static, 12/6. 250-0-250 micro -amp.,
EL91 5/6
Carriage.
£1. 0-500 micro -amp. Meter, 15/-.
Ey51 13/6
TELESCOPIC AERIALS
EZ80 8/6
Extend from 12in. to
HL23DD
HENIBIX TA 12G TX
C ON D E NS -R S'.-,.Eleotéol y t i c.
ECC818/6
450 volt `woi king, $ mfd:, 2/6 ; 16
10/6
mfd., 3/3 ; 8 + 8 nifd., 3/9 ; 20 mfd.,
New condition. 'With 3 807, 4 3/-;
ÉCC82
8+16 mfd., 4/6 16+16 mfd.,
12SK7
Valves.
A
Bargain
while
10/6
4/6 ; 32+32 mfd., ' 6/-.
J3ias,
last.
they
ECC83
25/25, 50/50, 2/- each.
10/6
TELEPHONE HANDSETS POTS.=W/W or Carbon to 2
.ECC 84
meg., 2/6 each. with Switch, 100 K.,
12/6 Sound -powered, no, batteries ret, 1, 2 meg., 4/- each.
quired.
.ECC85
SP41, 'SP61, RI(34
10/6
.. -,£l.
2/6 each.
-PBir,
ECL80
'

£4

£4.10.0

r

'

-

10/6

7/- PCC84
22/6
10/6
4/- PCF82
12/- 955
12/6
5/6.AM6 8/6 EF36 4/- Pen46 6/6
7H7
816 EF39 7/6 U25 15/6
7Y4
8/6 EF42 12/6' R 5
8/6
6B4

3-spd

I

YOU CAN EUILD A POWER UNIT FOR THIS PORT,
ABLE RADIO. Complete kit containing printed circuit, all
Full details on request.
components, full instructions, 45/-.
Also suitable for other battery portables.

z'

316.

COLLABO RC3/554, v=apd single., player. £0.10
post free:
B.S.R. TU8 3 pd., single player, 9218, post 3/6.

*

TV

and illustrations,
Alt :parts -available_

dàk,

i'

807

8/6 832
15/6 954

1

Ex

DYNAMOTORS
U$ A, ,..Suttpkls, iiew i Ontlitioii:

Input 28 V. D C 1.6
i1 26, "(MIDDLESBROU'GH)
Output 230 v D.C. 100. mA.
East St., Middlesbreugh
Input 27 v. D.C. 1.4 amp.
C
Output 285 v. D.C. 60 mA. 22'61
TEL.: 3418.
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A NEW AUDIO OUTPUT VALVE WITH AN ANODE
DISSIPATION OF 35 WATTS
An addition to"the well -tried and popular range of G.E.C. Audio Valves, of
which the"KT66j has set a standard in its class the world over, thenew G.E.C.
KT88 is now available to meet conditions of use requiring higher power.

POINTS ABOUT THE KT88
I The KT88

is a

4 25 watts output is available
from a pair triode connected with
auto bias and an H.T. line voltage
not exceeding 500.
â The mutual conductance of
the KT88 is 11 mA!V.
6 An all glass ring seal replaces
the conventional pinch seal giving
increased strength, higher rating
and reduced dimensions.
7 The valve is mounted on an international octal base and has a heater
rating of 6.3 volts., 1.8 amps.

beam pentode

with aligned grids for maximum
efficiency.

2 50 watts output is available
from a pair connected in the ultra
linear circuit with auto bias and
an H.T. line voltage not exceeding
500.

3 100 watts output is available
from a pair connected in the ultra
linear circuit with fixed bias and
and an H.T. line voltage not
exceeding 560.

Full particulars of these valves can be obtained from the G.E.C. VALVE & ELECTRONICS DEPT.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2

POST THE COUPON JODAY FOR OUR
BROCHURE ON THE LATEST METHODS
OF HOME TRAINING FOR OVER
150 CAREERS & HOBBIES
PRIVATE
City

and

AND INDIVIDUAL

Guilds

Grouped

TUITION IN YOUR OWN HOME

Certificates in

Telecommunications:

A,M.

Examination, Radio Amateur's Licence, Radio and Television Servicing
General Radio and Television Courses, Radar, Sound Recording; eta.

Rrlt,

LA.E.

Certificatea,

Also Connes in

all other branches of Engineering and Commerce.

*

The advantages of E.M.I.

training The teaching methods are
planned to meet modern industrial requirements. * We offer training in
subjects which provide lucrative jobs or irteresting hobbies.
A tutor is
personally allotted by name to ensure private and individual tuition.
Free
advice covering all aspects of training is given to students before and after
enrolling with us.

*

all
I
I

I

LEARN THE
PRACTICAL WAY
With many of our courses we
supply actual equipment. Courses

NEW

I

include: Radio, Television,

I

Electronics,

Draughtsmanship,
Carpentry,
Photography,
and
Commercial Art, etc.

I

*

I

I

Courses from
15/- per month

MTN? 711
The only Postal Collegewhich is

part of
world-wide Industrial Organisation

POST
I

THIS

TODAY

COUPON

without obligation your

FREE

43 Grove. Park Road, London,

W.4.

Send

E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 32K

book.

Phone: Chiswick 441718.

NAME
ADDRESS
._..._.:.

JAN.

.

. ......................................._.....__..

.

w

_-..._ _.

SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST........._......._._..Y..__.__._._..._.

íC18
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EEBÉE$EHFZiE

CABINETS' FÔR -ALL

TOP!

The CONTtNA
Another addition to
our range of cabinets.
This is of new revol_u.13o ary design, styled
e best of conttiinnee
fte u ä!3r ik's finished
_lie highlyliölished dark
W4Inñt veneer:. with
»4WD:ng picked, out
ih',goid. Interior' is of
:.-same every, high stan-

INFRAY LAMP

.

Meansireal.00mfortin ñed:as it emits
Infra, Red -,Rays which warm ` and
yyou healthy
Í$ keep
Ecbnotglcal:
EB
Coege oñ1`Y,3d Per hour (el -60'Y83
at 1d4per unit):
r
Absoittely.safe no heitIth or fire
EB
Ideal for many other. Ases-over
pet's basket rearing pup, chicks,
over desk.- work bench, etc.
All complete -and ready' to work.
E$
EB
Price 3fb/°

.

d i'd,

d._

REE.

Wrap our beater cable around the
pipes in your left to'prevent a freeze
up. 21 yards withfull instructions ;
30;-, plus 1/-- pöst-and packing.

.its veneer'being

light mall°gany wlilefi conezastp 11ice1y-SPith th/dark
walnut.and ;generally glves'a very;Pleasing.äpp'earance. The dodIS-Slide onmdtar i'dnndrs and arefftted
with gold insert',finger plates A' really eacellant2
cabinet for any home-size 3ft 1,,ín. lòOg 1 it "n.
deep, 2ft. 1 rn ,high including legs Which are 10f0
from floor.Motor beard'121.-1 `171 equtPment aperture 171 x 9,m. gives ample space for 8in speaker.
Ample storage space for recordings. Price 219:19i carriage and insurance 20/-.

1

COMPONENT BARGAINS
.1 mfd: 350 -volt metal cased --concondensers by Dubilier-small size 3113
doz. or'

Philirls Trimmers 0-30 pf. 1!- each or
11/- doz
Moulded Mica C°ndensers,- well
mixed a sortment 3/.doz., 30 gross.
Silser .Miea,Sviellmlxed assortment.

3r doz., 80/ groat,- `.50 rnfd 50: ' v.' Bias Condensers
T.C.C. 1/6 each 151- per doz
..

Puckf'01
/fo-

Ceramic

Po`st`&

03

TRANSISTORS

83.

Red spot replaces Mullard 0071, etc., 10/Blue spot suitable R.F.
up to 1.6 Mc s, 15/- each.

tie

81- doz.

ue

Earpdoz.

E

5 to 30' pf., 6d.
to (IOW:.:9d.z aeh,
pf ; 118..eaSh, 12/-

i;inunem

each, 5/ doz... 20

EB

el

ïrtB;cFBEßi'

20.

ío

300

e-microphone.
type
3.0' o .

American

EB,
ER
EB:

EB.

F.M. TUNER

POCKET TRANSISTOR RECEIVER

Thie:- tinier is ,ä.ßeí 'upon the very
successful circuit published by All the parts to build cigarette box, receiver, £2.13.6,
® Data Rulgi atiegRe, -::We have made includes Ferrite aerials but not the earpiece, battery
or case,
E13.' upamodels at all branches and will

gladly demonstrate
Stability is
® extremely good and Making and
aligning mtlet. -pimple. ° 'Cost of all
W. parts
including, values, prepared
emetal chassis, w'ound-boils and stove
enamelled scale, slow-motion drive,
pointer,
tuning knob: In fact, everysag
thing needed is £611216. Data is
included free with the parts or is
EB available separately, price 2/-, Extra
-EB for fringe area model, 201-,

RADIO SCALES 6/6 DOZEN

.

SOMWEAVE

DON'T STUMBLE IN

This
lovely

really
loudspeaker fabric
a,t.
we ---offer
approximately a
third of to-day:S
cost. It. is 42in.
wide and our
price Is 12/- per
.yard, or panels
121n. x 12ím, 119
each.
This is
also very suitable for covering
plain wooden
case, for portable radio amplifiers, etc.

e The
Eft

NEW CIRCUIT".
OCCASIONAL 56.We have,evolved
a new T.R.F. circuit and hive had
really good results,equal 'in> fact to.
many superhets. You really should
try this circuit. All parts including
valves 161(7, 6,71, 6F6 and 6X5) andbakelite cage with back cost only
£5110:-, plus .2/6 post and insurance.
Data included, with the parts is' also
available separately, price' 2/-.
-

An exceptional bargain this month is our assorted
parcel of radio scales. A most useful collection
for all who make up experimental or other ¡aches.
We offer twelve assorted scales mostly in two or
three colours for 6/6, plus 2/6 post and packing.
Limited quantity only.

THE DARK

INSTANTUS HEATER

ESTRONIC "Hand ill Converter

Install 2 -way switches.
Our outfit comprises 30 yds. Mufti core cable, two 2 -way switches, two
wood blocks. Full instructions. 1816
:

each post! and insurance 26).

e

ELECTRIC BLANKET
WIRE

Waterproof- P.V.C. covered. so
To -day's best value in Band III- con- Practical Convector heater 1 kW, Oft, long, made from
blanket washable. 16 ohms per
used for
verters suitable for your T.V. or heavy gauge sheet steel (galvanised). Can be
moot -1:6 per yard. 14 yards. ideal
money refunded. Complete ready to any size house, up to three heaters can be controlled
for average blanket, £1 post free.
® operate, 4916 non-mains or 69:6 by one thermostat.
Price £2.10.0 Or with thermostat 24.5.0, carriage 5/-.
mains, post and insurance 3,6.
xeEEMEBEBE$EBEBEBEBEHEiIMB3EREíIEBEPEBEMBEBEBffeE ffielBEBEBle
EffiEl3BEB..EBEBEBEBfiB®EBEBEBEEB >:: EBEBEBEBEBEBE
EB
-

fFT1fiefffffflaifEif®
Eäf:«®ffliffl33ìfifER
THE SKYSEARCHER I
THE
An all mains set
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for

MEG

19,`6

EäEREiEXFB®®Eitffflfffl

UNI-T.V.

CHASSIS ASSEMBLY

fE
El

Superhet Chassis, 3 -waveband, col- lB
oured scale, scale pan, pulleys, EB
driving head, springs, drum, etc. EH
Scale size 143ín. x 31ín. Chassis size
15ín. a 15ín. x 2fn. Price 15/- plus 116
post. Note We can supply cabinet
for this. Price 39/6 plus 5'- carr.
and insurance.
ffl
MAINS -MINI
ffl
:

This is a. 2 -valve plus -metal rectifier
cet useful as an educational set for
beginners, also makes a fine second
set for the bedroom, workshop, etc.
All parts, less cabinet, chassis and
speaker, 19,'6. Post & ins. 2'6. Data
free with parts or available separately
3-valve battery version also
176.
available at the same price.
FLUORESCENT LIGHTS
Undoubtedly the most up -to -dato televisor for the
home constructor. You can build all or only part and
the set wisse finished will be equal to a factory -made
equivalent. What other constructor T.V. has all these
(satures?
* Made op units if requirel.
* All miniature valves.
-

*

*

*

These are a complete fluorescent
lighting fitting. Built-in ballast and
starters --stove enamelled white and
ready to work. Ideal for the kitchen,

*
*
over the. workbench and in similar *
*
locations.
Single 40. 4ft. 31n long. uses a 40 *
watt tube. Price 39:6 complete with

-

Metal rectifier.
No expensive transformers.
13 -channel circuitry.
Multi -vibrator time bases.
Ferru;_eube, E.H.T. and scan coils.
34138

Mss I. F.

i

El
ll
ll

E

El
El

El
Uses high -efficiency coils, covers L
long and medium wavebands and l$
fits into the neat white or Mown 113

cabinet-limited quantity

Eel

only. All the-parts, including cabinet,
valves, in fact, everything, 94,10/0, pa
plus 3i6 post. Constructional data
free with the parts, or available E$
separately 1!6.

l

2

HUGE MINISTRY PURCHASE
R.1155-yours for E2 down
Frequency. 75 kc/s to 18 me's-10 gi
valves-metal case-robust receiver si

-cost

r-

-

make
w i

give
years of
service,
very
little used.
1

1

ments133

:-

ments of

Il

£60to

evening and we guarantee
SUCCESSFUL RESULTS
OR MONEY BACK
Our parcel contains
I.T.A. Aerial
92:5x0
36ft. I.T.A.: Down
Lead
12 'LTA. Converter -£61010
Full instructions
1.6.
bargain
price
for
A special
all the above items if
bought together is 98110 (Post and Insurance 416)
Or £2,10'- down and 7 pay-

AMPLIFIER

I$

o v e

T.V. Commercialising
Outfit
Do it yourself-it's really
quite easy.
You will manage it in an

19/6

®

bakelite

Suitable for any modern 12, 14 or 17in. tube.
Modern contemporary cabinet if required,
The building cost (less tube) is only 931/1070 plus 101 tubs. Carriage and ins. 5/6.
carriage
and insurance. All parts guaranteed 12
Twin 20. Uses 2 20 watt standard months. Full
information and data free with parts or
tubes. Price 29/6 less tubes. Carriage available, separately,
price 376.
andins. $'6.

MULLARD AMPLIFIER "510"
A Quality Amplifier designed by
Mollard. Power output exceeds 10
watts. Frequency response almost
flat from 10 to. 20,000 C.P.S. For use
with the Aces " Hi G " and other good
pick-ups. Made up and ready to work
is 912í10r or 85/- deposit, ,plus 10, carriage and insurance.

B3

Carr.

Price £10 or
transit case 15/- ex.

of £2.

&

5

pay-

CAR STARTER CHARGER KIT fe
All parts to build 6- and 12 -volt vp
charger which can be connected to a
" flat " battery and will enable

the car to be started instantly.
comprising the following :Mains transformer
5 -amp. rectifier
Regulator Stud Switch
Resistance wire
Resistance Former
Mains on,bff Switch
0-5 amp. Moving Coil Meter
Constructional Data
or if bought all together price is
plus 2/- post and packing.
-

£1.

THERMOSTATS

Kit

1916

E

316
21-

o.n

2/6
1f-

9'6

1i6
52;6,

Go
EE

FE

E2

T R.F. CONVERTER
New this month is a converter for

Construct a powerful three-valve Usetai for the control of appliances such as convectors,
mains amplifier. Ideal for dances. glue -pots, vulcanisers, hot plates, etc. Adjustable
parties, etc. Complete less chassis, to operate over the temperature range 50-550 deg. F,
cabinet and speaker (available if II amp., 3:6 _; 5 amp. 8:6 ; 2 amp. QMB, 5.'6 ; 15 amp.
required). Data 1/6 (free with parts:, QMB. 15:-.
!

T.R.F. Set Viewmaster Electronic Engineering, etc. Small
mods. to the T.V. are necessary as
this must be turned into a super het to stop -re-radiating.
Price complete with two valves
£6.10.0 assembled.

¡

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.
Post orders should be addressed to E.P.E., LTD., Dept. 7, Sutton Road, Eastbourne.
Personal shoppers to ono of these addresses: please.

286,

Croydon.f

London Road,

Half day, Wednesday.

42-46. Windmill Hill.

Ruislip. Middx.

Phone RUISLIP

j
t

780

Half day, Wednesday.

7

1111

152-3,

Fleet Street.

F

(4.

Phone
FLEet 2833
Half day, Saturday.

I

29 Stroudreen Rd.,
Finsbury Park, N.4.
Phone ARChway 1049
.Half day, Thursday.

1

249,

Kilburn
Kilburn,

Hood,
l

MAIda Vale 4921.

I

ReEeeffl ®EEEeEtEfflEieE+fflEffleEg1E+E1BlZlEfflfflEEIEEEffleaEfflEFBffl MFPE:::.®EFZeEE3EFBeE&ZiEem
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UNDOUBTEDLY THE BEST VALUE YET OFFERED

c

:44e"Q`e ,/COeCiP,Ì.

fLa3`

ASSEMBLED & READY FOR USE

(Plus

.£1.10.0

Terms £21.10.8

Carr. and Tnsa ee., £1
refunded -hen peg 3- ase s returned toiro.)
derma and limonthly payment, of £1.19.10 or £11.0.0 deposit
ama 9 Months of 03.19.1.

IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE TO MAIL ORDER CUSTOMERS
! HOME CONSTRUCTORS! !
YOU CAN BUILD -'IT YOURSELF. FOR

£40
/4O.

The Truvox Tape Deck and the Quality Amplifier are supplied tested' and
MODEL TRI/F @ÚALITY AMPLIFIER
ready for use. The actual assembly of the Recorder is simple and only.
This amplifier .has been
involves a few connections (a connection chart is supplied for this purpose),
expressly d e s.ì!6` n e d 't o
meet the requirements of
The items illustrated and described form the comenthusiasts for fidelity reproduction, and in parplete equipment and each are available for sale
ticular to. CORRECTLY operate the above
separately.
TRUVOX DECK. It is supplied
complete
with a
matched
Elliptical 3 ohms P.M. Speaker.
TRUVOX TAPE DECK
It incorporates an efficient Tone
Control arrangement and has a
MODEL Mk. 111TR7iu
Magic Eye Level Indicator
This is Truvox's new.
(Operative on Record). It can
small ". design being
also be used as a general purpose
only 14ín. a 13m. The
Amplifier for high quality reprowhole instrument is built
duction of gramophone records
to close engineering
direct from a Gram Unit.
PORTABLE
limits resulting in the
Price £14.14.0.
ATTACHE CASE
minimum of " wow " and
{ Neat,
compact and at" flutter "- values.
It
tractively finished. It
S.A.E. FOR DESCRIPTIVE
3 SEND
will play the NEW PREconcealed
INCLUDING
PRICE
RECORDED TAPES and
LEAFLET
pockets for Mike. Mains
takes all standard tapes
DETAILS & H.P. TERMS
Lead
and reel of tape.
up to 1,200ft.

--

-

contains

SCOTSBOY

MAGNETIC

RECORDING TAPE

Supplied complete with a 1,200ft. reel of Scotsboy Tape. Price 35'-.

MODEL M1C31I ACOS CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
A highly sensitive Mike which

ment of the Amplifier.

accurately matches the input arrangePrice £2.10.0.

TRANSISTOR PUSHPULL AUDIO
AMPLIFIER
(100 Milliwatts Output)
Build this Push -Pull Amplifier which is ideal for
Crystal.. or Magnetic Pickup Ampliffrcatfon Baby
Alarm, Microphone Amplifier;"etc Powered by 6-volt
Dry Battery lasting for
months.
Complete Kit of Parts including 4 Transi tots and
all Components with Circuit (less speahr r) £4.10.0

TRANSISTOR SQUARE
WAVE GENERATOR

Ideal for signal tracing.
Complete Kit With 2
Transistors and Components and Circuit. 251,

STERN RADIO LTD.
109 & 115,

FLEET STREET, E.C.4

Tel.: FLEet

TRANSISTORS
JUNCTION TYPE (Red -Spot) (P,N,P.)
OFFERED AT LESS THAN -HALF-PRICE.

Designed for A.F. application up to 800 Kcls and are suitable for
use in amplifiers, Signal Tracers, Local Station Receivers,
Radio Control, Oscillators, Transistor Voltmeters, Baby
Alarms, Microphone. Pee -Amplifiers, etc,

10in

(Tested and complete with Data .& Circuits)
These Transistors may be used in place of Aluliard 0071I
IN.B.or similar. Transistors.

R.F. TRANSISTORS (BLUE SPOT) 1.6 Mes 15/- eaeh.l

PRE-SELECTED TRANSISTOR -SIN

PUSH -PILL PORTABLE
ET
Just switch to your favourite Station. SUPERB
No tuning: no aerial or
earth. Pre-select 3 stations. Complete

CATHODE RAY TUBES
VCR13SA £1.15.0.
VCR139A. 2}in. £1.15.0
VC'R97. Guaranteed full
T.V.- picture (eare. 2/-)
£2.0.0.
VCR517C. Guaranteed full
T.V. picture. 0E15.0.
0.
MU -METAL SCREENS
for VCR97 or 517. 10/-.
Oin. ENLARGER
R for
VCR97 or 517. P.P. 1/6.

Or with Matched Mullard 0072's (200 Milliwatts Output) and
7 x 4 Elliptical High Resistance Speaker 30,- extra.

17,'6.

5, HARROW ROAD, P

with all components

and
six Transistors. 7 x 4 Elliptical speaker. Teletron Superbet
Coils and I.F.T.'s. Powered by 7 v. dry battery which lasts for
months. 150 Milliwatts output. All the above with Circuits,
etc. Ready to assemble. £9.0.0.
((

Suitable Plastic Cabinet. Easy to assemble

186.
Call and hear demonstration model working.
Please note that these Red Spot Transistors are ideal for most
circuits including '^ W.W." Pocket Transistor Receiver and e
Transistor Amplifier.-"-All'-Transistors are British Manufactured and Guaranteed. Send for Circuits and Data.

N. W.2.

INDICATOR UNIT
TYPE 182A
Unit contains VCR517 Cathode Ray 6ìn. tube, complete with Mu -Metal screen
3-EF50, 4-SP61 and 1-51I4G
Offered BRAND NEW (less
relay) at 67)6. Plus 7!6
carr. "Radio -Constructor"
scope circuit included..
-

62A INDICATOR UNIT
Containing VCR97 with
Mu -Metal Screen. 21 Valve

EACH

TRANSISTOR SIGNAL
TRACER
Complete Kit with 2
Transistors, Components
and 'Phones with Circuit.
42ï6.

5812-3-4.

12-EF50,
2-EB34.

4-SP61,

3-EA50
Plus Pots.,

Switches, H.V. Cond., Resistors, Muirhead S'M Dial.
Double Deck Chassis and
Crystal. BRAND NEW
ORIGINAL CASE, 67; 6.
Carr. free.
1355 RECEIVER

Complete with 11 valves
8-SP61, 5114G, VU120, VRR2.
As specified for inexpensive
T.V.
In absolute new condition,
27/6, carr. 5;R.F.24 10;'-. R.F.25 12;6.
R.F.26 25/-.
Brand new
with valves, Carr. 2;6.

11INIATLRE I.F. STRIP
TYPE 373" 9-72 MEG.
Brand new miniature I.F.
Strip size 10'ín. a 2hn. s
3rn. high. Valve line-up
2-EF92; 3-EF91 and EB91.
With circuit.
With. valves 45'- (less
-

;

-

valves 8:. Post free.)

HENRY'S

(RADIO LTD.)
TEL.: PADDINGTON 1008-9, 1400

!-BUI[DET
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EASY-TO-MANE

SBEGiNNERS

BUILD
THIS

POCKET

RADIO
FOR

ONLY

37'e
Build this exceptionally sen qu
setmlly system
anyone
ann
1/6 without
any radio knowledge whatever in 45 minutes.
Handsome black-crackle steel case with
specially made black and gold dial with
stations printed. Size of radio only Olin. x
5in. x 3in. Covers all Medium and Long
waves-uses one only all-dry battery. H.T.
consumption only 1 to 1.5 mA. Uses personal
phone. Ideal for Bedroom, Garden, Holiday,
Many unsolicited testimonials.
etc.
Mr. Norton of Oxted, writes : yesterday
evening en the Medium waveband, I counted
22 separate stations : I am very pleased_ with
the set, which is well worth the money. BUILD

THE " SKYROYIA " NOW Total building cost-Everything down to l.st nut
'and bolt -57/6 (Postage, etc., 21-)-with
full set of clear, easy-to-follow plans.
(Parts sold separately. Priced Parts Lists,
!

eta,

1/6.)

AT LAST ! In response to many requests
we now" present the DOUBLE TRIODE
SKYPOCKET," a beautifully designed
precision POCKET RADIO. No radio
SINGLE
knowledge "needed !-EVERY
PART TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH:
our simple, pictorial plans take you stepby-step. This set has a remarkable sensitivity due to painstaking design. Covers all
medium waves 200 to 550 Metres. Size only
50in. x 3in: x 2!n. in Strong, Transparent
case with panel, cover and ivorine dial. A
really personal -phone, pocket -radio WITH
DETACHABLE ROD AERIAL. Selfcontained all-dry battery operation. Average building time 1 hour. Total Building
Cost-including Case, Double Triode
Valves, etc., in fart, everything down to
the- last nut and bolt-ONLY 37/6, with
plans. Postage, etc., 2,/-. C.O.D. 1/6 extra.
(Parts sold separately. Priced Parts List,
etc., 1/6.) Demand is certain to be heavy
-so SENI) TODAY !

Total building cost including
choice of beautiful walnut
veneered cabinet or ivory or 107/6
brown bakelite. This is the
lowest possible price consistent with high quality. No radii knowledge whatever needed .. can be built by
anyone in 2-3 hours, using our very simple
easy-to -follow diagrams. The terrific new
circuit of the " OCEAN -HOPPER "
covers all medium and long Waves with
optional negative feedback, has razoredge selectivity, and exceptionally good
tone. Price also includes ready drilled and
punched chassis, set of simple easy-to follow plans-in fact, everything.! All
parts sparkling brand new-no junk
Every single part tested before despatching. Uses standard octal-base valves :
6K7G high-frequency pentode feeding into
6J5G anode -bend detector triode, coupled
to 6V6G powerful output beam -power
tetrode, fed by robust rectifier. For A.C.
Mains. 200-250 Volts (low running costs-approximately 18 Watts !). Size 12in. x
6in. x 5in. Build this long range powerful midget NOW. All parts and set of.
plans, 65.7.6. (Post and packing 3/6.) Parts
sold separately. Priced Parts List, 1/6.

BUILD THE

'MINIATOM'

ONLY

BUILD THIS

FOR

`FRYING -PAN'
SET FOR
BUILD

1

5916

YOUR

MOTHER OR

WE'VE DONE IT AGAINin!
our design department
response to a great mans
requests have designed this
Vest-Pocket
" SKYPIXIE " RADIO
which
TRANSISTOR

th's
WIFE
fryine-Pan
radio ! Highly

CAN BE

sensitive
circuit
covering

BUILT
FOR

all

Has
normal
size.

and gives
excel lent
tone due

to

!

,=

wall

ba'ifie

effect. Costs only 1d. for about 75 hours use.
Ideal. for the kitchen, bedroom, etc. Robust
design. For A.C. mains 200-250 volts.
TOTAL BUILDING COST including

mirror-finish frying -pan, double -triode
valves, step-by-step beginner's plans,
nuts, bolts, etc., ONLY 776, Postage, etc.,

'

extra. (Parts sold separately.
Priced parts list, etc., 0/6.) PRICES MAY
GO UP !-SEND NOW.
26. C.O.D.

I

1/0

O[J CJORD
vJ

INTRODUCING THE ` MtNLiTOM'
-to fill aallbig
need
An exceptionally
-mains one vainer. Size only
powerful
x 40ín. x 2iin.
NO AERIAL Ott
EARTH NEEDED ! Costs approximately
ld. for 250 hours use. Uses latest contact cooled rectifier and works headphonescompletely hum-free-for personal listening,
hear all the Continental programmes in
bed without disturbing others-it has
LUMINOUS' push-button on/off switch
and station printed dial. For A.C. mains
200.'250 volts.
Covers all Medium -Waves
(provision for including Long Waves).
REALLY LOW BUILDING COST OF
ONLY 5316, including Case, Valve, Nuts,
Bolts Step-by -Step Beginner's flans
etc.-EVERYTHING ! Postage, etc., 216,
C.O.D. 1/6 extra. (Parts sold separately.
Priced parts list.. etc., U6.) TITIS WILL
BE A WINNER-SO SEND NOW !
!

spea ker

the case-and lasts many months. Use
has
yu ton
personal
On/Off n Switch. Every pard
LUMINOUS one
tested before despatch SPECIAL STEP
BY -STEP PLANS for ABSOLUTE
cost including1
Total tc.bui,
GI
case, transistors, etc., everythingr down to
the last nut and bolt-ONLY 57/6 with
plans. Postage, etc., 2'-. C.O.D., 1 6 extra,
(Parts sold separately. Priced parts list.
etc., 1/6.) As the building cost is absolutely
<it might
rockbottom
increase later) DEMAND

WILL BE VERY IIEAVY.
-SO SEND TODAY'

Med-

ium and
L o n g W a ves.

51/6
gives a superb performance.
and highly
It is powerful
sensitive. Size' only 4-n. 3iin,a q16 n.
the weight under 7 ozs.
STAGE receiver covering aall medium
tiny " pen
waves, working entirely off
light battery, which costs 6d.-Cts insid

`^

"E

-

1fd
s

rl

69, PRESTON STREET ;' BRIGHTON '.`

Suppliers to Schools, Universities
Orders dispatch ed bu return of post. Cheques accepted, Cash on delivery 1:6 extra..
Complete. range of components and vanes -stocked. CALLERS
,secs -h Establishments.
Government (CT?
WELCOME, : Shop listers : 9 (,si to 6 p.m. -1 p.m. Thursdays).
-

_
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

R.S.C. BATTERY

CHARGING EQUIPMENT

ASSEMBLED CHARGERS

6v.1amp

6-v. or 12 v. 1 amp.
6 v. 2 amps.
6 v. or 12 v. 2 amp x
6 v. or 12 v. 4 amps;

BATTERY CHARGER KITS
ASSEMBLED
Consisting of Mains TransCHARGER
former, F.W. Bridge. Metal: 6 v. or 12 v.
Rectifier, well ventilated steel
2 amps.
case, Fuses, Fuse - holders,
Fitted Ammeter
Grommets, panels and circuit. and:. selector
Carr. 216 extra.
plug for 6 v. or
6 v. or 12 v. 1amp.
22/9
12 v. Louvred
6 v. 2 amps.
25/9 metal case, fin6 v. or 12 v. tamps
31/6. ished attractive
6 v. or 12 v. 4 amps.
499.. hammer ` blue.
for use.
BATTERY CHARGER KIT Ready
With mains
Consisting of F.W. . Bridge a n d
output
Rectifier 6/12v. 5 a. Mains Trans., leads.
Double
0-9-15 v. 6 a. output and variable
Fused.
charge rheostat with knob.;
e/

1917

25/ 1
-29/1
38/2

.

56,

-

Above ready for use. Carr. 2/9.
With mains and output leads.

Interleaved and impregnated. .Primaries 200-230-250 v. 50 c/5, Screened.

TOP. SHROUDED DROP THROUGH
250-0-250 v, 70 mA, 6.3 v. 2.5 a.ï..
... 13/9
250-0-260 V. 70 mA, 6.3 v: 2 a, 5 V. 2 a.... 16/9
300-0-300. V. 70 mA, 6.3 V.:2.5 a....
... 16/9
350-0-350 v. 80 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a, 5 v. 2 a.... 18/9
.250-0-250'v. 100 rhA, 6.3 v. 4 a, 5 v. 3 a. 22/9,
300-0-300 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a, 5 v. 3 a. 2219
350-0-350 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a, 5 V. 3 a. 22/9
3.50-0-350 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a, C.T.

E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS
2,500 V. 5 mA. 2-0-2 v. 1.1 a, 2-0-2 v.,
1.1 a for VCR97, VCR517, etc: ... 36 6
ELIM(NA'l'OR T'RANSFORAIERS
Primaries 200-250 v. 50 c/s
... 1419
.

90 v. 15

5-0-5

mA, 4-0-4 v. 500 mA.

9/9

...

.

CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
All with 200-230-250 V. 50 c/s Primaries
0-0-15 v. 11 a, 119
0-9-15 v. 3 a, 16!9
0-3.5-9-17 v. 3 a, 179
0-3.5-9-17.5 v. 4 a,
18/9 0-9-15 v. 5 a, 199 0-9-15 v. 6 a, 22.19.
-.

5

v.

3

a.... 29/9

FULLY SHROUDED U'PRIGHT
250-0-250 v. 60 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a, 5.v. 2 a,
Midget type 21-3-3in. ...
...
... 17,6
350-0-350 v: 70 mA, 6.3 v.2 a, 5 v. 2 a.... 19/9

250-0-250 v .100 mA, 6.3.v.-4 v. 4 a,
C.T. 0-45 v. 3 a....
...
250-0-250 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v.6 a, 5 v. 3 a,
for R1355 conversion :..
...
300-0-300 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v. -4v. 4 a,
C.T. 0-4-5 v. 3 a....
...
350-0-350 v. 100 mA. 6.3 v. 4 a. 5 v. 3 a.
350-0-350 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a,
C. T. 0-4-5 v. 3 a....
...
300-0-300 v. 130 mA, 6.3 V. 4 a, 6.3 v. 1 a;
-

for Milliard 510 Amplifier

269
31%-

2619

23,9

27/9

..: 35%9

350-0-350 v. 150 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a, 5 v. 3 a, 33,9
350-0-350 v. 150 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a, 6.3 v. 2 a,
5 v. 3 a, ...
..
... 35/9
425-0-425 V. 200 mA, 6.3. v. 4 a, C.T.
6.3 v. 4 a, C.T.,. 5 v.-3 a. Suitable
.

.

Williamson Amplifier, etc. ...

... 49/9

450-0-450 v. 250mA, 6.3 v. 6 a, 6.3 v. 6 a,

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

All with 800-250 v. 50 c,'s primaries 6.3 v.
1.5a,59, 6.3v.2a 716 0-4-6.3v.2 a,79;
12 v. 1a 7/11; 6.3v_3 a 811 6.3-v.6a,
1716; 12 v. 3aor 24 v. 1.5 a, 17; 6..
SMALLL POTTED MAINS T R ANSE.
Removed from New Ex-Govt units,
Primary 0-200-230-250 v. Secs.
250-0250 v. 60 mA, 63 v. 2a,
5 v.2a. Size 31x 41.x 3in,..., 11 in

R.S.C. BATTER'"
Type

BMA. An ali dry
battery eliminator.
Size 5; x 4; x tin.
approx.
Completely
replaces batteries supplying 1.4 v. and 90 v.

battery
portable
receivers requiring
1.4 v. and 90 v. This
includes latest low
consumption types.
Complete. kit with diagrams,

;

;

;

steel case
with blue hammer

..,12%9
...

119

8,19

...
,...

.

5/6'

4,11

TRANSFORMERS
Midget'Battery Pentode 66 1 for
Small Pentode, 5,0.0612 to 312 .,
3/9
Small Pentode 7;8,00012 to 312
.: 29
Standard Pentode, 5.00012 to 312
19
Standard Pentode, 7;8,0009 to 312
49
Multi -ratio 40 mA, 30 1, 45 1, 60 ...
1,
90 :1,.Class B Push -Pull
'5!6
Push -Pull 10-12 watts 6V6 to 312 or
1512
Push -Pull 10-12 watts to match 6V6 15/9
to 3-5-8 or 1512
Push -Pull 15-18 watts, 6L6, KT66 ...1619.
Push -Pull 20 watts, sectionally... 22/9
wound 6L6, KT06, etc.. to 3 or 1512 47 9
Williamson type exact to spec.
,,. 8511'

;

.

:

:

:

-.

CALLERS ONLY. WE HAVE
MANY CLEARANCE LINES BOTH
SMALL AND LARGE, INCLUDING
SMALL NUMBER OF 1954 and 1955
I'FOR.

AMPLIFIER KITS
13142.

Size

8

x 51 X.

Supplies 120 v.,
and 60 v., 40 mA
and 2 v. 0.4 a to 1 amp.
fully_ smoothed. Thereby - completely re-

placing both It T.
batteries and L.I.
2 r. aecunndators,.
When connected to
A.C.
mains supply
200-250
v.
50
c/es,

-

1,6 ea. Sma11.0005 mfd. 2 Gangs, 419 ea.

inanufactmer.
urplus. Attractive designs. War u
'eneered, with doors for 15, 16, or 17in
Tube £3-18-6.. Carr. 76.

69/9

Ready for use with
mains and output
leads.
Carr.
3/6.

MANUFACTURERS'
SURPLUS
ALA INS TRANSFORMERS. Primaries
250-250 v. 50 es. Fully shrouded upright
mounting 425-0-425 v.. 150 mA, 6.3 v 3 a.
5 v. 3 a, 2911, post 2 9. Wearite 225-0-325.v.
100 mA, 6.3 v. 2:5 a, 5 v. 2 a, .19!9. Drop
Through Chassis type 250-0-250 v. 70 mA,
0.3 v. 2.5 a, 10/9.

EX-00V).'.PRANSFS..230250v.50e;ea
8.8 v 4 a 9,9; 460 v: 200 mA 6.3 v. 5 a, 25/9:
300-0-300v.150 mA, 4v.3a 9'9 0-16-18-20v.
35 a, 69,6. earn 716.
;

-

EX. -(4 ONT.
250 inA, 5 Ii

-

SMOOTHING CHOKES
50 ohms
...
.. 12%9
150 mA, 10 H 100 ohms
..119
150 mA, 6-10 H 150 ohms Trop....
6,9
100 mA, 5 H 100 ohms Tropicalised...3/11
L.T. type 1 amp. 2 ohms
...
2/9.
EX . -GOVT.
OV'l'. MET:AL BLOCK (PAPER)
CONDENSERS
4 mfd. 500 v., 2/9 ; 4 mfd. 1,000 v., 19 :4 mfd. 1.500 v., 5/9 ; 8-8 mfd. 500
619 ;
8 mfd: 500 v., 4/9
10 mfd. 500 v., 49 ;
4 mfd. 409 v. plus 2 mfd. 250 v., 1,11.
EX GOVT. ILE('TROLY'IICS. Removed
from unused equipment 8-16 mfd. 550 v.,
.

.

.

v

;

OUT)?U

90 v.,

99, or

finish.

.

SMOOTHING CHOKES
250 mA5 H 100 ohms
...
150 mA 7-10-250 ohms100 mA .100 H 200 ohms ,.
80 mA 10 H 350 ohms
,.
60 mA 0 14 400 ohms

Type
2lin.

U.T. ELIMINA'T'OR AND TRICKLE
CHARGER KIT. Input 200-250 v. A.C.
Output I20 v. 40 mA. Fully smoothed and
rectified supply to charge 2 v. accumulator
Price with louvred metal case and circuit,
29/6. Or ready for use, 819 extra.
SPECIAL OFFERS 8-8 mfd. 450 v.
-mall can electrolytics in lots of six,
C.V. CABINETS. Leading

;

TO MAINS CONVERSION U NITS

where A.C. mains 200250 y. 50 c;s. is available. Suitable for all

ready for use. 46/9.

;

ven-

Well

tilated

Carr. 6.

(GUARtNTEFn)

;

a,

fused.

46/ 9
3 4ô/

Only 45/9.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

4

or 12 v. 4 amps.
Fitted Ammeter ass/I
variable charge selector. Also selector
plug for 6 v. or 12
v. charging. Double

-

-

350-0-350 v. 150 mA, 6.3 v.

AN for A.C. MAINS 200-250 v., 59 c/cs.
Guaranteed 12 months.
Assembled 6 v.

-

HEAVY DUTY KIT
amp. Suitable for Garage
or firm with a number of vehicles.
Mains input 200850 v. 50 Ws.
Outputs 12 v. 15 amp. twice.
Consists of Mains Trans. 2 Metal
Rectifiers. 2 Meters, 4'' -Fuses,
4 Terminals, 2 Rheostats and
circuit. Only 9 gns carr. 15/-,
12 v. 30

R.S.C.

January, 1957

1/3 16-10 mfd. 350 v., 1/3 , 1,500 mfd. 6 v.,
1f9 ; 50 mfd. 50 v., with clip. ed.
EX -GOVT. DOUBLE WOUND STEP

UP/STEP

TRANSFORMER

DOWN

to 5-0-75-115435 v.
watts. Only 119.
plus 2/9 post.
EX-GOVT. CASE. Well ventilated black
crackle finished, undrill"ed cover. Size 14
x 10 x 8_in. high. IDEAL FOR BATTERY
CHARGER OR INSTRUMENT CASE,
OR COVER COULD BE USED FOR
AMPLIFIER Only 9/9 plus 2'9 postage.
EX -GOVT. VALVES. (NEW)
10-0-100-200-220-240 v.
or REVERSE. 80/100

1T4

5i

7/9 6F6G
7;9 EF39
819 6V6GT.
819 6X5GT

524G

ID

153
3S4

3G
5114G

8/9. 6L60

6K7G
5(9
8K8G
99
4S37GT 6/9
6SLGT Sig

7'9

52
69
79

'

12A6

11 9
7/9
79

í5D2

4 9

807

99
49

25Z4G

6SN7GT 9/9 MH4

6AT6
ECC83
EF80
EB91
EF36

EL32
EL91
KT44
KT66
SP61
35Z4

79

919

7,9
F'9
4'9
3;9
5,9
8 9
11 9
219

89

EX -GOVT. UNIT RDF1. Brand new,
cartoned.
Complete with 14 valves,
including 5Z4, E.H.T. rectifier.
Trans. Choke, etc. Only 29.9. cary. 7,6.
El 6CTROLITICS (current production)
NOT EX -Govt.
Can Types
Tubular Types
8- mfd. 600 v. 211
16 mfd. 500 v.
32
8pE 450 v..., 19
16 mfd. 350 v. 1'11
8mfd. 500 v. 216
-

SI.TTABLE FOR ALL
BATTERY
IIECE!VERS normally using 2 v. Accumulator.
Complete kit of parts with diagrams and
instructions 49;9, or ready for use 59,6.
EXTENSION
SPEAKE RS
Ready for use in
walnut veneered
cabinet,
6lin. 2-3 ohms, .29/6.
2-3 ohms, 352.
Very limited number,

32 mfd. 500 v.
519
256F 25 v. ... 13
509F 12 v. .. 13
50 mfd. 25 v.... 1,6
51MF50 v. ...1/9
100 mfd. 12 v. 1/9
100 mfd. 25 w
2/3
6,000 mid. 6 v. 3/9
Many othe s in stock.

VOLI'ME CONTROLS with long (;;in,
diem.) spindle, all values less switch,
2/9 ; with S.P. switch, 3,9
with D.P.
switch, 4./6.

BUNTS MOLDSEAL CONDENSERS.
.005 mfd. 400 v., .01 mfd. 400 v., .04 mfd. 503
y.. 5i6 doz., tone type) 1 .1 mfd. 350 v. -13d.
ea.
.25 mfd. 500 v., 1i3
.5 mfd. 500 v.,

;

v....
v ...
160' 500 v....
SUE 350 v....
166F 350

16íF450

160I` 450 v. ... 2/9
132PF 350 v. ... 2 11

2/3

mfd. 450 v. 4,9
4,9
8-8üF 450 v.... 219
8-16üF 450 v.211
16-160F 450-v.3 11
16-32üF 350 v. 4;9
32-325F 330 v. 4,9
32-32pF 450 v. 5e
60-100 mfd.
`
350 v.
... 6/11
64-120 mfd. 350 v.7:9
100-200 mid.
275 v.
... 6/9
32

919

I00 mfd. 450 v.

3,9
3/9

;

1J8 ea.

t

.

..

.

.

January, 1957
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

ULTRA LINEAR

12

WATT AMPLIFIER

R.S.0 30 WATT ULTRA LINEAR

Model High -Fidelity Push Pull Amplifier with Built-in " Tone
Control, Pre-amp stages. High sensitivity.
NEW 1956

HIGH-FIDELITY AMPLIFIER

A6
highly sensitive Push -Pull, high output
unit with self-contained Pre -amp. Tone
Control Stages. Certified performance
figures compare equally with most expensive amplifiers available. Hum level
70 db. down. Frequency response f 3 db.
30-30,003 c/cs.
A specially designed
sectionally wound ultra linear output
transformer is used with 807 output
valves. All components are chosen for
reliability. Six valves are used, and
separate Bass and Treble controls. Minimum input required for full output is
only 30 millivolts so that ANY KIND OF
MICROPHONE OR PICK-UP IS SUITABLE. The unit is designed for CLUBS,
THEATRES,
DANCE
SCHOOLS,
HALLS or OUTDOOR FUNCTIONS,
etc. For use with Electronic ORGAN,
GUITAR, STRING BASS, etc. For
standard or long-playing' records. OUTPUT SOCKET PROVIDES L.T. and
H.T. for a RADIO FEEDER UNIT.
Amplifier operates on. 200-250 v.-50 c/cs.
A.C. Mains and has outputs for 3 and 15
ohm speakers. Complete kit of parts with
fully punched chassis and point-to-point
wiring diagrams and instructions.
If required cover as for A8
ONLY
can be supplied for 17(6.
An extra input with assoGNS.
ciated vol. control so that
two separate inputs such
Carr. 101 as Gram. and Mike can be
mixed, can be provided for 131 extra.
The amplifier can be supplied, factory
built with 12 months' guarantee, for 50/ extra. TERMS for assembled two input
model DEPOSIT 28/9 and 9 monthly
payments of 28/9.
P.M. SPEAKERS. All 2-3 ohms, 5in.
Goodmans, 17/9. Gin. Plessey, 16.1. Bin.
Plessey, 16/9. lin, Rola, 19/9. 10in.
Plessey Heavy duty, 2819. -loin. Elao
10in. W.B.
26(9. 12ín. Plessey, 29(11.
"Stentorian" 3 or 15 ohms type HF1012
Highly
10 watts, high-fidelity type.
recommended for use with any of our
amplifiers. £4710/9. 12ín. Plessey 15 ohm
10 watts, 3 Gns.
PLESSEY DUAL CONCENTRIC, 12in.
15 ohm RIGD FIDELITY SPEAKER.
with built-in tweeter (completely separate
elliptical speaker with choke, condensers, etc.) providing extraordinarily
realistic reproduction when used with
our A6 or similar amplifier. Rated 10
watts. Price complete, only £5/1710.
M.F. SPEAKERS 2-3 ohms, Bin. R.A.
Field, 600 ohms, 11/9. 19in. R.A. Field,
1,000 ohms, 23:9. 10in. R.A. Field, 1,5041
A

Includes 5 valves (807 outputs). "High
Quality sectionally wound output transformer, specially designed for Ultra
Linear operation, and reliable smalì
condensers of current manufacture.
INDIVIDUAL CONTROLS FOR BASS
AND TREBLE " Lift " and "Cut."
Frequency response ,- 3 db. 30-30,000 c.c.s.
Six negative feedback loops. Hum level
71 db. down. ONLY 70 millivolts INPUT
required for FULL OUTPUT. Suitable
for use with all makes and types of pickups and practically alI microphones.
Comparable with the very best designs.
For
or

LONG-PLAYING
RECORDS. For

l

5.0

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS such as STRING BASS,
GUITARS, etc. OUTPUT SOCKET
with plug provides 300 v. 20 mA. and 6.3 v.
1.5 a. For supply of a RADIO FEEDER
UNIT, Size approx. 12-9-7fn. For A.C.
mains 200-230-250 v. 50 clos. Outputs for 3
and 15 ohm speakers. Kit is complete to
last nut. Chassis is fully punched. Full
instructions and point-to-point wiring
diagrams supplied. Unapproachable value
at £71151-, or factory built 45.'- extra.
Carriage 10/-.
If required louvred metal cover with 2
SUPERHET FEEDER UNIT
yd
Design of a high quality Radio Tuner Unit
(specially suitable for use with any Of our
Amplifiers). A Triode Heptode Fachanger
is used. Pentode I.F., and double Diode
Second Detector. Delayed A.V.C. Ae./
Grid F/C Coupling is by bottom end condenser Coupling giving freedom from
alignment troubles when Ae. of varying
lengths and capacity are used. Both Frequency Changers and I.F. valves are
A.V.C. controlled from the very low distortion Double Diode so arranged that
very high Percentage modulation of the
Transmitter can be handled without distortion. The Feed for the delayed A.F.C.
is arranged so that A.V.C. distortion is
avoided.
The Ch. Sw. incorporates
Gram. position. Controls are Tuning, W.,
Ch. and Vol.
Output will load most
Amplifiers requiring 500 M.V. input
depending on Ae. location. Only 250 v.
15 mA. H.T., and L.T. of 6.3 v. 1 amp.
required from amplifier. Size of unit
approx. 0-6-7in. high. Simple alignment
procedure. Point-to-point wiring diagrams, instruction and priced parts. -list
with illustration, 276. Total building
cost. 54/15'-. For descriptive leaflet send
S.A.E.

GARRARD 3 -SPEED MIXER AlTOCIIANGER RC110. For Standard A.C.
mains 200-250 v. 50 c/cs. Current Model.
Brand new. cartoned.
Provision for
taking 10 records. Fitted High-Fidelity
turnover pick-up head with dual sapphire
point stylus for Standard or Long-playing
records. Very limited number at only

carrying handles can be supplied for
1716. Additional input socket with associate Vol. Control so that two different
inputs such as Gram and " Mike " or
Tape and Radio can be mixed, can be
provided for 131 extra. Guaranteed 12
months.
TERMS on assembled two input model.
DEPOSIT 25/6 and nine monthly payments 22/4.
kIIGH - FIDELITY MICROPHONES
and SPEAKERS in stock. Keen cash
prices or H.P. terms if supplied with
amplifier.
R.S.C. 4-5

WATT A5

HIGH -GAIN AMPLIFIER

A highly sensitive 4-valve
quality amp-

:

lifier for
the home,

small club,
ete. Only 59
millivolts input is required for
full output
so that it is
suitable for
use with the lai est high-fidelity pick -n p
heads, in addition to all other types of
pick-ups and practically all mikes.
Separate Bass and Treble Controls are
provided. These give full long-playing
record equalisation. Hum level is
negligible being 71 db. down. 15 db.
of negative feedback is used. H -T. of
300 v. 25 mA. and L.T. of 6.3 v. 1.5 a.
is available for the supply of a Radio
Feeder Unit, or Tape Deck preamplifier. For A.C. mains input of 200-230250 v. 50 e/cs. Chassis is not alive. Kit
is complete in every detail and includes
fully punched chassis (with baseplate)
with Blue hammer finish and point
to-point wiring diagrams and instructions.
Exceptional value at
only £4(151-, or assembled ready for
use 25- extra, plus 3/6 care.
PLESSEY loin. P.M. 3 OHM SPEAKER.
with High Flux Density Magnet. Recommended for use with above or A7 Ampli-

ohms, 2319.
COAXIAL CABLE 75 ohms, lin. 8d.
yard. Twin Screened Feeder, 11d. yard.
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
6/12 v, I a. H. W.,219
6'12v.1a.
411
6Ì12 v. z a.
6:12 v. 4 a.

8/9
11/9

HI.

150 v.

Types H.W.
40

mA.

3/9

250 v. 50 mA. 5 9
6'12v. 4a.
1419
fier. Only 2819.
250 v. 80 mA, 7/9
£7.19.6. Carr. 3/2
6112 v. 6 a.
19/9
B.S.C. TAl HIGH QUALITY TAPE
250 v, 150 mA. 9/9
6/12 v. 10 a.
2519
DECK AIPLIFIER. For ALL Tape
300 v. 250 mA. 12;9
L.T Types H.W.
B.S.R. .TU8 3 -SPEED SINGLE REDecks with High Impedance, Playback
CORD PLAYING UNITS for 7in., loin,
and Erase Heads, such as Lane,
R.S.C. 3-4 WATT A7
or 12ìn. records at 33i, 45, or 78 r.p.m.
Truvox, etc. (Unit can now Ready for
HIGH -GAIN AMPLIFIER
Supplied with high-fidelity crystal pickbe supplied for use with latest Use. ONLY
up with dual sapphire point turnover
For 230-250 v. 50 c/es. Mains input.
Collaro Tape Transcriptor
stylus for standard or long-playing
Appearance and Specification, with
refer to TA1C.) For A.C. 1.1
GNS.
records. Only £4.12.6. plus 3r car.
exception of output wattage, as A5.
Mains 230-210 v 50 c/cs.
Complete Kit with diagrams, £3115/-.
Positive compensated identification of
Assembled 2216 extra- Cart. 3'8.
3-4 WATT QUALITY AMPLIFIER.
recording level by Magic Eye. Recording
Designed for use with B.S.R. or Garrard
THE' SKYFOUR T.R.F. RECEIVER
facilities for 15, 7I or 34in. per sec. AutoAutochanger. Fitted separate Bass and
A design of a 3 -valve 230-250 v. A.C. Mains
matic equalisation at the turn of a knob.
Treble controls, Vol. Control and mains
receiver with selenium rectifier. It conLinear frequency response of = 3 db..
switch. Latest type B.V.A. valves used.
sists of a variable -Mu high-gain H.F.
50-11,000 c.p.s. Negative feed-back equalFor 200-250 v. A.C. mains chassis is not
stage followed by a low distortion anode
isation. Minimum microphony and hum.
alise.'' Output for 2-3 ohm speaker.
High output with completely effective
bend detector. Power pentode output is
Ready for use. Only £410'-, earr_ 3 6,
used. Valve line up being 6K7. SP61.
erasure and distortionless reproduction.
6F6G. Selectivity and quality are well up
Sensitivity. is 15 millivolts so that any
kind of Crystal microphone is suitable.
to standard, and simplicity of construcELLIPTIC -äL P.M. SPEAKER. r x clin.
tion is a special feature. Point-to-pòint
Only 2 millivolts minimum output reGoodman. Suitable for above. 19 6.
quired from Recording head Provision is -, wiring diagrams, instructions and parts
list, 119.. This receiver can be built for a
made forfeeding a P.A. amplifier. Unit can
PICK -CPS. -Collar° high-fidelity high
maximum of £411918 including attractive
also be used as a gram amplifier requiring'
impedance magnetic type. On 1 31 3.
input of 0.75v. R.M.S. Carriage, 7/6. IllusBrown or Cream Bakelite or Walnut
Brand New.
trated leaflet Od.
veneered wood cabinet 12 x 6I x 51 in.
Terms : ( AVA. or 0.0.0. NO C.O.D. under £1. Post 1'9 extra nnde' £2 : 219 extra under £5.
Open 9 to 5.30 ; Sat,. until 1 p.m. Catalogue 6d., Trade List 5d. S.A.E. with all enquiries.
-
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The
LATEST EDITION

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS

has

Valve ratings and base connection
symbols.
Classified lists of nearly 300 valves,
teletubes and selenium rectifiers.

of VALVE and

Germanium diode section including
ratings in various circuits.
Brimistors section.
Radio engineering formulae and
NEW circuits.
Valves and
Brimarize section.
teletubes.
Up-to-date substitution list of
American types.

TELETUBE DATA

CIRCUITRY
E SPECIAL
COMPONENTS

Equivalents and C.V. numbers.

Send 5/- for your copy

to: Publicity

Details of Trustworthy types.
Valuable information on Transistors.

Dept.

Footscray 3333

KENT

SIDCUP

FOOTSCRAY

Standard Telephones card Cables Limited

PREMIER RADIO COMPANY
B.

6

P.fr9ÁTlilLDAYS

H. MORRIS

&

CO. (RADIO) LTD.

(Dept. P.W.) 207, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

BE-

Telephone :
AMBASSADOR 4033
PADDINGTON 3271-2

BUILD THESE NEW PREMIER DESIGNS
ALL -DRY BATTERY
PORTABLE RADIO RECEIVER

T.R.F.iRECEIVER

2 -BAND
MAY

Pk.

MAY BE

£5.1 v.®Plus&1Pot.

BUILT FOR
3-Bani Super -

BUILT FOR

£7.8.0
Plus
Pkg.

bet Receiver
may be built

31-

for í7.1P:6
plus pk. carr.

&

&

4

3/-. These two
receivers use
the latest type
circuitry and
are fitted into

Individual instruction books 1/- each,
post free.

MULLARD AMPLIFIER KIT

the
Best !

Postage

Miniature

in a
superbet circuit covering
medium and
long, waves. Regine covered cabinets
X 51ín., in contrasting
X loin.
colours, wine with grey panel. Instruction
book 1/6 post free, which includes full
constructional details and list of priced
valves

attractive cabinets 12ín. x 64ín. x 541n. in
either walnut or ivory bakelite or wood.

Why
not
make

the components for
model 510, PLUS preamplifier
on one chassis (total six
valves)- may be purchased
for 612.12.0, Plus pkg. &
7/6, or preamplifier and tone
control in as separate unit,
£14.14.0 plus pkg. & post 7/6.
All

components.

-

-

-

COMPACT GRAM AMPLIFIER
Suitable for any
type of Pick-up.
Volume and tone
control fitted with
knobs.
Overall
she 711n. long x
3!in. wide x Zlín.
Complete
high.
and ready for use.

(2.19.6

WITH
SUPPLIED
OUTPUT
ULTRALINEAR
TRANSFORMER

GRAM

Send for, the Premier -WIDE ANGLE
TELEVISOR booklet. 3/6 post free.

UNITS

NOW

}

4 -WATT

.

Plus packing

& postage 2/6.
B.S.E. 4 -Speed
Autoehanner.
69.15.0 plus 5/- PAL & post.
TUS -3 -Speed
64.12.6 plus 2/6 pkg. &.post..

AMPLIFIER

©Plus2;6Pkg.
MAYBE
J-s.A
& Carr.
BUILT FOR
Valve line-up
6SL7, 6V6 and
6X5, FOR A.C.
MAINS 200,250
VOLTS. Suitable for either
0 -ohm or 15chm Speakers.
Negative feedback.
Any
type of pick-up
may be used.
Overall she en. x lin. x 5in. Price of
Amplifier complete, tested and ready for
use, £5.5.0 Plus 3/6 pkg, and Carr.
A STEEL CASE IS NOW AVAILABLE
COMPLETE WITH ENGRAVED PANEL,
15/8 EXTRA.

A NEW TAPE RECORDER
DEPOSIT

CREDIT TERMS

£5

and 8 monthly payments of £4.18.6
-

H.P. TERMS

1

DEPOSIT

£20

and 12 monthly payments of £1.17.1
Cash price £40 plus packing and carriage
21/-. Case finished in Brown. and Antique
Fawn. Size 15in. x 12iin.. x 7 fin. with the
very latest type Continental fittings. For
A.C. mains 200-250 volts, 50 cycles.
SEND FOR LEAFLET
'
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Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. 'Phone
"Practical Wireless," George Rennes, Ltd., Tower House,Newnes,
Telegrams
Rand, London.
Registered at the G.P.O. Far transmission by Canadian Magasine Post.

:

Tempie Bar 439.4.

:

Transistor Circuits
READERS will have noted that in recent
issues we have devoted considerable
space to transistors. It is natural that
our readers, all of whom are practical constructors, and therefore interested in experiment,
should press for more articles on this subject,
and we shall continue to publish articles on
transistors and their application, increasing the
amount of space devoted to the subject as
transistors become more readily available. At
the present time manufacture is hardly equal to
the demands of the industry. They are also at
present more expensive. Because of the comparatively low stage gain more of them are
required- to provide a given output than would
be necessary with an ordinary valve circuit. It
would be idle for us to publish designs for which.
transistors are not readily available. Whilst
transistorised circuits are the inevitable development and must eventually replace the valve,
that time is far distant.

Before any club notice is permitted to appear
in this journal we first investigate along the lines
of the foregoing.

`

TAPE RECORDERS
sales of taps recorders continue to
THEadvance with the growing interest in this
fascinating branch of electronics. As with
radio, clubs are being formed all over the country,
many of them operating lending libraries. As
with radio clubs, however, we should like to
issue a warning. It is that readers should be
particularly careful to investigate the bona fides

of any club before they part with their money.

Especially is this necessary with clubs claiming
nation-wide membership. Readers should ask
the following questions
Is the club a proprietor's club (that is to say, a club where the
founders remain the proprietors and cannot be
voted out of office) ?-avoid joining any club
where the officers are not elected at an Annual
General Meeting ; ask whether an independently
audited balance sheet is to be issued to members
enquire whether the officers are paid or honorary ;
ascertain what are the real benefits of membership ; a duplicated news -sheet hardly warrants
an -annual subscription. If in doubt write to us.
:

;

RADIO FILM SHOW
AS briefly announced last month, there will be
a radio film show at the Caxton Halt
(Great Hall Site) on Thursday, February 21st,
1957. Admission is free, but by ticket obtainable
from the offices of this journal. Seating accommodation is limited so you should apply now.
Address your letters to
" Film Show,"
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, address as on this page.
The meeting will commence promptly at
8 o'clock in the evening, and there will be an
interval for refreshments. Dropping the editorial " we " for a moment, 1 shall be in the
chair. The films to be shown are fascinating and
will provide an entertaining evening of educational value.
-

BINDERS FOR P.W.
month we published details of our selfLAST
binders for PRACTICAL WIRELESS. A large
number of readers have ordered them, but many
of them have omitted to indicate the number of
the volume that they required blocked on the
spine. When placing an order, therefore, please
indicate the number of the volume. Details of'
these self-binders were given on page 689 of
our December issue.

" AMPLIFIERS: DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION"
WE have had a large number of requests during

recent years for a book on amplifiers.
Readers will be interested to know, therefore,
that on February 14th we shall publish " Amplifiers
Design and Construction." It will cost
17s. 6d., by post 18s. 3d. (280 pages and 167
illustrations.) It will contain the cream of the
articles on this subject which have been published herein. If you wish to reserve a copy of
This limited edition send your remittances to the
Book Department, George Newnes, Ltd., address
as above. -F. J. C.
:

OUR AI.XT ISSUE, DATED FEBRUART. WILL BE

PUBLISHED 01' JANUARY lilt
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Broadcast Receiving Licences
THE following statement showing
the approximate number of
Broadcast Receiving Licences in
force of the end of September, 1956 ,
in respect of wireless receiving
stations situated within the various
Postal Regions of England, Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland.
The numbers include Licences'
issued to blind persons without
payment.
Region

London Postal ...
...
Home Counties
Midland
...
North Eastern ...
...
North Western
South Western ...
Wales and Border Counties
-

Total England and Wales
Scotland
Northern Ireland
Grand Total

..

...
...
...
...

Total
1,278,772
1,278,277
990,586
1.292,412

980,001
807,910
509,832

..

7,137,790
915,652
204,508

.

8,257,950

EMI Telemetry
can now be announced that
TT"EMI Electronics Ltd. have been
commissioned to provide the vital
telemetry equipment for the series
of experimental high altitude test
vehicles (rockets) which will be
used in the upper atmosphere

rocket research programme to be
undertaken by the Gassiet Committee of the Royal Society during
the forthcoming International Geophysical Year (1957-58).
The project, which is sponsored
by the Ministry of Supply and the
Royal Aircraft Establishment, will
study a wide range of meteorological, atmospheric and solar
phenomena in the upper atmosphere, as well as many aspects of
high altitude rocket performance.
The specialised telemetry equipment provided by EMI Electronics
will transmit a wide variety of
information concerning test vehicle
performance and scientific experiments.

By

"QUESTOR"

mitting stations and was appointed
Senior Maintenance Engineer at
the BBC's V.H.F. Transmitting
Station at Wrotham, Kent, in
1949.- He remained at Wrotharn
until taking up his present appointment.
.

Remote control for Tankers
REMOTE control device,
operated from a tanker
moored at the end of submarine
cargo loading lines 3'f miles out
at sea, which -is capable of stopping the cargo loading pumps on
shore, has recently been' installed
at a cost of Malayan 885,000
(£10,000) at Lutong Refinery in
Sarawak, British Borneo. This
equipment, now in service, was
developed jointly by Shell and- the
General Electric Company Limited,
London.
The shallowness of the water
prevents tankers from coming close
to the shore, and the four loading
moorings are situated N miles out.
They are connected to the shore
by underwater pipelines.
As a tanker approaches the
moorings a portable transmitter/
receiver is taken aboard. In addition to providing a radio -telephone
service with the shore terminal
this portable set can transmit on a
special " pump control " channel.

A

Should it be necessary to stop
the pumps in an emergency the
pressing of a control button on the
operating panel of the portable set
overrides the telephone channel
and brings the pump control
channel into operation. On reaching the shore pumphouse the
signal is fed to the particular
engines pumping to the tanker on
which the button was pressed.
Electrically operated valves are
then activated and stop the engines.
Lutong refinery, owned by
Sarawak Oilfields Limited, one of
the Royal Dutch/Shell Group of
oil companies, has been completely
rebuilt since the war and is now
processing crude oil at a rate of
some 2.4 million tons a year. The
majority of the crude comes from
the Seria field in the. State of
Brunei, which, with an annual
output of about 5 million tons a
year, is one of the largest single
oilfields in the British Commonwealth.
-

-

-

-

.

Pye Radio for King Hussein
A PYE radio has been installed in
the Royal compartment of the
Vickers Varsity aircraft which has
just been converted by Eagle Aircraft Services Ltd. for the personal
use of His Majesty King Hussein

of Jordan.
The radio is a Pye " Continental "
car radio which has been adapted
to workfrom the aircraft's 24 -volt
power supply. It has five wave -

BBC Engineering Division Appointments
MR. G. K. DRAKE has been
appointed
Engineer-in Charge of the BBC's Television

and V.H.F. Transmitting Station at
Blaen Piwy in Wales. Mr. Drake
joined the BBC at the Alexandra
Palace television station in 1938.
He subsequently served at a
number of the Corporation's trans -

The Whiteley presentation group referred to on the opposite page.
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bands-long, medium and three lems. Preliminary tests have already Talking with Antarctica

short-and

was specially designed

been made over a 400 mile circuit

for long distance reception and to Aberdeen, and it is hoped later
to establish a link over this distance.
Continental motoring.
Plans are currently in hand to
The " Continental " is normally
available for both 6 and 12 volt set up high power (10 kW) transsystems, and costs 30 gns. inclusive mitters and associated receivers at
Newcastle and in the London area
of purchase tax.
with the object of being able to
V.H.F. for Southern Gas Board
TN an effort to add to all-round
efficiency, the Southern Gas
Board's Southampton Group is to
equip its fleet of maintenance
vehicles with very high frequency
radio -telephones.
The equipment, which is being
supplied by Automatic Telephone
& Electric Co. Ltd., is of the
latest frequency modulated type.
The system will permit full duplex
working (simultaneous two-way
conversation) and at the base
station at the Marine Parade Gas
Works there will be three telephone control points.
Initial!
eight vehicles are being fitted with
10-15 watt RL equipment.
Before the order was placed
comparative triais were carried out
in the area covered by the group
using both F.M. and A.M. types of
equipment, the marked superiority
-both in range and performanceof the F.M. system leading to its
adoption.
V.H.F. radio -telephone systems
are already extensively used by
gas boards in other areas for a
wide variety of assignments, including emergency repairs and the
laying of new gas mains.
British Research into Tropospheric
Scatter
TN common with other countries,
intensive research into the
possibilities of tropospheric scatter
is'being carried out in the United
Kingdom. It will be recalled that
earlier in the year General Gruentiter stated that the radar stations
of N.A.T.O. from the Arctic to the
Mediterranean would be coordinated by the use of such techniques.
Marconi's, who have been conducting propagation tests for many
years, have now brought into
operation a tropospheric scatter
link between Gt. Bromley, Essex,
and Sutton Bank, near. Thirsk,
Yorkshire, the distance involved
being about 200 miles.
Field strengths are recorded continuously over this link ; various
types ofJ modulation are available
so that studies can be made of
multi -path effects, the effect of
aircraft and other relevant prob-

-

The

first picture to

DIRECT contact was established

for the first time on the evening of Wednesday, October 31st,
between members of the Common-

wealth Transantarctic Expedition
in Broadcasting House and their
comrades at Shackleton Base-a
distance of nearly 10,000 miles.

of the Marconi tropospheric scatter
experimental equipment.

be issued

operate up to 36 simultaneous
telephone channels or a television
link between these points. The
equipment is being designed and
constructed by Marconi's as a
private venture and the link would
be used for tests and demonstration only.

The following evening a congratulatory message on behalf of the
Government, recorded by the Rt.

Whiteley Presentations
SEVEN members of the staff
of Whiteley Electrical were
recently presented with gold
watches on completion of 21
years' service with the company.
The presentations were made at a
Party Dance held at the local
Palais de Danse in Mansfield
which was attended by over 450
of the staff and workpeople.
The names of the recipients were
Miss C. M.
Parkin (Sales
Accountant), Messrs. T. Barnes
(Departmental Manager), T. A,
Barrow (Press Shop Foreman),
C. F. Gison (Transport Dept.),
H. W. Read, M.S.M.A. (Sales
Director), C. Smith (Maintenance
Engineer) and L. Thorpe (Plating
Shop).
In addition cheques were handed
to the wives of the male staff who
received gold watches.

The Shackleton Base area is
one of the most difficult parts of
the world with which to establish
radio contact, not so much on
account of the great distance but
because of the exceptional atmospheric conditions-the " auroral
zone "--in which the base is
situated.

Hon. the Earl of Munster, Minister
without Portfolio, was transmitted
to the base.
Reception was perfect during
most of the half-hour that the
circuit was open on that night.

Obituary-Mr.

P. V. Hunter
with deep regret that British
Insulated Callender's Cables
Limited announce the death. of
Mr. Phillip Vassar Hunter, C.B.E..
Hon.M.I.E.E., a director and
former deputy chairman of the
company. Mr. Hunter, who was
73, retired from the deputy chairmanship in 1952, but remained on
the board as a non -executive
director and retained his positions
on the hoards of several subsidiary

IT is

companies.
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HINTS FOR THE SERVICE ENGINEER AND EXPERIMENTER
By H. W. Hellyer, A.I.P.R.E.

AGOOD deal of fine equipment has been built by
readers from guidance given in these pages.
Much of it is probably superior in performance
to and certainly cheaper than the equivalent
commercial product.
And any enthusiast will
testify to the advantage of knowing one's own kit
down to the last nut and bolt. But there is one item
of equipment that is beyond the scope of the average
constructor
that he has to buy ready made. This
is the automatic record changer.
It is an item that is often a source of trouble,
prone to baffling mechanical faults which are difficult
to locate without the aid of a service manual.
The following notes are offered as a possible aid
in the maintenance of these autochangers.
Fault finding can be a tedious business amid the
perplexing array of cogs, cams, gears, springs and
levers. However, a logical approach to the problem
will usually show results. A knowledge of the general
principles used in autochanger technique can be a
help to the constructor who has to work " in the
dark."
First, it should not be necessary to work
literally in the dark. The unit plate can be supported
at eye level on a table or bench, by employing two
similar boxes, making sure that the edges of the plate
are firmly seated, level and with switch levers, etc.,
not fouling. A mirror flat on the table beneath the
autochanger is helpful, if one is able to work mirrorwise-not always an easy task. The unit can then
be connected, switched on, and all movements studied.
The best method is to switch to 33 r.p.m. and lift
the platform arm so that the stop mechanism is
eliminated and continuous cycling takes place.
The automatic record changer can be regarded as
an instrument of three stages
1. The motor and main drive.
2. The secondary drive and cycling mechanism, and
3. The pick-up head and associated circuits.
The first stage, the motor, is not likely to be very
troublesome. Most módern units employ synchronous
or induction motors. The circuit of a typical A.C.
motor is given at Fig. I. Apart from obvious short
or open circuits in the coils, there is little electrically
to go wrong. The condenser is usually a good quality
type in these units. Mechanically, the principal
points are lubrication and clean bearings. Most are
self lubricating, requiring only an occasional spot
of oil on the felt pads at the seat of the main bearing.
Motors using commutators, brushes, etc., are
probably well known. It need only be mentioned
here that the most prevalent faults are dirty armatures, " clogging " of carbon between segments,
worn brushes, tight brushes or springs that are
distorted, displaced governors, excessive friction
at governor.
Tests for faulty armature windings-suspected if
overheating or sparking is excessive-can be made
by taking resistance readings between segments.
Any meter will do for this, it only being necessary to
ensure that readings are similar.
;

The drive from the motor is usually via a rubbertyred wheel held on a spring bracket so that it engages
both with a capstan on the motor spindle and the
inner edge of the turntable rim. Fig. 2 shows the
system. Faulty rim -drive mechanism can usually be
diagnosed by the frequency of the sound, the slowest
knock " indicating roughness of the turntable
itself, a faster " knock " pointing to a faulty drive
wheel and a very rapid " flutter " or " rumble "
indicating that the motor spindle or its capstan are
the possible culprits. A frequent fault with the type
shown, the popular B.S.R. autochanger, is the
slipping down of the capstan on its shaft, causing
slow running. Two grub screws hold it in place and
resetting is a simple matter. Speed changing is
effected by raising or lowering the rubber primary
drive wheel by a set of levers actuated by a knob.
There are alternative methods to the one shown,
but all work on a similar principle ; a reducing gear
engaged by friction forms the primary drive. Sometimes the change of speed is gained by engaging
separate drive cams of different diameters.
Care should be taken that oil does not get on the
rubber drive wheels or slipping will occur. Indeed,
it is a general rule on the modern autochanger to
avoid indiscriminate oiling. Loss of friction is a
common fault.

:

.

Fig. L-Standar d motor circuit.

The Secondary Drive
In order to obtain the necessary set of movements

of pick-up arm and record spindle a rotating cam gear is employed. This could, rightly, be called the
heart of the machine. It is a gear wheel of fairly
large diameter and has various " hills " and " valleys "
on its face, with rods and pivots which engage levers
at the appropriate point of rotation. There are three
First,
principal methods of driving the cam -gear.
directly from the motor spindle. Secondly, from the
turntable rim, and thirdly, from the turntable hub.
The third method is most popular, being used by
B.S.R., Garrard, Plessey and Philips and in a modified
form by E.M.I. Fig. 3 shows the relative positions
and shape of the B.S.R. cam-gear and drive. \.Vhen
the unit is at rest or the mechanism disengaged, i.e.,
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4. Setting down position of pick-up selected.
the pick-up actually playing, the gap in the teeth
5. Pick-up "runs -off " at end of record, operating
of the cam -gear is opposite the turntable hub.
(a) auto -trip, or
Starting is effected by: movement of a pawl and
(b) auto-stop mechanism.
link unit which is pushed by a -lever linked to the
In addition there are subsidiary operations : repeat,
starting switch and also to the trip mechanism. This
reject, stop and so on, but these are mainly extensions
latter feature will be considered later.
The action of starting engages the pawl with a of those listed above.
raised spline on the turntable hub boss and moves
Stage I : Starting. --The action of switching on
the cam -gear sufficiently for the teeth to engage.
moves a double set of levers, completing the circuit
This pawl and friction link is a frequent offender to the motor and engaging the cam-gear.
The
and can cause erratic action. The usual trouble is principal aspects have been discussed above. Faults
the
looseness
of
clogging, due to dirt and grease or
to look for are : erratic switch action ; loose levers ;
6 B.A. locknut, allowing the link to ride over its weak or dislodged return springs ; stiff or loose pawls
is
link
small stop. Between the two items pawl and
(described above, see Fig. 3) ; worn cogs or rubber
a fine, circular spring, easily lost if the assembly tyres.
is dismantled:
The cam-gear nosy takes over and drives further
Other types of cam -gear and start mechanism vary levers by the action of the various hills and valleys.
function
on
the
same
in
general
design,
but
all
widely
Different manufacturers employ their own methods
principle. Initial movement is obtained by engaging and some manufacturers use several varying types of
a subsidiary mechanism which drives the cogs of the action. There are too many to discuss in detail here,
main cam into mesh. (In the case of E.M.I. 'changers,
Note: Link and Pawl are exaggerated in size
the cam -gear has a rubber tyre, driven by a milled
brass bush, instead of cogs, but the principle is
Friction Link
similar.)
Pawl (above)
Some Collaro units employ a secondary drive wheel
Rubber Driving Wheel

33

rpm.

45r. p.m.

-78 rpm,

Klotor
Spindle

Spline
Gap in cogs

Fig. 2. -The B.S.K. capstan drive (not to scale).
in contact with the turntable rim.

Cogs on the hub

of this secondary wheel base then engage the main
cam. Starting is obtained by a catch lever system
on which the secondary drive wheel is mounted.
Other types engage with the motor spindle when
starting takes place and some Garrard units use the

system of double drive, via two rubber belts. Plessey
use an intermediate gear wheel, engaging with the
turntable hub and " sprung " out of mesh until the
start button is pressed or the trip action operates.
Philips have a different method, a subsidiary cog on a
swivel arm which is brought into mesh to initiate
cam -gear movement. E.M.I. autochangers use a
lever with a pivoted end -piece which actually pushes
the cam -gear into engagement vitlt the milled brass
bush of the hub.
The Cycling Mechanism
Having reached the stage where the motor has
been switched on, the speed selected, the primary
drive to the turntable and the secondary drive to the
cam -gear engaged, we now come to the more complicated part of the mechanism.
It will assist in the general understanding of the
various operations if we break down the complete
cycle into a series of actions as follows :
1. Start, switch on and engage drives.
2. Next record drops.
inward.
3. Pick-up lifts and twos

Fig.

3.-The drive

calli gear.

but the principle is similar. The writer will be glad
to discuss any individual problems which may
perplex readers. The B.S.R. autochanger, whicit is
widely used, is a good example on which to illustrate
the various actions. Details of its cam -gear are shown
in Fig. 3.

As the gear -wheel revolves, an eccentric cam pushes
a sliding carriage, bringing about movement of pick-

up and Stage 2.

Record Dropping
As the carriage slides laterally a small slot in its
underside moves a pivoted spindle lever against the
tension of a spring, imparting a " kick " action to a
shaped arm just level with the lowest record of the
stack (see Fig. 4). The records rest on a step of the
centre spindle and are fed to this step by a shaped,
slotted pawl in the upper section. Erratic record
dropping can be caused by : weak spring at base,
loose or dislodged pivot pins (a) and (b), jammed
knocker arm, due to grit between arm and spindle
wall, or ja4nmed upper pawl, causing two or more
records to drop.
Other manufacturers use similar methods, the
initial motion being sometimes vertical ('Collaro and
Plessey), or rotary (E.M.1.), or by pushing the
records from the edge (some Garrard models).
Stage 3 : Pick-up Aria l/orenr:nt.-The necessary
sequence of movement is vertical, to raise the arm
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from rest, lateral, to bring the head over the record,
and vertical, to lower stylus to the record. These
movements are brought about by the rotation of the
main cam -gear. As the carriage (described under
Stage l) moves along it engages with the pick-up base
assembly and moves the pick -tip inwards ; a U-shaped
link pivoted to a bracket on the carriage raises the
arm via a central spindle and further movement of the
link past its fulcrum lowers the arm to the record.
While the record is
Pin

(a)i

T
Feeder

Ledge

being played, the
lower part of the
base assembly is
disengaged.
Other methods of
imparting
these
motions are by rods,
rollers or pivoted
levers " riding" in
shaped depressions
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is

taken of this rapid movement to actuate a velocity

trip in many models.

B.S.R. use the same pawl and- link described
previously and shown in Fig. 3. Position of the arm
relative to centre spindle moves the pushing lever via
the pick-up base assembly. The full purpose of the
friction link and spring is now seen. When normal
playing is in progress the friction link resists the
Lever from

eu

assembly

Friction Plate
assembly

'40'1'u-sting

Screw

Main Lever

Kicker
Trip Roe

(cranked)

Fig.

Pin (b

V

4.-The B.S.R.

spindle. This drawing as well as Fig. 2
is not to scale.

Trip
Lever

Striker
Pivot Plate
Centre
Spindle

in

the

(EMI,

Felt Pad

cam -gear

Plessey and

Collaro), or pivoted Fig. 5.-Auto-trip n;,` hanisnt, as used by Garrard.
levers (Philips, GarMain lever moves by P.U. lever movement, via
rard and some Col- friction plate assembly.
Slot
At ultimate (run-off)
in
lard
models).
groove, lever is thrown into path of striker which
Carriage
Return
Principal
causes
of
Plate
Spring
makes contact with the felt pact. Owing to the
failure are jamming
shape of the end an upward and backward movement
of the pick-up lead
is imparted, causing rotation (partial) of the trip
P-7/
in
the
assembly
base
f
rod which is angled at its farther end so that eventual
impeding
lateral
movement of the trip lever is in the direction of the
motion, fouling of rods, etc., in cam -gear groove,
arrow in diagram.
binding at pivot points, and cam-gear action failing,
to disengage at end of travel, causing repeat action inward movement to a certain extent, preventing
premature changing. But the action of the run-off
before record plays.
Stage 4: Pick-up Selling Down Position.-The groove causes the push lever to overcome this slight
point at which the pick-up head descends to the resistance, engage the pawl with the spline on the
record is selected by the size of the record on most turntable hub, and initiate cam-gear movement.
autochangers, manually on others. As a 10in. or 12in. Thus, it is apparent that a loose link will cause
record drops its edge depresses a lever, setting a premature rejection and a faulty pawl action will fail
limiting stop in the path of the pick-up.base assembly. to actuate the trip.
The velocity trip usually employs a striker on the
The B.S.R. models use a plastic lever sprung in a
sliding plate with a stepped lower portion which turntable boss, which hits a pad on a lever placed in its
stops the movement of the assembly. Failure of its path by the " throwing " movement of run-off
action causes records to be played in the 7in. position. grooves. An idea of the principle can be obtained
Chief cause of failure is loose pin, relaxed or dislodged by a study of Fig. 5. This is the method employed
spring at upper end of pivoted arm, or a jammed by some Garrard models.
The striker catches the felt pad, which is pushed
sliding lever.
Other methods are : -a swinging arm which rests upwards (due to its privoted mounting). Thus, the
against the edge of the records (some Collard and associated rod twists, lifting its cranked end, swinging
Garrard models), a raised lever tripped by the edge a trip lever which then moves the secondary drive
of 12in. records (Philips), a hinged flap raised for 12in. into gear. A friction clutch is employed to prevent
records at the steadying platform (E.M.I.), a small premature rejection. Looseness of the pivot bracket
lever for 12in. records, and automatic selection of the and maladjustment of the setting screw which controls
the height of the arm on which the felt pad is mounted
Tin. position by the 45 r.p.m. speed switch (Plessey).
Stage 5
The Run-off (a) Auto-trip.-After the are frequent causes of faulty action. The pads of the
record has been played the stylus enters the run-off friction clutch grow smooth with time and may
grooves. These are more widely spaced, causing a require " roughening."
(To be continued.)
rapid oscillatory movement of the arm. Advantage
VU'J.7.lf

-

-
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A NOVEL RECEIVER UTILISING

TWO

AND
THREE
TRANSISTORS

DIODES

By R. V.

Moore, B.Sc.

THIS receiver is the outcome of a search for
quality reception of local stations with a
diode -transistor combination.
It will give
results which will satisfy those readers who require a
receiver for regular use. The quality and volume
compare favourably with that of a three -valve
T.R.F. receiver.
It should be made clear at the outset that it is
essential to employ a good aerial, either outdoor or
indoor, and a good earth. The strength of the signal
fed into the amplifier from the detector stage influences quality and also volume to a marked degree.
The Circuit
Most of the experimental work carried out was in
connection with the detector stage.- Consideration
was given to employing either transistors or diodes
in this stage. Valves were eliminated because of their
power. requirements. The final circuit is shown in
Fig. I, page 738.

two tuned windings with a coupling coil between.
Switching from medium to tong wave is by means of
a four -pole two-way rotary switch. A twin gang
.0005 variable condenser tunes the two windings on
each waveband. The two slugs in the former of each

coil are adjusted for maximum volume. Although
cheap diodes can be used in this circuit it is not
advisable to do so. Better quality and a stronger
signal will be obtained by using good diodes. G.D.3,
G.D.5, or G.E.X.34 are recommended.
As is well known it is difficult to reach a satisfactory compromise between selectivity and sensitivity
in a crystal receiver. Whilst this receiver is better
than most, it was nevertheless found necessary to
introduce a further measure of control by arranging
for means of increasing or decreasing the coupling
between aerial/earth coupling coil and the tuned
winding.
For this purpose a .0005!.íF varreble
condenser of the mica dielectric tyre was connected
across the coupling coil. A small coil (100 turns of
No. 30 enamelled or D.S.C. wire on a in. diameter
Alladin former) tuned by a 100 pF trimmer may also
be inserted in the aerial lead as an alternative connection to vary the coupling. Thus means were
provided for obtaining sufficient selectivity without a
marked diminution of sensitivity for what is essentially a local station receiver.

The Detector Stage
A push-pull circuit employing two G.D.3 diodes
was used. This proved to be more efficient than any
circuit employing only one diode. The circuit was
first made using a home -constructed coil, this being
wound for medium -wave reception only. However,
it was necessary to incorporate long -wave tuning
also, because reception of the Light Programme
on medium -wave in the author's district is not satisfactory. Efforts were made to construct a dual -wave
coil, but results were not
satisfactory- due chiefly to
medium break -through on the
long waves. It was necessary,
therefore, to have separate coils
for the two wavebands. The
author has to thank Messrs.
Teletron Co., Ltd., for supplying the coils specially to his
requirements. They can now
he,purchassed from the firm at
4s. 6d. each, complete with two
slugs. As will be seen from the
Fig. 3. Details of the cabinet.
circuit diagram each coil has
-

Felt

Side view showing

duct extending into
interior
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The Amplifier Stage
The amplifier employs three junction transistors,
one Mullard 0071 in the driver stage and two
Mullard 0072's in push-pull in the output stage.
The output from the detector is matched into the
amplifier by a step-down transformer, ratio 5 to 1.
A small fixed condenser, value 50 to 100 pF, is
connected across the primary to eliminate a slight
whistle which may sometimes
be noticeable. Volume -control
is provided by the variable
resistance across the secondary
of the same transformer. This
should have a total resistance
of 5,000 to 10,000 ohms and,
unless provision is to be
made for a separate on/off
switch, it should have a
double -pole on/off switch
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modest prices. The output transforner needs a
centre -tapped primary winding and should also match
the speech coil of the loudspeaker used. However,
matching is not critical, and for a 3 -ohm P.M. speaker
ratios between 25 and 45 to 1 have proved satisfactory. A fixed condenser across the primary of the
output transformer improves quality and tone. The
value of this is test found by trial and error, but a

incorporated.
Wavechange
Tun hg
Variable
On/Off and
Variable
volume
A similar type transformer,
Switch
Condenser
Coupling
$'as
Condenser
Control
(within
limits
ratio 5 to
step-down, but
with a centre-tapped secondFig. 2.-The panel layout and controls.
ary winding, is used in
the output stage.
Both transformers can be
value somewhere between .0005 and .005,uF should
supplied by Messrs. H. Ashworth, of Bradford, at prove satisfactory. Biasing arrangements are as
1

L1-100 turns of No.
former.

LIST OF COMPONENTS
30 wire on din. Alladin

L2-Teletron coil HD2.M.
L3-Teletron coil HD2.L.
Trim

1-100

to match speaker.
RI -220 K ohms.

pF trimmer.
twin -gun,
variable condenser,
miniature type.
C2-50 to 100 pF fixed condenser.
C3-8 to 12
electrolytic type condenser, test
25 volts upwards.
C4-.0005 to .005 fixed condenser.
C5-.0005 mica dielectric variable condenser.
SW -pole 2 -way rotary switch.
2 diodes, G.D.3 or similar.
Ti-Step down transformer, ratio 5 to 1 (H.
Ashworth, Bradford).
T2-Step down transformer, ratio 5 to 1, centre
tapped secondary (H. Ashworth, Bradford).

C1-.0005

e

-4

Fig. 1.-Theoretical circuit

T3-Output transformer, centre tapped primary,

R2-18 K ohms.
R3-1.5 K ohms.

VR1-5,000 to 10,000 ohms variable resistance
with 2 -pole on/off switch.

VR2-1 K ohms variable resistance.

One Mullard Ó.C.71 junction transistor and two
Mullard O.C.72 transistors (to be purchased as a
matched pair).
Three 4i volt flat flashlamp batteries.
Aluminium sheet, insulating tape, connecting wire,
wood screws, plywood, Bostik, nails, grille, knobs,
sockets, plugs, flex from receiver to speaker.
Loudspeaker 8in. P.M. type, although any similar
speaker irrespective of size is suitable.

of the quality diode-transistor receiver.
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41in.. cut out of 5'16in. and 3'16in. plywood respectively. It was arranged for the top to be sliding (see
details later).
First of all the front panel was drilled to take the
controls and then the bottom and side pieces nailed
on. The various components were mounted in the
positions shown in Fig. 2. However, this layout
may be varied to suit the- components since an
ordinary size .0005 twin gang variable condenser may
be used in place of the miniature
The transformers
type specified.
should be placed away from the
coils and also as far apart from
one another as possible. A clip was
made to hold the three flashtamp
batteries. This was made out of
aluminium sheet -size 6in. by 2in.
bent twice at right angles to leave
a space 2.',in, between to take the 3
batteries. Two holes were drilled in
the base of the clip to enable it to be
screwed to the wood base of the
cabinet. One coil was mounted on
A, view of the inside of the receiver.
the base and the other on the
nected in series. Separate batteries were decided upon side of the cabinet. Holes were drilled in the hack
for the two stages in order to avoid the extra drain of the cabinet to take the aerial and earth sockets
volts had and loudspeaker sockets but the back was not nailed
which would have occurred on the first
on until all the wiring had been completed, leaving
a tapping been made use of,
just the connections to these sockets to be completed.
The wiring is straightforward the only precautions
Constructional Details
be observed are in the soldering of the diodes and
Since the object in producing this receiver was to to
the transistors, and battery connections. Transistors
Obtain quality, it was considered necessary to use can easily be damaged by heat and the leads should
separate cabinets for the receiver and loudspeaker. A be held with pliers until the soldering is completed,
great advantage of transistor receivers is that they and allowed to cool. Needless to say a method of
can be made very compact. Accordingly, a small soldering should be adopted which allows for speed.
oblong receiver unit was decided upon. This was
the leads should be well tinned first and strip
constructed of plywood- and covered with resine Thus
holding the two connections side by side
cloth after mounting the components and completing soldered by and
applying the soldering iron quickly
all the wiring except the wires leading to the aerial with pliers
taking
and earth and loudspeaker sockets on the back panel. and removing quickly. Although the need for mencare in the soldering of transistors has been
These were wired later.
in PRACTICAL Wusri ess
The dimensions of the cabinet were as follows : tioned several times previously
carelessness
front and back panels, 12)in. by 3 in.. cut out of it cannot be too strongly emphasised that irreparable
side panels, 32in. by 3-1_in., cut in soldering transistors will result in
3''1(in. plywood
out of 5;16in plywood ; bottom and top, 12!rn. by damage.

foltoi s a 220 Kf! resistance supplies fixed bias to
the 0071 from the 4.', -volt battery. whilst bias to the
push-pull stage is controlled by a fixed resistance of
16 K" (R2) and a combined fixed resistance of
1.5 K'_t and a variable resistance of 1,000 ohms
(R3 plus VR2). It should be noticed that separate
batteries are used for the driver stage and push-pull
sta_ze, The latter requires a nine-volt battery' which
may he two fiashlamp batteries, each 4', volts con :

;

A/

Batteries
ii.

A2

=
t:-

L.S.

mer.=.»=

y,

C

0071

Switch

;.driábl2
Couciin9
CS

OC72

v42
0C 72

i

Fig. 4. -This

I

g

t:,2 parts

¡iiC('7r2

Cde%J2.

Sockets
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Care must also be laten when making the battery
connections. Polarity must be strictly observed. if
the batteries are connected the wrong way round the
transistors will almost certainly be useless afterwards.
Connections to the battery prongs were soldered to
obviate any unwanted noise due to loose connections
in the course of time. After the final connections to
the sockets on the back panel had been made the
panel was nailed on and the cabinet covered with
rexine cloth taking care to make holes in the correct
positions for the control spindles. The top was also
covered with rexine. Finally, to complete the receiver
cabinet three clips were made out of aluminium
sheet, each being l.,in. by in. and bent over tin. at
the top. These were fixed with small screws, one at
the back and one at each side in such a position
that the top panel could slide under them.
1

Testing and Adjusting
Before switching on the receiver the wiring should
be carefully checked, being particularly cautious in
noting that the battery and transistor connections
are correct. The local station should be tuned in first
on the long and then medium wave and the iron -dust
slugs of the coils adjusted for maximum volume.
The adjustable (variable) bias resistance, VR2, should
be turned to give clearest reception. It should be
noted that the bias to the push-pull stage is only
variable within certain limits, and it has been so
arranged that there is no possibility of exceeding
working limits for the transistors, provided the
power supply does not exceed 9 volts. if a continuous howling sound occurs when the set is switched
on the set should be switched off and the fault
located.
Possible causes are interaction between
transformers and coils if these have been fixed too
close, secondary winding of transformer not connected to earth, bias resistances not being of the
correct value. As the wiring is not complicated it
should not be difficult to trace the fault.
Quality and volume from this receiver are surprisingly good and it is advisable to take some trouble
with the loudspeaker arrangements.
-

The Loudspeaker Cabinet
it was decided to use an 8in. P.M. speaker. First
of all experiments were carried out with the speaker
mounted on a large baffle board constructed of in.

-
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plywood. The results were compared with those
obtained by mounting in a bass reflex cabinet. The
latter proved very satisfactory, but as space was at a
premium it was desired, if possible, to obtain similar
results with something less cumbersome. Accordingly a so-called Helmholtz type of resonator
cabinet was constructed and this proved very satisfactory indeed. This type 'of cabinet is similar to an
ordinary bass reflex kind but behind the port is a
duct leading into the interior of the cabinet. The
size of openirg has to be found by trial and error or
else means adopted to enable one to vary the size
at will.
An examination of Fig. 3 will provide the reader
with all the necessary details to make a similar
cabinet. Whilst the method of varying the opening
adopted by, the author is satisfactory it does not
result in such a pleasing appearance as would be
obtained by inserting the sliding panel at the side of
the cabinet and extending the grille over the entire
front of the cabinet. It is also suggested that covering
with Formica would be better than rexine.
The cabnet requires two panels of. 'in. plywood
20in. by 10in. for the back and front, two side pieces
of the same plywood size 9in. by loin., and two
pieces 19tH. by 9in. for the top and bottom. The front
panel requires a hole 7in. in diameter for the speaker
and an opening at the other end 7in. by 3in. for the
duct. The duct was made out of ',in. plywood, two
pieces 3in. by 6in. and two pieces 72in. by 6in. The
slide was 3116in. plywood, size 4in. by 8in., held in
position by two grooved pieces of tin. plywood. A
piece of tin. felt, size 7in. by 9in. was stuck on the
inside surface of the back panel behind the duct.
The duct is " tuned " by means of the sliding panel.
The cabinet was completed by fastening a grille over
the front with beading.
The results from this arrangement were most
pleasing to the ear and. many P.W. readers who have
not tried this type of enclosure would no doubt
find it of advantage to do so, particularly where
good response from a speaker is sought without an
unduly large cabinet.
In conclusion it should be pointed out that there
is nothing to prevent the reader from assembling
the transistor receiver and the speaker in the same
cabinet. However, by keeping them separate the
speaker can be at one side of a room whilst the tuning
is near at hand, say at the side of one's armchair.

News from the Clubs

CLIFTON AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec.

:

S.E.S.

C. H. Bullivans (G3DIC), 25, St. Fillans

Rd., Catford,

'THE annual Christmas Party
and as

is being held on 14th December,
usuala Constructional Contest will form one of the
A fine selection of useful prizes is being

many attractions.

offered and a good entry is expected.
December diary:-

7th--Ragchew.

14th-Christmas Party.
2tst-Constructional Evening.
28th--Quiz.

Meetings are held every Friday at 7.30 p.m., at the clubrooms,
225, New Cross Road, S.E.l4, when visitors and new members

will

receive a warm welcome. Details of membership can be
obtained from the Flon. Secretary.

EAST KENT RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : D. Williams, Llandogo Bridge, Nr. Canterbury.
above society is now meeting at Headquarters, Technical
THECollege,
Longport St., Canterbury, after holidays. Several
new members have enrolled and one member has received his
call sign, G3LIG. R.A.E. classes have started given by the

Hon. Sec. Several members have reached speed of 20 W.P.M. in
O.W. classes. It is hoped to have a Tx on the air nest year.
New members and visitors are welcome.

WALSALL AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec: F. J. Merriman (G2FPR), 123, Wolverhampton
Road, Walsall.
THE Club meets at the Bradford Place Technical College
Annexe, in Walsall, on the second and fourth Wednesday in

each month. There is a free room, under adult education schemes.
Fee is 5s. per annum and the only requirement for membership
is a genuine interest in radio or TV. The Club has six licenced
members and accent is usually given to practical aspects of the
art when possible, and visits are also arranged to places of

radio interest.
RAVENSBOURNE AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Hon. Sec. : J. H. F. Wilshaw, 4, Station Road, Bromley Kent.
'THE members recently saw the film on Mallard C.R.T. construction. One member has passed the R.A.E. recently ;
another is building a television Tx gear ; and a further one is
active with a Panda Cub Tx. The Club operates as G3HEV.
Meetings held every Wednesday, S p.m. in Science Room,
Durham Hilt School. Downham-S.W.L.s welcomed

'
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SIMPLE CIRCUITS FOR THE CONVERSION UNITS

WHEN mains become available it is often worth
while operating an existing battery -type
receiver from them, and this is also of great
advantage with a portable which is only used out-ofdoors during the summer. With mains operation the
trouble of replacing batteries is avoided and running
costs are very greatly reduced, becoming so small as
to be almost negligible. When the cost of a suitable
eliminator is balanced against that of the batteries
normally used in 12 months, the saving will be very
apparent. In addition there is no need to make any
alterations to the receiver, which can be used again
with a battery when necessary. A portable may thus
be mains operated in the winter and serve its usual
function, with battery, in the summer.
Two supplies will be necessary to replace the hightension and low-tension batteries. The older type of
battery set will require 2 volts for filaments (to replace
accumulator) and 120 volts for H.T. All -dry receivers
will usually require 90 volts H.T., and 1.4 volt or 7.5
volts L.T. The voltages necessary will immediately
be seen from the usual battery, portables often using
combined H.T. and L.T. batteries. For satisfactory
mains operation the eliminator will have to provide
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TO TAKE THE PLACE OF BATTERIES

half-wave metal rectifier is satisfactory and
occupies little space. If space is unimportant; a 250
volts or similar rectifier, if to hand, is equally suitable.
A 20 mA type will deliver sufficient current, though
there is no reason whatever why 40 mA or 60 mA
rectifiers, if available, should not be used instead.
The capacity of the smoothing condensers is not
very important, and they can be of '150 volts or
higher voltage -working rating. It is essential that the
correct polarity be observed in all the circuits, both
as regards rectifier and smoothing condenser wiring.
No H.T. smoothing choke is usually required, and a
5-K. l -watt resistor replaces this. The actual value
may be adjusted if necessary, as this will modify the
H.T. output voltage to some extent.
The amount of smoothing required, both in the
H.T. and L.T. sections of the eliminator, will depend
largely upon the receiver. With a sensitive receiver
more smoothing will be required than with a simpler
set. Insufficient smoothing will be revealed by background hum. Should this arise it is usually quite easy
to add further smoothing. Whether the hum arises
from H.T. or L.T. supplies can readily be established
125-volt

AC

Output
to

Receiver

H.T.-

Fg. 1.-The H.T. unit circuit.
these voltages. A little change in H.T. voltage will
be of no importance, but the filament voltage will
require to be carefully adjusted if the valves are to
have a normal life. In any case, it is best to deal with
H.T. and L.T. sections of the eliminator separately.
There is, of course, no reason why a simple circuit
providing H.T. or L.T. only should not be used ;
when this is done the eliminator is usually for H.T.
only in view of the simplicity with which this may be

obtained.

H.T. Section
Though current may he derived directly from the
mains, this is not recommended, since a transformer
isolates the receiver. A suitable circuit appears in
Fig. 1. Due to the small current drain, half-wave
rectification is satisfactory and no smoothing difficulties arise. Eliminator transformers usually have
H.T, secondaries of 90 or 125 volts, and the appropriate voltage is selected for the receiver. A 90- or

-

(A)

Fig.

Output
+
(éj
output
2.-Details of L.T. supply circuits.

by drawing H.T. only from the eliminator, and L.T.
from a battery, then vice versa. Only in exceptional

circumstances (such as a faulty rectifier or condenser)
will the H.T. system be responsible.
If the H.T. output voltage is measured with a meter
it should be around that provided by the transformer
secondary when the set is switched on. For all such
tests (including L.T. measurements) a reliable testmeter of the type intended for radio servicing should
be used. The cheap, low-resistance type of meter is
not suitable and will give misleading readings, due
to the current it consumes.
L.T. Supply
Full -wave rectification is best here to simplify
smoothing, and " A 7' in Fig. 2 shows a bridge
rectifier. The rectifier shown at " B " is a little
cheaper for a given rating, but needs a centre -tapped
secondary. The secondary also requires to he of twice
the overall voltage-e.g., 12 volts centre -tapped for
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6 volts output.

As voltage drop arises later in the
desirable to provide an output of 6 to 9

circuit it is
volts from the rectifier for 1.4- and 2 -volt receivers.
The current rating of the rectifier should be equal
to, or larger than, the demands of the receiver. A
4 -amp. type will suit small sets ; few receivers will
require more than 4- amp. A 6- or 8 -volt . -amp
rectifier would thus do well for almost any :receiver.
As with the H.T. circuit, larger rectifiers 'can be
used if already to hand. With many types, red and
black will indicate positive and negative respectively,
with green for the " A.C." tags in the bridge type.
The usual eliminator transformer will have the
two secondaries required, so that only one transformer is necessary for both H.T. and L.T.
a

50-t00 R
To

Rectifier

i

-

Each

2000-6000
/JF

-

-

To

Receiver

(A)

50fl

Choke

T

To

Rectifier

0 !2

2500pF- 2500,uF

f

Receoiver

250OpF
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load, such as a 21volt torch bulb, to avoid
possible damage due to excess filament voltage:
At " B " in Fig. 3 a 10 -ohm wire -wound resistor
enables the filament voltage to be adjusted. This is
of great advantage, though not provided in cheap,
ready-made eliminators.
In use, the resistor is
reduced in value from maximum, until the filament
voltage is brought up
p to the correct figure. No other
adjustment is then necessary.
When further L.T. smoothing is required, a choke
is helpful, but it must have a low D.C. resistance. The
H.T. type of smoothing choke is useless, for this
reason, but will serve well if rewound with wire of
about 24 s.w.g. Here, some smoothing and further
voltage -dropping is provided by the 50 -ohm resistor.
The 100-ohm resistor helps to keep the voltage down
when no L.T. current is drawn. This is necessary when
using condensers of very low rating, such as 3 -volt
and 4 -volt types. The condenser wired to the rectifier
should be of a high enough rating for this position
usually 8 -volts tä'92 -volts. Any condensers of higher
voltage rating will be perfectly satisfactory, but the
high capacities shown are usually of very low voltage
rating.
Initially, the circuit at " A " in Fig. 3 can be tried,
and will often suffice. if difficulty arises in obtaining
the correct filament voltage, the 10 -ohm variable
resistor can be introduced in one output lead. Should
hum be troublesome, a choke or further smoothing
condensers can be added. The more sensitive the
receiver the greater will be the degree of smoothing
required.

Complete Éliminatór`
Fig. 4 shows a complete circuit and will also help
to make rectifier connections clear. It will usually be
Considerable smoothing of the L.T. supply is feasible to build up the unit to such dimensions that
necessary, to avoid hum, and the relatively heavy it can fit in the position -previously -occupied by the
current makes minimum series resistance necessary battery. If a socket from an old battery is fixed to
with very large condenser capacities. The simplest the eliminator case, appropriately wired, it will only
circuit which can be employed with success is shown be necessary to plug in the receiver when mains
at " A " in Fig. 3 and is quite largely used. The operation is required, and a battery may at once be
exact value of the resistance depends upon trans- used again when wanted. The socket or sockets will
former, rectifier and receiver, and is adjusted to obtain depend upon the battery types. Correct wiring, here,
the correct filament voltage. With 2 -volt valves, will be absolutely essential.
operation is less critical, but the filament voltage
The case is best made from insulating material,
should be maintained within .2 volt of the correct though metal can be used.
figure. Normally, better than
this will be possible, and a
long valve life can then be
expected. With the 1.4-vöJt
type the actual filament'volt°age should lie between 1.25
HT
/6 F
HT Rectifier
32NF
Winding
volt and 1.4 volt. High fila-:
ment voltages will cause r,apid.
deterioration to the valves,
while low voltages' are also
Battery-type
detrimental in due course.
Socket
The actual voltage should thus
be checked with a reliable
meter and adjusted to 2.volts.
LT Choke
for 2 -volt valves, and 1.3 volt
for the 1.4 -volt -valve types
The meter must not be of a
type taking a large crurent, or
the voltage actually applied
to the valves will 'rise when
Winding'
iLT
the meter is removed. Initially,
Rectifier
it is wise to make aprovisional
voltage test 'with- á dummy'
Fig. 4.-'A complete 11.T./L.T. battery it Ur
(s)
Fig. 3.-Smoothing circuits for L.T. supplies.
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ACOS Styli have to pass a quality inspection at x 500
magnification. Only in this way can some faults, which may
have important effects on reproduction or record or stylus wear,
be reliably detected. The standards we set ourselves are high
but practical. They are reflected not only in ACOS products
but also in the record reproducing equipment in which ACOS
pick-ups or cartridges are fitted.
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GLADSTONE RADIO
Again the Lowest price
QUALITY E.M.

TUNER

UNIT

PRICE
&SPECIAL
6 C.O.D. /6)
1 411
Circuit similar to that described in Data Publica-

(P.

tions, Ltd., Radio Reprint No. 2 (3rd Edition).
Price includes all components, including chassis,
dial, drive, diodes, valves, nuts, bolts and, in fact,
everything needed. This is a kit
Extra components for Fringe Area, 15/-.
Power Pack Components, 30/- extra.

WHY PAY MORE?
Booklet, 2/3 (supplied with orders).
details (S.A.E., please).

ON THE BEAM

GLADSTONE RADIO.'
P.O. BOX

Smith's have books on the newest
developments in radio and
television circuit design, construction and servicing. No matter
what your problems or interests
are, you can be sure of getting the
books you need through your
local branch of Smith's. Books not
available on demand. can be
quickly obtained_ from Head Office.
Lists of the standard works
on any subject gladly supplied.
Stationery and printing can
also be supplied by your nearest
Smith's branch.

W. H. SMITH
& SON
for technical books
HEAD' OFFICE: STRAND HOUSE, LONDON, W.C.2

Write for

8, 82B,

HIGH ST., CAMBERLEY,
SURREY

Open Saturdays to 5 p.m.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER R,1155.-The famous Bomber
Command Set. Covers 18.5-7.5: Me/s, 7.5-3.0 Mc/e. 1,500-600 kce.
500-200 kc's, 200-75 kc/s. BRAND NEW. ONLY £11.19.6, tested
working before despateh'and supplied with 14 -page booklet which
gives technical information, circuits, etc. (available separately 13).
A.C. MAINS POWER PACK OUTPUT STAGE, in black metal
case. Enables receiver to be operated immediately by just plugging
in. Supplied WITH built-in Olin. speaker, £5.5.0 or De Luxe Model
with 8in. speaker, £8.10.0:- LESS speaker, £4.10.0.
DEDUCT 10/- IF PURCHASING RECEIVER & POWER PACK
TOGETHER.
Add carriage costs of 10/6for receiver. 5/- for power pack.

AMERICAN " COMMAND " RECEIVERS. --Huge purchase
from the Air Ministry. These famous compact receivers which
can be used for a variety of purposes are offered at ridiculously
low prices while etocks last. Complete with 6 metal type valves,
1 each of 12118, 12S147, 12A6, and 3 of 12SJ7, in aluminium case
size 11" 51" >: 5". Used, but in very good condition, although
cases may be somewhat dented. Circuits supplied. First
come first served. Choice of models. BC454 (3-6 me/s), 27.6.
BC453 (190-550 ke/s, the renowned " Q " Fiver), 59'8, and a few
of the 1.5-3,0 mc,'s. model 851-. (Carriage, etc., 3;-.)
z

COLLINS TUS TRANSMITTERS.-Special offer of these
famous American Transmitters. Frequency range 1.5-12.0 me/5'.
in 3 bands. Employs 7 valves, 2 of 1825 in P.A. Stage, 1625 buffer
and 1625 modulator Stage. 3 of 12A6 in oscillator stage. Radio
telephone or radio telegraph. Provision for VFO or Crystal
Control. 4 crystal positions. Has plate and aerial current
meters. In BRAND NEW CONDITION. ONLY £12.10.0. Matching receivers available £$.10.0, or THE PAIR £20. (Carriage
10/- each.)

CLASS D 1VAVEMETER
Another purchase of this famous crystal -controlled wavemeter
which has been repeatedly reviewed and recommended in the
R.S.G.B." Bulletin as being suitable for amateur transmitters.
Covers 1.9-8.0 mc,S, and is complete with 1001,000 he's crystal. 2
valves EC1135, two 6 -volt vibrators and instruction manual. Designed for6 v. D.C. operation, but simple mod. data for A.C. supplied.
BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S TRANSIT CASES, ONLY £5.19.6.
Transformer for A.C. modification, 718.
Gras's Inn Road, London,
U.E.I. CORPORATION 138,
W.C.1. (Phone : TERminas 79375
Open 'until 1 p.m. Saturdays. .\Ve. are 2 rains. from High
Ilolborn (Chancery Lane Station), and 5 mires. by bus it'om
K tng's

Cross.
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More Swanky Pronunciations
DURING my month's listening, my blood
pressure has again risen on a number of
occasions, to hear announcers refer to
Field Marshal Montgomery and Sir Cumpton
Mackenzie, and Fay Cumpton. Now Compton is a
good old Scottish name, and all those possessing it
either as a Christian name or as a patronymic are
known as the name is spelt. There may be those who
like to give the impression that they are a very special
brand of Compton, by calling themselves Cumpton,
but it is pure snobbery and it is incorrect. Dennis
Compton resented being addressed as Cumpton and
made a public protest about it. So all of the Comptons
must take note that they will not be referred to by me
as Cumpton. Most of the announcers seem to have
difficulty, like the Yanks, with the vowel sounds. Our
announcers like to " put it on," whereas the Yanks
especially those who cannot speak let alone sing, like
to refer to Rark 'n Rawl: Could not the BBC rehearse
them a bit before they arc allowed to offend the ear
on the air?

M

I
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time on his hands there are plenty of English institutions, longer established which could do with his
support. Be it noted that W. Graham did not accept
my challenge to a public debate, so that I could
pulverise the stupid beliefs which he is trying to
promote. One or two readers have profoundly
disagreed with my views, and like the revivallists
have quoted the Bible at me, but the devil can cite
scriptures and such quotations leave me cold, because
I_could find a biblical quotation which çancels any
one of them out. Really I feel quite sorry for those
who believe in the trash which then, vain spouters
put over. They have inordinate conceit under their
outward façade of modesty. They believe that they
are great orators when some of them are just humbugs, earning a fat annual fee for it. I wonder if
they would remain if the fee were to be withdrawn ?
There is one thing which can be said about the
BBC religious programmes,_ they are conducted in
accord with the tenents of Christian teaching. They
are sincere, and free from ballyhoo. My only fear
is that some of them may try to imitate the Yankee
hot -gospellers, the modern Sankeys and Moodys,
and the Aimee Macphersons. They found it very
profitable ; but where is the effect of their hotgospelling today. It soon- wears off. Take Graham's
campaign over here. It is obvious that it has had no
enduring effect. As a form of entertainment or as a
variety show it can be justified, just as a crowd will
find interest in flocking to see Siamese twins.

Magnetic Tape Player
Corporation of America has developed
THEa Radio
magnetic tape player which can produce
recorded sound and pictures through an ordinary
television receiver. Details, however, have not been
published, although it is now well-known that this
company has developed a method of recording television signals on tape. The problem is the high speed
of the tape-something like 15ft. per second.
It is inevitable that we must be able to record Transmitters for Tyre Pressures
television programmes as we can now record sound AN interesting application of radio to automobile
practice is the use of tiny transmitters to
programmes. The expense of staging alive broadcast
of a television play can only be reduced by some indicate tyre pressures. Fixed to each wheel of the
car are miniature radio- transmitters which are
such system.
actuated by a .switch which is closed when the tyre
pressure drops to the danger level. A small receiver
Hot Gospelling
fixed to the facia receives impulses radiated by these
gratified that a large number of readers agree transmitters. It is an American invention giving a
IAM
with my views on the hot gospellers who spout different frequency to each tyre, represented on the
their nonsense night by night from Radio Luxem- facia by coloured light indicators.
bourg. After all, most of this hot gospelling is a
highly profitable business, some of it existing to sell
religious newspapers. As it is therefore just a com- Save Us From It
HE Burroughs Corporation of America has
mercial business, it is proper, I suppose, that it
announced that it has built an electronic brain
should buy programme time from this commercial
radio station. These ranting, religious revivalists melody maker, -an electronic device, which, by a
and would-be spell binders do not achieve much. series of electronic permutations will produce, a
When W. Graham was over here for 'example, the melody at the press of a button. This has caused
effect of his perfervid oratory was very short lived. consternation in that home of raucous cacophony
People ,flocked to see him, not because they wanted Tin -Pan -Alley. No longer, if this machine comes
their souls saved, or that they were in need of into general use, will it be necessary to publish music
spiritual redemption, but purely as a matter of composed by Al this, Ed that, and Lou the other. It
curiosity. Of the large number who attended one of is claimed that the device can produce at least
his gatherings here, only a hundred or sò remained 1.000 melodies an hour, and that it can turn out more
afterwards as converts. I have always considered it a than 10,000,000,000 different tunes without human
shocking thing that the Archbishop of Canterbury intervention of any sort. Let us hope, however, that
should have appeared with W. Graham on the plat- the machine gets the pronunciation right and that it
form at Wembley Stadium. if Cantuar has some learns, to speak English
.
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E UALISING
USEFUL DESIGN DATA FOR THE A.F. ENTHUSIAST

Introduction
ASEEMINGLY endless topic in the field of radio
engineering concerns the design of frequency
correcting circuits. In audio frequency work
they are found in their simplest form as tone control
circuits in radios and radiograms, while the more
sophisticated versions are widely used in " hi-fi
reproducers, where they are known as equalisers.
In video apparatus, too, particularly in television
camera circuitry, they are extensively employed this
time labelled compensating networks. Whatever
their title, and whatever their function, however,
each and every one basically performs the same task-.namely, that of correcting frequency distortion.
Many mistaken ideas exist about frequency correction, with the result that the enthusiast is sometimes
at a loss to know how to design a circuit to correct
for any inconsistency in a particular piece of
equipment.
This short series sets out to explain the process,
and one or two simple design formulæ and practical
examples are given to enable the constructor to devise
his own circuits without the customary hit and miss
approach, which, though sometimes successful, so
often, leads to frustrating results, Though confined
principally to audio frequency circuitry, the techniques outlined in this article are nevertheless identical
in some cases to video work, a fact which the enterprising reader will be able to utilise, be he a television
enthusiast.
Mechanism of Equalisation
The term "poor frequency response" is often
applied to, say, an amplifier to indicate not that the
bandwidth of the amplifier is small, but rather than
the band of frequencies which the amplifier handles
are not all amplified to the same extent. It may be
that the middle frequencies from, say, 400 cycles to
3,000 cycles per second are amplified equally, but
that as one approaches either the low or the high
frequency part of the frequency spectrum the amplification becomes progressively less. This type of
response is usually the case with a poor amplifier
and is shown in the response curve of Fig. 1. Ideally,
all the frequencies must be amplified equally, when
Amplifier

Response

By Hugh

Guy

the straight characteristic of Fig. 1 would represent
the response.
However, the requirements of high gain and constant amplification over a wide band are incompatible and usually ineffective in the case of audio
frequency amplifiers, where the source feeding the
amplifier does not itself have a flat characteristic.
It is customary, therefore, to incorporate networks in
A.F. amplifiers whose function it is to alter the
frequency characteristic of. the. incoming signal,
so that, in conjunction with the response of the
amplifier itself, the final output is as nearly constant at all frequencies as possible. If, for example,
the signal fed to an amplifier was finally reproduced
with the frequency response of Fig. 1, then a network
would be included having the inverse characteristic
shown dotted in Fig. I. The effect would be to allow
greater amplification of those frequencies attenuated
most in the reproducing equipment resulting in a
flat overall output.
In most cases the A.F. amplifier is built to be fed
not by one specific type of input, but usually by an
input or inputs with unknown characteristics. Therefore, the equalising network incorporates controls
to give it a variable equalising characteristic, allowing
near -perfect compensation for a variety of inputs.

-

Estimation of Response
Fundamentally the problem confronting the constructor is, what is the frequency characteristic that
is to be compensated ? The best way of ascertaining
this is by means of a variable frequency source and
an oscilloscope or valve -voltmeter.
Either or both of the latter two instruments are
connected across the output terminals of the amplifier,
which at this stage incorporates no equalising network.
Now the variable frequency source can take a
variety of forms ; if the amplifier is to be used
principally in conjunction with a pick-up, then the
source should be a frequency test record. If it is a
tape recorder amplifier, then obviously a frequency
run on tape should be available. The amplifier alone
may be tested by using an audio oscillator of variable
frequency. Whatever the source, however, its one
0

Equaliser
Response

Ideal

Response

CITS
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Fig. 2(h).-Impedance versus frequency design curve.
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same valve can be the equalising stage in a preamplifier.
Fig. 2(a) shows the circuit as described. In parallel
with the anode load R is a condenser C. Being a
pentode stage the gain is Gm.Z where Gm is the
mutual conductance of the valve and Z is the N
impedance of the parallel combination. Examination of this impedance shows why the circuit acts as a
treble attenuator.
The impedance is :
final judge of performance.
2.i f
where
The results of a frequency run should be presented
Z=-- R
and f is the frequency.
in graphical form, plotting gain against frequency,
1-b(cuCR)2
thereby simplifying the task of devising correcting
As the frequency increases the term in the square
networks by having available a picture of the root increases and thus Z diminishes. The gain
response and its deficiencies.
therefore reduces at high frequencies, and the effect
It is at this stage invariably that the enthusiast of treble attenuation is produced.
Fig. 2(b) shows a graph, the horizontal axis of which
is at a loss. Very often he knows the shortcomings
of his gear, but is unable to hit upon a suitable method is plotted in terms of the product raCR, illustrating
the way in which Z becomes progressively less as

important feature must be that of having a constant
signal amplitude over the band of frequencies it is
reproducing.
in the absence of expensive monitoring apparatus
such as the oscilloscope and valve-voltmeter, the
enthusiast with a discriminating ear can readily
detect changes in level of 2 dbs, and can, therefore,
act as his own monitor. The justification here is
that in the end it is the human ear which will be the

v

r'

t-uCR increases. The vertical Seale is

1

11

((aCR)`

and is given in decibels. This graph shows clearly
that while wCR is less than one, the impedance is
nearly constant. When mCR equals one, however,
the impedance starts to reduce. This point is
known as the 3 db. point as the impedance is 3 dhs.
down on its level at zero frequency, and is used to
define the turning point or upper limit of impedance.
Beyond this point the graph shows a nearly steady
fall, and Z reduces at approximately 6 dhs. per octave.
To design a simple treble attenuator the designer
must know the required .3 db. limit, and the gain
desired from the stage at low frequencies. Here.
eiCR is arranged to be very much lower than one,
and hence can be ignored. Thegain is then simply
Gm.R.
Design Example
If a stage giving a low frequency gain of 100 were
required, using a valve with a Gm of 3 mA/v, then
the value of R would have
Gm PL
to be 33K. 1f the 3 db
Gain = /+GmRc
R
point were fixed at 5 kc/s,
t (u)CR) 2
then the necessary value
of capacitor C would be
Gain = Gm Z
approximately 1,000 pF,
£
3.
--Treble
eut using
Fig. 2(a).-The R.C. cirquoting the nearest availcuit referred tit.
able value. This is easy to
negative feedback.
verify since at the 3 db.
is 0.707 of
of improving the response. However, by examining point, the gain
the characteristics of one or Iwo simple -networks its original value, and wCR
it is possible to draw some interesting conclusions = I. In other words, the
leading to the design of equalising. circuits to meet a 3 db. point occurs when the
reactance of the condenser
wide variety of requirements.

t

x=1/fz

,

Treble Attenuation
The simplest method of limiting the treble response
of an amplifier is to connect a condenser across the
terminals of the source. Now the " source " can be
one of several things. 1f we are considering the amplifier alone, then it can be the anode load or grid leak
of any of the stages in the amplifier. if it is a pick-up,
then this is the source, and likewise with any other
form of input. To simplify the process and to obtain
themost useful result we will consider a valve with a
resistive anode load as a source. This valve might
very well be part of a rep stance-capacity coupled
stage in the amplifier, and later 1v<- shall see that this

1; c'iC and the resistance of
the anode load R are equal,
If the 3 db. point is not
known. but the amount
of treble attenuation desired at a particular frequency has been decided.
then the graph of Fig. 2(b)
can be used to assist the
,
design.
Quoting the example Fig. -i(a).
Practical
above, if the treble response
treble cut circuit,
must be attenuated, say,
20 dbs. at 15 kcs on the low frequency gain of 100,
then the graph shows that wCR= 10 approximately.

-
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The value of C may be determined from this product say, 200 or more, then the gain of the equaliser is
since w and R are both known, and the nearest avail- approximately equal to x, and thus decreases with
able value that would be used in practice this time frequency. It should be made clear here that R is the
would be 3,300 pF. As a matter of interest, with this parallel combination of the grid leak resistor (Rg in
value the 3 db. point would be 1.465 kc/s.
Fig. 3) and the anode load of the preceding stage, or
Naturally the same rules apply for treble attenua- the impedance of the input source if this is not a
tion across any resistive load and therefore the above previous stage.
method may be used to design a treble attenuator in
That is why the source impedance Rs is shown
the grid circuit of a valve which is fed by a pick-up. dotted in the circuit in Fig. 3.
Here the value of R will be the resistance of the
A .practical circuit of such an equaliser is shown
pick-up in parallel with the grid leak.
in Fig. 4(a), and its response indicated in Fig. 4(b),
The practical version of the circuit of Fig. 2(a),
50
must have a well decoupled cathode resistor. It is
also customary to connect the condenser C either
from the anode to earth or in parallel with the grid
40
leak of the following stage. In either case the
condenser is still effectively in parallel with the anode
t30
load.
This circuit is not by any means the only one
eb
that will produce a treble cut effect, but being the
20
simplest is ideal for quick and easy design.
Furthermore it may be used with triode stages
/0
as well as pentodes if it is remembered that in the
triode case resistor R consists of the anode load in
parallel with the anode impedance, Ra, of the triode.
0
50 /00 200 S00 t
20
10
2
5
This is easily explained by examining the expression
kc
kcs
for the gain of a triode stage. This is given by
Frequency
.
R where ,u is
G
the amplification factor of
Fig. 4(b).-Response of treble cut circuit.
the valve.
where the similarity in response with that of Fig. 2(b)
Butµ=Gm.Ra. Substituting for ,u gives
may be seen.
The valve used in the circuit is the Osram Z77,
G=Gm. Ra.R
Ra+R
a high slope pentode on a B7G base. Triode valves
And the " resistance " part of this formula is the may also be used in the circuit, with less success,
parallel combination of the anode impedance Ra however. This is due to the difficulty of obtaining a
and the anode load R.
high gain from a triode stage and the more accurate
triode formula given earlier would have to be used,
Bass Boost Circuit
once again remembering that RL is the parallel
The name " bass boosting circuit " is something combination of anode load and anode impedance.
of a misnomer really. All such circuits, if they
of the two types of circuit discussed so far,
employ nothing more than resistors and condensers is Either
capable of producing treble cut and bass boost,
in a network, do no more than attenuate the treble since
the overall effect is the same, as the graphs
frequencies, creating the effect of an increased bass
response. The circuit just described is therefore really clearly show ; the name by which each form of
is known is largely fixed by the frequency
a bass boosting circuit, but a far better method of equalisation
achieving this effect is to attenuate the high frequencies at which the effect the circuit produces becomes
apparent.
by frequency selective negative feedback.
This similarity of functionalso exists between
It is well known that an amplifying stage with a treble
boost and bass cut circuits. The more precise
gain G will have a reduced gain when negative collective
title for these networks is that of " bass
feedback is applied. Consider the circuit of Fig. 3, cut." Once
it is the 3 db. point frequency
for example. This consists basically of a pentode which decides again
name, a high frequency 3 db. point
amplifier of much the same type as shown in Fig. 2. giving rise to the
the
term
" treble boost," and a low
The difference here, though, lies in the condenser C,
to the second term.
which feeds a large proportion of the anode signal frequency point
(To be continued)
back to the input. Thus condenser C forms a
negative feedback path from output to input. The
signal fed back will vary from very little at low
JOIN THE PRACTICAL GROUP
frequencies to nearly all of the output at high
Edited by F. J. CAMM
frequencies, depending directly on the reactance of
condenser C.
PRACTICAL TELEVISION ...
1/3
The expression for the gain of theamplifier in
Every Month.
this mode of connection is shown in the figure,
1/3
PRACTICAL MECHANICS...
.

and is
G

:

Gm.RL
Gm.RL or
1+

where

x

Gm.RL

x=,1i-I- (wCR)
1

If the gain of the amplifier, Gm.RL, is very high,

Every Month.
Devoted to Mechanics, Science and Invention.
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The Leak
"Trough -line"
F.M. Tuner
DETAILS

OF A NEW IDEA IN r.M.
RECEPTION

S

a result of both modifications and tests over
many months, besides user -tests with some 50

equipments, the Leak Frequency Modulated
Trough -line Tuner is now in production.
It is radically different from any other F.M.
receiver in its engineering design and circuitry. It
overcomes the many disadvantages and faults of
many other F.M. tuners or receivers. The quality of
short-wave frequency modulated (F.M.) transmissions
is better than that of the best recordings, provided the
transmitted programme is " live " and that good land lines are used between the studio and transmitter.
To get the utmost advantage of such superior
transmissions, a first-class F.M. tuner is required. It
must be sensitive, selective and have no drive after
tuning into a station. The listener merely switches
on, tunes in and then sits back in comfort.
The prevailing failures of many equipments are :
I. Tuning drift so severe that the station will
disappear as the set warms up unless the tuning
knob is continually adjusted. This usually
means a total drift over 100 kilocycles. For the
quality of sound to remain unimpaired, it
should not exceed 10 kilocycles per second.

General view

of the

twit' tuner.

2. The re -radiation from the tuner should be so
low as not to interfere with TV sets in the house
or, as is known, with neighbours' sets.
3. A tuning indicator or " magic eye " is often
missing. It is impossible to be sensitive by ear
to variatiobs of 2-5 kilocycles per second when
tuning or find the optimum tuning point. The
tuning indicator enables it to be done.
4. The power supply should be built into the
receiver.
-

What is Meant by `.° Trough -line "
The tuning inductor of the oscillator is a metal
trough with a piece of metal passing the length of the
trough without touching the bottom or sides. Certáin
connections are made to the long piece of metal.
The trough -line is employed by the oscillator. This
set-up makes theLeak F.M. tuner, so H. J. Leak &
Co. Ltd. believe, unique in the world.
The trough -line tuning inductor
in conjunction with the applicatiön
of automatic frequency control
results in tuning stability within
5 kilocycles per second from the
instant of switching on.
The
trough occupies much of the space
under the chassis and provides
some radio-frequency screening.
The oscillator operates on the
high side of the signal frequency.
Its output is injected into the
coupling between the radio -frequency stage and the mixer with
second channel signals attenuated
at this point.
The intermediate frequency (I.F.)
is 12.5 Mcjs. Usually it is 10.7
Me/s. The 12.5 Me/s is chosen
because it ensures two things.
First, the oscillator frequency
never operates in Band TI and
cannot therefore cause interference
with other receivers. Secondly,
the harmonics of the I.F., generated
in the later stage of the I.F.
amplifier, do not fall within Band
This illustration shows clearly the hovel "Trough Tuner" in the
centre of The chassis.
IT. At an T.F. less than 12.5-Mcjs
'
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The functions of the valves are :
Pentode radio-frequency amplifier ; triode oscillator ; triode A.F.C. reactance valve ; pentode mixer ;
pentode first I.F. amplifier ; pentode second I.F.

January, 1957
amplifier ; pentode limiter ; double -diode DeeleyFoster discriminator ; triode cathode follower audio output stage ; magic-eye tuning indicator ; full -wave
H.Y. rectifier.
To give the highest possible quality, the radio detector valve is not used. The Seeley -Foster discriminator employing thermionic diodes has the
preceding stage with a limiter, which eliminates
amplitude-modulated signals.. Thus, the receiver is
not affected by ignition and other forms of impulse
interference.
The output impedance is low. Long, screened
leads can be used to connect the tuner to the amplifier
without fear of attenuating or distorting the high
audio-frequencies.
The output is approximately i volt peak. The
tuner, therefore, can be used with any high-fidelity
audio 'amplifier.
The field tests have brought in the opinion that this
is the best British F.M. tuner there is, and every user
was delighted with its sensitivity and selectivity,
particularly in the fringe areas of V.H.F. transmissions.
Dimensions : I04in. by Tin. by Tin.
Weight : 10 lbs.
Price (retail) : £25. Purchase Tax, £10 10s.

Power Supplies for Transistors

be available in the foreseeable future. These batteries have the well-known "Batrymax" construc-

such harmonics can be received as " dead " carriers.
The sensitivity is such that excellent reproduction
is given whenever the signal appreciably exceeds
noise level and is claimed to be the highest on the
market. Full limiting for a signal is obtained at
4 microvolts per metre.
The " Magic Eye " connected to the discriminator
output is a very sensitive indicator of nth -tuning. The
eye input is short-circuited 50 times per second by
small metal rectifiers supplied from the L.T. windings.
When accurately tuned, the discriminator output is
nil and the magic eye gives a very sharply defined
crisp display. On mis -tuning, the discriminator output
causes a blurred display.
Power supplies must be built into a low -distortion,
sensitive F.M. tuner, because some 60 mA of H.T.
and a few amps of L.T. current are used, and this
demand is too, great for the tuner to be powered from
the " spare supply " socket of any available power
amplifier.
-

Valves

THOSE concerned with developments

in the field

of electronics have been aware for some time
that the use of transistors would involve new techniques and that new sources of power would be needed
to operate equipment containing them.
The first transistors commercially available here
were small and low powered. They were well suited
for hearing aid use where miniaturisation is a predominant feature. Since size is the determining
factor and power is a secondary consideration, miniature and subminiature single cell and two cell batteries
are commonly used.
To meet these needs the Ever Ready Company
designed and developed the D20, D21, D22 and D23
Transistor Hearing Aid range. They now issue the
following information.
During the -current year in the United Kingdom
transistors suitable for use in radio receivers etc.,
and having a greater power output than those used
in hearing aids have become commercially available.
though some types-particularly, R.F. transistorsare scarce at the moment, it is expected that adequate
supplies will become available during the next 12
months or so.
As a result a considerable expansion in the use of
transistor operated equipment may be anticipated in
that period. included in this will be portable receivers
of the brief-case type, personal and pocket radios,
and in all probability a special set. for use in the
home. Their use in amplifiers has already commenced and the transistor record player may well
become as familiar a household article as the present
radio receiver.
To operate these appliances reasonably small
low voltage power sources will be needed. For this
purpose the appropriate dry battery offers a virtually
ideal solution, combining reliability with low running
costs. With these factors in mind the Ever Ready
Company has developed and is now marketing a
full range of transistor batteries capable of operating
the various types of transistor equipment which will

tion and consequently combine maximum performance with minimum size and weight. Reliability and
economy in running costs are features of equal
importance.
In connection with transistor equipment and the
power sources employed, it is necessary to bear in
mind that at the present time we are at the beginning
of an era of great expansion. It is inevitable, therefore,
that over the next few years considerable development
and changes should occur. These changes in transistors and transistor equipment may well call for
modification in the sources of power required to
operate them..
However, we,. can be reasonably
certain that with the knowledge and experience at
its disposal the Ever Ready Company will be able to
meet those requirements adequately and provide
suitable batteries for the purpose.

Bought All Your
Christmas Presents Yet?
No ? Then here's an idea. Why not send
your friends who are radio -enthusiasts a gift`
you'd be delighted to receive yourself-a year's
subscription for PRACTICAL WIRELESS? For
welve whole months your gift will bring them
repeated pleasure, and each new issue will be
a renewed reminder of your good wishes.
But the days are flying-you must order now
to ensure that first copies arrive before Christmas. Simply send your friends' names and
addresses with your own and remittance to cover
(an annual subscription for PRACTICAL
WIRELESS -12 issues, including postagecosts 18s. Od.) to Subscription Manager (G.2)
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower Hause, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. An attractive Christmas Greetings Card, made out in your
name, will be sent to announce your gift.
...
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CABINET

CAT. NO. CAD 93

A magnificent Ehireare-type Cabinet of the very highest

quality in specially selected Walnut veneered 'exterior.
Light Sycamore interior with ke_xine lining to match.
Outside dimensions: Length, 34ín., depth 17lin., height.
23in. Sloping control panel on right-hand side approx. CASH
Removable baseboard on right side
71lirn. x I(1.'.in.
approx. 15;in. x 151
Packing a,rd carriage

£17 6. 6
Or an Credit Terms.

CHASSIS

CAT. NO. CR'AFM40!PP
0 -valve Superhet with P.M./V.11.1'. Bland (4 wavebandeì.

Pooh-pull output. Slow-motion tuning drive. Fu/I
provision of Automatic Volume Control. Sockets
provided for Aerial, Earth, Gram, Pick-up and Extension
Speaker. Connections provided to Gram. Motor controlled
by Chassis On,/Off switch. The tone -controle have been
given an extra wide range to embrace all types of
recordings. AC. 200/250 volts 50 cycles only.
Pocking and carriage 15;-.

!Ass

£?7.6.0
Cr on Credit Terms.

AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER

The latest multi -speed changer inn.
porating 16 p e. for " talk-Mg-books," and arrangement
tt E th high-fidelity
fo manual c trot.
L t p Head. AC.aim 20!1/250 volts Ii
rr P
l
Packing and carriage 12;6. CASH
cycles only.
CAT. NO. RC/A.

-

CABINET

CAT. NO. CAB'02

A well -designed Eoreau-type Cabinet in a
medium size. Veneered in a highly figured

Outside dimensions : length
depth 1ß1n., height Attin. Sloping
control panel or right-hand side approx.
Walnut.

13ín. x 701, in. Removable- b eb and on
15in.
eight -hand side approx. 13 in.
compartment inside the
Largo record
cabinet, located at the top on left-hand side.

OTHER CHASSIS
CAT. N0.

E.nperhei,

12 Gns.

Packing and carriage 20/-.

ALL FULLY GUARANTEED.
All enquiries to

12 Gns.

*

F.M. TUNERS

*

CAT. NO. FAIT A. Complete Unit in Cabinet

with Magic-eve tuning.

Or on Credit Terms.

larrkrrh R

Pacing and carriage

12tS.

6I Gns.

12,Iä.

Chassis only exeluding
lit:Mooed, Il i in. long n 51 n.
overall depth s tin. high,
CAT. NO, PMT{B.

CAT.

o

CASH ONLY

OR/A.7-valve
3 wavebands.

at

CR.AFM47.
Superhe with
Band (4

NO.

V.H.1-.
F.M.`e
sia,ehands).

23¿-

Gns.

Cr on Credit Terms.
Poeti,ea ant ca r. 15;-.

Generous extended credit terms

on

CASH

£13.15.0

I'ackien eryl candage 12.1.
LC SDSPEAKERS,
GRAM, AMPLI m PIERS, TAPE -RECORDER equipment,
etc.., a, allaite at keenest prices, Send for
!erne

illustrated Catalogue

orders exceeding LIS. Dealers supplied at full discounts.

:

DIRECT
SALES
LTD.
90 JUDD ST., LONDON,` W.C.1
Telephone

:

TER. 9876
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A special dual -cone .design
distinguishes Philips high..
fidelity speakers, resulting in energy transmissions almost
independent of frequency.
This ensures that, in an
ordinary room, sound pressure within an angle of 90
degrees varies by not more
than six decibels; while the excellent spatial
distribution of acbuetic energy
even at the
highest frequencies
is obtained by Philips
choice of coupling' factor between -high -range
and low -range cones.
-The small cone acts as a high note
radiator for frequencies above 10,000
cycles and as a diffuser for frequencies
below 10,000 cycles from the large cone.
The large cone itself acts as a low note
radiator below 10,000 cycles, and as a
reflector for the high notes above this
frequency. The distribution of sound over
the entire frequency range is thus much
eider Than en -a normal loudspeaker.
TIese loudspeakers have a very smooth
response curve combined w;th a low

vie

team tune
need a PHILIPS

SInAßlh

You

January, 1957

-

-

-

dual -cone

loudspeaker
Made in Holland

-

resonance frequency.
The Philips dual -cone loudspeaker conies in tiro sizes:
8" and 12", price 61 gas. (tax paid) and 10 gns. respectively. There is also a single -cone loudspeaker, available
in the sarne two sizes: price £6.2s. 6d. (tax paid) and
£10.0s. Od. resspeetirely.

N.B. Any of these speakers may be used on
their own or with another suitable loudspeaker using a Crossover unit.
-

For full details urite to:

cum PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LTD
Jet,

Musical Equipment Dept.
Century Hans
Shaftesbury Avenue London WC2

(PR436)

FREE
E
This

144 -page

®
Book.

HANNEY of BATH offers:AMBITIOUS VIEWMASTER
-STATION TV TUNER
Television).with
ENGINEERS
Kit
kit with printed circuits,
1

9

;

Have you sent for your copy
ENGINEERING
WHICH IS
OPPORTUNITIES ' YOUR
PET
is a highly informative

?

SUBJECT s
guide to the best -paid
Engineering posts. It Mechanical Eng.
tells you how you can
Electrical Eng.
quickly prepare at home Civi'Engineering
on " NO PASS-NO- Radio Engineering
FEE " terms for a Automobile Eng.
recognised engineering Aeronautical Eng.
qualification, outlines the
Predetti an Eng.
widest range of modern But ding, Plastics,
Home -Study -Courses iu Draughtsmanship
all branches of EngineerTelevision; etc.
ing and explains the
GET SOME
benefits of our EmployLETTERS
ment Dept. If you're
earning less than fry a AFTER YOUR
week you cannot afford
NAME. !
to miss reading this
AMI. M ech. E,
unique book. Send for
A.M.I.C.E.
our copy to-dayA.M.I. P. E.
FREE.
A.M.I.M.I.

COUPON - - -Please send me your FREE 44 -page
-

_

3
(P.
screens, can and screws, 30/- ; Denco switch,
Fine Tuner, Coil mounting elates and tag panel, 27/of resistors, 7/6 ; TCC condensers
2
valveholders,
etc., 43%- ; Gain controls, 3/3 each ; Co -ax P,!Skit, 2/6 ; Valve
cans, 1/3 each. Complete kit of parts for the TUNER, with the 2

Denco coilset

FREE

"INGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
NAME'
ADDRESS

L.1.O. B.
A. F. R.Ae.S.
B.Sc.

A.M.Brit.1.R. E.
CITY & GUILDS
GEN. CERT.

OF EDUCATION

etc., etc.

Subject or Exam.

that interests me
British Institute of EngineeringTechnology
409B,College House,29-31,Wright's Lane,
Kensington, W.8.
-

BIET

Genuine MULLARD Valves, nuts, bolts, wire co -ax., etc., £8/12/6.
Denco Coilset for conversion of the V -Master S/V chassis to the
I.F. amplifier, 20,1-, OR Complete kit. of S/V conversion components, 39/6. All Standard V -Master items in stock. Full list
available.
MULLARD SIG AMPLIFIER.-Erie Resistors, 27/- ; TCC
Condensers, -45/- ; Elstone Mains Trans., 36/- (100 m.a.) ; 42/6
(120 m.a.) ; Output Trans., 45/-(6K..or 8K.) ; Gilson mains crans.,
60/- (140 m.a.) ; Output trans., 47/6 (6K. or 8K.) ; Ultra linear
type, 52/6 ; Partridge Mains trans., 65/6 ; Output trans., P.3667,
55/6 ; Partridge Uicra Linear type P.4014, 98/6
Denco punched
chassis, 19/6, with base plate ; Printed front panel, 6/6 ; Type
"A" and "B" Chassis (panel not printed), 8/6 and 12'6 respectively;
condensers, "A" 15/6 ; "B" 24 /6 ; Resistors, "A" 17/6 : "B"
35/6 (with pots.). Full list available, giving details of complete kits.
;

OSRA'1

912

PLUS AMPLIFIER.-Erie resistor kit,

17/4

;

Erie
meg. pots., 4/6 each ; TCC condenser kit, 531- ; PARTRIDGE components with loose lead terminations (includes packing
charge), Mains trans., 65/6
choke, 34/6
output trans., 85/6 ;
W.B. components. Choke, 18/9 ; output trans., 32/- ; Denco
drilled chassis, 14/6 ; Deere 912 Plus printed panel, 7,!6 ; pre amp or passive chassis, 6/-. Full list available.
COMPONENTS are still available for the following F.M.
TUNERS ; Wireless World, Mallard, Osram 912, Denco Maxi -Q.
List available.
1

;

-

WIDE ANGLE COMPONENTS. DENCO
37/6

;

Chassis, Super -Visor, 51/6

;

Chassis Magnavieve,

Coil sets Magnaview, 41/2

WA/DCAI, 43/- WA/FCAI, 31/- WA/LCI and WCI, 7/6 each
WA/FMAI, 21/- WA/LOTI, 42/- WA/FBTI, 16/-.
;

;

;

Send stamp
£S (excess

for lists. -Please

add

refunded).

L. F.
77,

;
;

:

3/-postage to all orders under

HANN EY

LOWER- BRISTOL ROAD, BATH
Tel.:

3811
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CONSIDERATIONS OF DESIGN WITH CONDENSER INPUT FILTERS
By E. G. Bulley

THIS article covers the essentials of what may be
termed low power supplies necessary for the
rectification of A.C. in radio receiver practice
and similar equipments. Before proceeding, therefore, it is essential that the reader familiarises himself
with the fundamentals of rectification using ,the condenser. input filter. Fig. 1 is a typical half -wave
supply, wherein, when the voltage on the anode is
positive to that of the cathode, a current will flow.
Now, as and when the voltage becomes high enough
the condenser will become charged. On the next
half cycle however, that is, when the anode is negative
to that of the cathode, no current will flow, but the

termed a choke input filter, and such are used with
nl;rcury vapour rectifiers in transmitting practice.
It is not, therefore, intended to mention these
further, as they have already been dealt with in this
journal by O. J. Russell under the title of '.` Transmitting Topics."

Mathematics
The reader will appreciate that the mathematics
entailed in the design of suitable power supplies
1-7:7,T1
Filter

f-

Half -Wove
Rectifier

,,-1-

Transfi:
Secondary

Componenta

1C2
c-_
mien

Cf
Reservoir

Condenser

Reservoir
Condenser

Fig 1. Basic half-wave rectifier.

condenser discharges, thus maintaining the output
voltage until the next half cycle when the cycle is
repeated. So much for half -wave rectification. Now
let us analyse Figs. 2 and 2A, which are tiypical full wave rectifier power supplies.
In this case, when the voltage on one anode is
positive, the voltage on the other is negative, consequently, current flows in the same direction for
each half of the valve. The condenser in this case
discharges its stored energy in half the time as in the
case of half-wave rectification.
Full-wave rectification is, therefore, most cori?monly
used in radio receiver practice, and one will also
appreciate that there is much less ripple and therefore.
the D.C. output is easier to filter or smooth. Before
proceeding, however, it is as well to mention, for the
benefit of newcomers to radio, that another type of
fiber exists other than that being discussed. This is

Fig.

3.-The filter

combo tents.

using the condenser input filter are very complex,
and they are outside the scope of this article, but for
the benefit of the newcomer or the radio constructor
has been
who requires a quick reference, Table
compiled. This table should be used in conjunction
with Fig. 3. These values assume low transformer
resistances and reactances, as the valves arc of high
impedances. One must bear in mind, of course, that
the value of Cl must not be increased beyond that
1

OC.

Output

to

r

--t

Filter

CIO iliBM

C/

Reservoir

Condenser

Fig. 2.-Basic fitll-ware rectifier.

Fig. 2A. --Basic fit(1- °are

ectiÍwr

wo valves.

PCI`"ÁL'
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filter.

Ili

IIi1

i

o
o

0
o
oo
o

Double

Full-Wave
Rectifier

o
C>

Filter

0

_
Fig.

4.-A

double filter circuit.

stated, otherwise pulses of charging current with peak values will
be produced and will be in excess
of those specified for the rectifier
in question. Failure to observe
this will overload the rectifying
valve and cause its destruction.
One must bear in mind that the
rectifier should never he operated
above its maximum rated anode
voltage, and should be operated
within its maximum current rating
specified by the manufacturer.
Components
The components necessary for
such supplies should be of good
quality, for instance the mains
transformer should be such that
it is rated correctly as well as

having good insulation.
Condenser Cl, as shown in Fig. 3, is
termed the reservoir condenser,
this being of the electrolytic type.
Such condensers are, however,
readily available and require little
comment, with the exception that
they combine both high capacity
with fairly small physical size, not
forgetting fairly high working
voltages.
The working voltages of these
condensers are an important
characteristic, and it is advisabc
to adopt one with a higher working voltage than the actual voltage it will have to withstand, that
is to say, allow a greater safety
margin. For instance, assume
the working voltage the condenser will have to withstand
is 350 volts, it is far better to
have one with a working voltage
of 500 volts than one just rated
to withstand 350 volts.

The Filter
It only remains to give a brief
description of the smoothing

1957.

Reference once again to
Fig. 3 will aid the reader to
appreciate the following résumé.
The choke should be rated to
withstand the current taken by
the load. Here again, a higher
current rated choke is better, so
one has a safety factor.
The
purpose of the choke is to reject
any A.C. component that may
have superimposed itself upon the
direct current.
This will be
appreciated when one realises
that a choke has an impedance
to A.C. The A.C. component is,
however, commonly known as
the ripple voltage and it is therefore essential that this be reduced
to an absolute minimum. To
(Conclu ted on page 786)

TABLE I
Transformer Sec.

Type

350-0--350

5V4G
83V

350-0-350
350-0-350

GZ32
5V4G

350--0-350

350-0-350
350-0-350

83V

GZ32
5V4G

300-0--300
300-0--300
300-0--300
300-0--300

83V

GZ32
5V4G

300-0-300

83V

300---0-300

GZ32

300--0-300

5114G

300-0-300
300-0-300
300-0-300
350-0-350
350-0-350
350-0-350
350-0-350
350-0-350
350-0-350
350-0-350
350-0-350
350-0-350

U52
GZ31

53KU
5W4
5Y3
5Z4
R52
U..50

GZ30
6X5
EZ3

WO
UU9
EZ40
66KU
UU9
EZ40

66KU
UU5
1W4,1500

APV4
R4A
UU6
UU6
UU6
UU8
UU8
5Y4
80

5W4

300-0--300
-

300-0-300
300-0-300

350-0--350

350-0-350
350-0-350

500--0-500

500-0-500

500--0-500

500-0-500
350

0

-350

300-0-300
350-0-350
300-0-300

Rta.r, Load

Iì.C. mA
175
175
175
175
175
175

8
8
8

120
120
120
120
120
120
150
150
150
150
100

8

125
100
100
100
100

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
120
120

300-0-300

340
340
340

4

4
4
4
4
4
4

300
300
300
300

4

370

4

350

4
4
4

400
400
400
400
400
400
400
360
360
360
425
425
425
580
580

4
4
4
4
8
8

8
8
8

8
8

8

8
16
16

125
125
100

390
390
390
370
370
370
350
350
350

8

120

250--0-250

300-0-300

volts

S

8

250-0--250

.

4
4
4

120
120
60
120

250
250

Approx..
D.C. output

CI
rF

.

4

580
580
425
310
385
320
250
290

4
4

220
300

8
8
8
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A USEFUL AMPLIFIER, WITH TONE
CONTROL AND
By

J.

S.

PRE -AMPLIFIER

Kendall

THERE are many design problems with this type Tone Control
of circuit. One is the matter of the " balanced
The layout of the tone control components is
conditions " of the output valves, as every shown in Fig. 2. The choice of components for the
valve takes a certain small grid current. This circuit is not over -critical, but silver ceramics were
develops a positive voltage when passed through a chosen for the prototype, as they are very reliable

high resistance such as a grid resistor. The normal
circuit has two grid resistors of equal value, but this
type has a low resistance in one grid circuit and in
earlier circuits a strap was made between the two
grids with the aid of a resistor of about .5M.Q.
This gave a difference of grid voltage of a volt or so ;
thus one valve was always running with a higher anode
current than the other. This gave rise to distortion
due to the unequal anode currents in the output
transformer. The circuit to be described has a very
simple means of setting a perfect balance of anode
currents, and thus compensation can he made for
valve unbalance or wear.

i
-

Ta

Amplifier
((Grid of

The Circuit

(

The theoretical circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The
anode load of the first valve is rather high-IMW
in fact and the screen is fed from the cathode of the
output valves, thus the circuit is to a very large

amount self compensating for wear in the EF86
and also for changes in H.T. and mains voltages.
The static balance control circuit is shown in Fig. 6,
and consists of R8, VRI, R9 and R10. The circuit
is a simple tapped potentiometer, variable over a
small part of the range only, thus the correct bias
voltage for the second EL84 can be found correctly.
ISO IM

[7

.

3.-The

EF86}

tone control circuit.

and the price is lower than the silver mica types
type " T " 20 per cent. resistors can also be used
with good results. One point that was found was
that the tag strip can well be soldered direct to the
case of one of the tone control potentiometers.
The cases of all controls must be earthed, or a
large amount of interference can be picked up,
enough to cause instability in
spite of the heavy feedback.
The theoretical circuit is
shown in Fig. 3 for those
who require a circuit to
check against. Various pickups require various compensation filters and these
will be set out next month.

H.T. Supply

To

crd

EF86

To

Input

Earthing

Jack

teg to

chassis

2--1"iritlg details of

tl7e

tone

Cofll'POI

section.

The chassis can be obtained
ready punched from Kendall
& M o u s l e y Ltd.- It is
drilled for a choice of two
mains transformers, one for
use with a feeder and the
The spare
other without.
current when the heavy current
transformer is used is a
matter of 40 mA which is
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ample for most feeders including F.M. The smoothing
is of the resistance capacity type and consists of
F reservoir, and a further two 50pF for the

j40other

$

$

sections.

The anodes of the output valves

January, 1957

valves are joined in parallel and the heater winding

centre tap is joined to the cathodes of the two
EL84s ; this ensures that the heater of the EF86
is positive to the cathode, thus keeping the hum
level of the valves to a minimum.
A separate earth must not be used
on the heater centre tap .of the
cathode coupling resistor or the two
valves will be shorted out, thus
causing the valves to be very
seriously overloaded.
The Layout
The top chassis layout is shown
in Fig. 4. The tags on the output
transformer are in two layers as it
were, the two marked CT are
strapped and on each layer are T1
and Al, and on the other T2 and
A2. It is not over-important which
pair is joined to which valve, but
the Rs are taken to the Ts and the
Gs are taken to the As. However,
the leads from either valve must
be joined to the same set of tags,
i.e., V1 to T1 and Al, and V2 to
T2 and A2 or vice versa. The tags
on the secondary are either joined
in parallel for 3.75 ohms or in series
for 15 ohms. The side of the mains
transformer is shown in Fig. 5

Three-quarter rear view of the amn lifter.
are fed from the first section of the SOiiF and the
EF86 is fed from the other 501(F.
A separate resistance capacity filter is used for the
supply to the feeder or pre-amplifier unit_ The
circuit is of the distributed load type of push-pull
amplifier, thus there are four wires from the valves
the output transformer and one lead from transformer to H.T. The under chassis layout is shown
in Fig. 6. The heater wiring of the EF86 and the two
EL84s is not shown in full, but the heaters of these

.

ito
j

LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR THE 10 -WATT
DIRECT -COUPLED AMPLIFIER
2 EL84 robes, Mullard.
I EF86, Mullard.

EZ81, Mullard.
RI -250 g 10W Lab.
1

To

Output

Slider

Transfr.`,1,

of

Volume

Control

l É3(FbÙ

A

R2 -2.7K 2 10W Lab.

,

EL S'4

R3-1.51(2 10W Lab.
R4-33 ohms, type " T " Lab. 10 per cent.
R5 -3.9K 2 type " T " Lab. 10 per cent.
R6-470K _2 type " T " Lab. 10 per cent.

R7-I m n

type T " Lab. 10 per cent.
R8-471(12 High Stability 1W 2 per cent.
R9-10K2 type " T " Lab. 10 per cent.
RIO -10K 2 High Stability I W 2 per cent.
R11-Se2 text for value.
R12-750 ohm, 10W Lab.
VR1-25K Pre-set wire wound Lab.
Cl-Hunts type JF408T 40 i F 350 volt,

C2-C3-Hunts type KN418A 505-50eF 350 olt.
C4-Hunts type JD37T 50 /,F 50 volt.
C5-Hunts type A300 0.1 t+F 150 volt.
C6-Hunts type JF403T 8,4. 350 vclt.

2 Three-way tag strips (Kendall & Mouslcy Ltd.)
3 McMurdo B9A valve holders.

SO,uF

RII

soue
C4

R4
3312

RS

See

470KR

text
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simplify
the wiring of the
amplifier.
Having constructed the amplifier the first thing
is to plug in the speaker and switch on. If a howl
results the N.F.B. is incorrectly wired and the leads
to the output transformer secondary
will have to be reversed.
The
balance of the currents to the two
valves can best be carried out with
the aid of a milliammeter ; this is
joined between the two anodes and
the resistor VR1 adjusted until the
reading is zero. Here it is better
to start on a high range and then
switch to a lower range as one gets
nearer to a perfect balance.
The negative feedback resistor
(R11) will be 390 ohms for a 3.75
ohm output and 680 ohms for a
15 ohm output.

amount of correction can be obtained from the
tone control of the amplifiers.
The method of obtaining the correction is by providing the amplifier with a large amount of negative !

P.

A Pre -amplifier Unit

Whilst the amplifier just described
has a first-class tone control, it
does not incorporate
frequency.
correction." This latter is required
as the bass of the standard records
is cut below certain frequencies,
these frequencies differing with 78,
45 and 33} recordings.
Radio
on the other hand is usually not
cut so much, and the required
R2 2.71(0 /OW.

r

R/ 250f1

ewlm

/OW<

To

Feede

C!

T32pF
3SOVW,
E28/

of the underside of chassis.
feedback and making that feedback frequency selective. That is, at the higher frequencies the gain is quite
low, but at the lower frequencies the increased
impedance of the capacitors reduces the N.F.B. and
allows the gain to rise.
The pre -amplifier unit described here is only 4in. x
bin. x 24ín., with the valve and the capacitor projecting through the top. The valve chosen is the
A view

McMurdo B9A valve holder with skirt and screen.
McMurdo International Octal valve holder.
McMurdo International Octal Plug (optional).
3 Bulgin K108 pointer knobs or similar.
2 Bulgin J6 closed circuit jacks.
2 Bulgin P.38 jack plugs.
1 Elstone OT/ML output transformer.
1 Elstone MT/MU Mains transformer, but if no
feeder unit is required the Elstone MT/5/10
can be used.
1 Special chassis-Kendall & Mousley Ltd.
1 type " 9-12 " Instrument Case-Kendall
&
Mousley Ltd.
1
1
1

0eD
<Í

3OOV.

LIST

!

1
=

!

OF PARTS FOR TONE CONTROL

IM Pot. " Lab."
2 2M Pots. " Lab."
1

63N
2A.

33pF Ceramicap " Lab."
680 pF Ceramicap " Lab."
1 270 pF Ceramicap " Lab."
1 3.500 pF Ceramicap " Lab."
2 150K 20 per cent. type " T " " Lab."
1 triple tag strip.
The tone control unit is suitable, owing to its
high impedance, for feeding direct from the
pre -amplifier circuit.
1
1

Qe3V

2A,

Vie

theoretical circuit.

..41.14.11v<easec NOV
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Mullard EBC411. The gain is certainly not very high,
but quite high enough for the crystal types of
pick-up head as well as á radio feeder taken direct
from the diode.
The Chassis

The chassis can be obtained in aluminium ful

}

E
Cathodes

A2
H,T+

Red

Green

EL84

3EL84

on the two solder tags can then be wired and soldered
in place. Care must he taken in the soldering of the
screening of the screened cable. Strip the insulation
off the outside of the cable, then by pushing the
screening wires to one side, make a hole in the
screening, then draw the two wires through the hole.
The spare screening can then be soldered to the tag
and the ends of the flexible wires wired to the end tag
of the solder strip. The anode lead from the
capacitor can be wired to the vaine tag, also front the
same tag a 100 K resistor is joined to the 16 n

EF86

/

of

EZ8r

EL84's
E
Pin 2

Fig.

4.-Plan of

the chassis layout,

61
Rectifier

63V

I

I

-t-4-7ThmCT }zA.

Heater

/ A.

>!J ó3
Rectifier

63

Anodes

Oct,//
Socket

punched for assembly. It will be seen that the valve holder has a raised blob " of insulating material
between two of the pins. The.holder should be fixed
in place so that the " blob " is as shown.
The two orange wires are taken so that one is soldered
either side of the " blob " to the pins. The switch
can be wired away from the pre -amplifier chassis and
dropped in place and soldered to the tags. The jacks
can be put in place and the 220 K resistors soldered
across them, then the wires from them to the switch
wired in and soldered. These latter wires can best be
run around the sides of the chassis. The components

,in

's

7

Eorth

4

transformer connections.

capacitor, another 100 K is joined between the 16 //IT
and the tag strip along with the red lead.
The cathode connections of the valve can then be
wired in, and consist simply of a 2.2 K resistor in
parallel with a 50 ; F 12 volt electrolytic capacitor.
The orange twin, the red
lead and the screened lead
can be led out through the
hole at the rear of the chassis
and laced together to form a
cable. For those not experienced in the art of lacing
cables, the simplest method of
securing at tin. intervals, with
Sellotape can be used. The
effect is quite neat.
The fixing of the plug is the
last item and the actual connections will be shown next
month.
(To be continued)
.

Input
Jack

To Tone

Control

A

HANDYBOOK FOR
HANDYMEN

THE HOME
ELECTRICIAN
(Edicor

£Z81

By F. J. CAMM
: Practical Householder)

206 pages, 149 Illustrations.
To

Slider

of

Volume

Control
6.

lí irta

rcu',<nr

r

tfre

o

aniPeler:

12/6, or 13/- by post from
George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton St., Strand, W.C,2.
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RADIO COMPONENTS ® RETURN - OF -POST SERVICE
Details of some of the items from our extensive stock of Radio and Television components and accessories
are given below. All items are usually held in stock and all orders are dealt with on the day they are received.
MULLARD TAPE AMPLIFIERS
OSRAMI " 13.1 PLUS " TUNER
stock all the components for the Amplifiers as described in
PRINTED CIRCUIT VERSION
the Mallard Tape Recording Booklet.
RESISTOR KITS.-LAB. All fixed and variable resistors as TCC PRINTED CIRCUIT AND CONDENSER KIT, -Contains
specified. Model A, 33/3. Model B, 319.
the Printed Circuit Panel and all the condensers. £4.4.7.
CONDENSER KITS,-Model A, 33-.. Model B, 35'-. These kits are
made up for the Brenell and Collard decks. If the Lane or Travox RESISTOR KIT.-LAB. Kit for Tuner containing RI to R28, 15:-.
coils are required, this must be stated when ordering.
COILS.-Denco. Oscillator Coil, 0/L2, 2/-- I.F. Transformers.
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS.-For Model A
Elstone OT3, IFTII710.7, three required,
61- each. Ratio Detector Transformer
21/- ; Gilson W0767, 25/6 Partridge SVO%1,
with crystal diodes) O/T2, 19/-. Note The OiT1 and the
ELCOM PLUGS AND SOCKETS.-PO4 Chassis Plug, 3i 6. SOIT (complete
O,L1 coils are not required with the printed circuit.
Chassis Socket, 5/3.
IGRANIC JACK SOCKETS. -P71, 3i4 ; P72, 3l0. -Bulgiu Jack CHASSIS.-Denco. Complete metalwork including Gold Front
Panel, Scale Assembly, Drum, Drive Spindle, Pointer, Glass Dial
Plugs to fit, 3/-.
and all fittings, 37/6.
BELLING LEE PLUGS ANI) SOCKETS.-Speaker Sockets
L316. Red and Black, 1- each. Plugs to fit, 16(1. each. Co -Ax.
TUNING CONDENSER, -Jackson 17pf. 5096 -17-DS, 17/6.
Socket L734S, 1/- L60IS, 1/3. Co -Ax. Plug L734P to fit, 1B.
McMURDO VALVEILOLDERS. B1\49/U, 100. ; XM9(IOCI, 1/7
3ALVEHOLDER.S.-McMurdo Printed Circuit Type, 1/- each.
XM9/UG1, 2/3.
Skirt and can for V2, lí3.
SWITCHES. -Specialist Switches. Set of three for the Model A
BELLING LEE PLUGS AND SOCKETS, -Coax. Sockets,
Amplifier, 32/6. One switch for. Model B, 16/6.
L604S, two required, 1;3 each. Plugs L734P to fit, 13 each.
BULGIN TAG BOARDS'. -C120. 13 C123, 2,3.
EQUALISER PLUG AND SOCKET, -For Model B.
Octal VALVES. -Osram 1719, 24/4. Alternative 10/- each. Two required.
Plug and socket, 2/3.
Osram B719, 20%10. Osram W719, 19/6. Alternative 12/3. Two
CERAMIC STAND-OFF PILLAR.-Polar, 11-.
required.
OSCILLATOR COILS. Brenell, 81,
CHASSIS.-Denco. Ready drilled. Model A, 1-S Model 0, 31'6 - NOISE SUPPRESSION AND TUNING INDICATOR CIRVAL VES.-EF86 Mallard, 214. Alternative 15/-.. ECC83 Mallard, CUITS. -Osram )3309 valve, 19/6. Alternative 10/, Osram EMSO
valve, 18!1. Osram L77 valve, 13/U. Alternative 8'6. Resistor
19/6. Alternative 10/-. EM81 Mallard, 18'1. Mallard EL8l, 16'-.
Alternative 12/-. 0A71 Crystal Diode, 6'-.
Kit containing RIO to RIO, 13/-. Condensers, .02 mfd. 350
v., 1;- each.
COWER PACK. Chassis Denco, 11:6. Condenser, 50-50 mfd. 350 v.
I mfd. 350 v., 90. .05 mfd. 150 v., 1/6. Valveholder BOA, 100, each.
9/6. Resistor 820 ohm, 3 watt, 213. Valveholder Bïvl9'U, 100. Valve B7G, 9d.
Mallard EZ80 or 81, 11'10. Mains Transformer, Elstone MT;3M, INSTRUCTION
MANUAL. -The manual for the normal wired
35/-. Switch, DP Toggle, 5;-. Voltage Selector Panel, 2-, Fuse - version is
required, 2,6. PRICE LIST FREE. Kits or part kits for
holder, 3/9. Fuses 40. each. Pilot Lampholder, 2i-. 6.3v. Lamp, Oct.
Kits or part kits for the above can be supplied on Credit Terms. the above can he supplied on Credit Terms.
Send for our fully detailed lists.
OSRAM 912 PLUS AMPLIFIER
MULLARD 510 AMPLIFIER
Full details of all components for this Amplifier were given in our Full details of all components were given in our advertisement in
advertisement in the December issue. Fully detailed price the December issue. Fully detailed
Price List available ups a
list will be sent upon request.
request,
We

:

;

:

:

;

;

:

;

GRAMOPHONE EQUIPMENT
BSR UA8 MONARCH RECORD CHANGER. --The latest 4-speed model. Acos tom -oser cartridge. Price £9.15.0, Credit
Terms Deposit £1.13.0 and seven monthly payments of
COLLARO STUDIO PICK -UP,-This famous pick-up is now available with one piece arm as well as plug-in head. Can be
supplied wills the " O " (high output)or " P " (low output) Cartridge. Price £2,19.6.
BSR TU8 MOTOR AND PICK -UP. -Three speed motor and separate pick-up. The pick-up is fitted with the Acos turn -over
crystal cartridge. £4.17.6.
COLLARD TRANSCRIPTION MOTOR.-Complete with the Transcription pick-up and insert, 119.10.0. Cart be supplied
less pick-up at £14.18.0.
TV PATTERN REMOVAL UNIT
Spencer West Type 54. These units will give considerable assistance
in removing patterning 'on the ITA picture. Complete with instruction leaflet, 25;-.
Osmor Band 1 Filter. For removing BBC signal when it is entering
the converter via the ITA aerial, 10,'-.
TRANSISTORS
MULLARD.-OC73, 21i0071, 24.'0072. 301-, Matched
Pairs, 601-. STC, TJ1 (3X300N), 40i- ; TJ2 "3.317331N),45,- TJ3
:

(3X/392N), 50!-

TP2, 40/-.

;

TS1, 18./-

WIIITELEY CABINETS

All these Cabinets are packed fiat for easy home assembly. The
new Junior Bass Reflex Corner Console, £9.9.0. Bass Reflex Console, 510.10.0. Senior Bass Reflex Corner Console, 111.11.0. All
the other Whiteley types are available. Illustrated leaflet available free. Credit terms on these cabinets with a speaker if required.

WHITELEY SPEAKERS

;

;

TS2, 21(-

;

TS3, 24i-

;

;

TP1, 401-

;

The Whiteley Hi-Fi range of speakers. IOin. HF1012, 93/3. Sin.
HF912, 88/6. Sin. HF812, 14.3.6. Sin. T616, the new Treble speaker,
56.10.0. Whiteley
T1 Tweetr,84/-.Cosovr
e
Unit CX39
for this tweeter, 30/-. Detailed leaflet on alt er,
W.B. Speakers

66

CRYSTAL SET COMPONENTS
HAX 3I-. Specially made for use with Crystal
TUNING CONDENSER. -.0003 mfd., 3/10
available.
CHASSIS. -Small metal chassis with tuning scale and sockets for
aerial, earth and phones, 2;9.
TEST INSTRUMENTS
TUNING KNOB, -1,-.
AVO Meter Model 8, 523.10.0. AVO Meter Model 7, £19.10.0.
CONDENSERS AND RESISTORS
RADAR Kilovolter for R.H.T. Measurements,
3 to 30 kv., 13.17.6.
We carry a wide,range of,these and fully detailed lists are available
free of ,charge.
TSL TWEETER SPEAKERS
VIEW MASTER. CONVERTER
INSTRUCTION MANUALS are now available. The Manual is The new Moving Coil LSII65, 39,6. Cross -over chokes,
.84 mH,
a reprint of the articles in " Practical Television." Price 2;6,
S mH, .6 mll, 1.75 mH. All 3/6 each. Electrostatic, LSH75,
12./6.
postage 3d.
Lsnme,, 17:3. LSH10J, 21,-. 65 mH cross-over chokes, 7.6 each.
TELEVISION ATTENUATORS
Belling Lee Co -Axial plug-in Type. Available in edb, 12db, I8db,
24db and 38 db. 413 each.
PAPER BLOCK CONDENSERS
CO -AXIAL CABLE
high grade. 2 mfd. 259 v. Paper Block Condensers. Ideal for
The very best quality semi-airspaced. Entirely suitable for Band III Very
making
up
the
capacity
required for
and F.M. 100. per yard ;. 82.6 per 100 yard drum.
Brand new. Not. es -Government. cross-over networks. 2- each.
CREDIT TERMS.-Anything we sell can be supplied on Credit Terms. The deposit is 3,- in the £ and the balance payable
over
7 months. Send details of your exact requirements and we wil submit a quotation,
TERMS OF BUSINESS. -Cash with order or C.O.D. Please add postage under £3. We charge C.O.D. fees on
C.O.D. orders
under £5.

e10lV0Cross Tr

COH.S.-Teletron

Diodes. Suitable diodes 2'6.

she

-

AT T SRADIO

Shop Hours: Monday, Tuesday, Thursday

Telephone

:

KINGSTON -ON-TRAM SE SURREY

KlNgston 4099

-9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Wednesday -9 a.m. to

1

-9

p.m. Friday, Saturday

a.m. to

6

p.m.

Jäñuary; 1937
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JIFFY

CHASSIS CUTTER

PUNC1!

HOLE SIZES.. RETAIL

For cutting smaller holes
neatly with one blow of
a light hammer
HOLE RETAIL

...

ÿ

6;'á

in.
in.

in, x l'- in.
á in.
in. x 1.1 in.
Isin.x2 in.
27;3

Ì in. x

1

=

I

BAND Ill
Converter

22/6

7/6
8,'9

Kit E3. 5.0

HIGH "Q"
M.W., 839
M. & L.W., I2í9

BAND

1916
1819

1

Ready wired E4
Postage
and packing 3j -

OSMOR NEW ASSEMBLY DIAL

FILTER

Rejects B.B.C.from I.T.A.
aerial.
Suitable for all
makes.

Calibrated

for
Osmor
Coils

I0/- inc.
instructions

and

Coil- packs
24/6
Bronze
Finish
Escutcheon
4!-

Entirely
New

Fitted in 2
minutes

Design

Price

POTTED- COILS

HIGH "Q"

10/6

5'

STATION SEPARATOR

Simple press home fixing
Send 7-':d, in stamps for circuits, wiring diagrams, coil -pack leaflets, component lists, chassis drawings, templates,controlled FM Tuner, price lists.
frequency
and switch tuned
.

P.W.6 418 Brighton

Road, South Croydon,
Telephone Croydon 514819.

;'
l/ 13ENNETT COLLEGE

OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD.

",//,y/s/,%

Surrey.

i

can train your mind to SU

THROUGH PERSONAL POSTAL TUITION

-

A FREE book vital to your career!
Read how the famous Bennett College can help you to sate s Send
Train your mind to
now for this recently published FREE book,
SUCCESS," which tells you about The Bennett College proven success
in postal tuition ... and how it can help you to success in your career.
t

`

1

Architectura
Building
Carpentry
Chemistry
Commercial Ari
Diesel Engines

Draughtsmanship

Electrical
Engineering
Electric Wiring

,d' /i/ j' i%'j

©aiaiiiaiioroioHaiaoiiaoidioiiiiíiii4_E7
//,i/

jAiíi/ii/i///,/,,//
i9/

Radio Engineering
Sanitary Science
Surveying
Telecommunications
Television

Forestry
Locomotive
Engineering
Machine Design
Mechanical
Engineering
Motor Engineering
Plumbing
Power Station Eng.
Quantity Surveying

r
i

-

To TflE 33LS\ETT COLLE.iJE
(DEPT. A.204.7ì, 81I1:T}'$ELD

Please send Ste, irilhvxt obtiAatfort. u fete copy of Train
Mathematics
yoenYri;at! fo SUCCESS ' and ït±e t:nt`eev Yroezeef.r. o,a :
Modern Business
Methods
r
SUBJETT
Police Subjects
Salesmanship
NAME
Secretarial Exam:
Shorthand
AIIllRESS
Short Story Writing
1
and many others
Languages
ACE (if t0!['é'+
GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION'
w rer BO NM bbb er ew er ºd xe ree MI en MI

Accountancy Exams
Book-keeping
Civil Service
Commercial Aríth.
English
General Education
Geography
Journalism

Imo_

t

-

I

Mt COUPON
COULD BE YOUR
ERSONAL PASSPORT
TO SUCCESS.

SenditNOWI

a
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A SIMPLE -TO -MAKE BATTERY
By

F.

761

RECEIVER

G. Rayer..

IN addition

to its sensitivity the main -advantage
of the superhet type of receiver lies in the fact
that no reaction control- is required. With
portables, where the signal pick-up -is small, the reaction control in a non-superhet receiver can be quite
critical, but this is wholly avoided in the superhet,
where a L.F. volume control can be employed. The
receiver described here is accordingly easy to operate
by anyone, while ganged tuning does away with
difficulties in that direction. If the sPecified oscillator
coils are used, and the frame wound as described,
correct alignment throughout the wavebands will be
obtained. The oscillator coils have adjustable dust iron cores, thus enabling the inductance to be adjusted
to the required value, and this type of coil is essential

adjusting screws were used,

it would be very difficult
to get at these for aligning purposes. It is, therefore,
recommended that the speaker, with transformer
and coils and I.F. transformers all be obtained from
the suppliers listed. if alternatives are used it is.
necessary to assure that they can be accommodated
in the small space available and have suitable

characteristics.
Fig. shows the circuit. Long and medium wave
coils are quite separate and selected by a three-way
switch. One position of the switch.provides the Off"
in the present case.
setting, additional contacts taking care of battery and
It is also recommended that the other specified frame aerial connections. A measure of A.V.C.
components be used to avoid difficulty. A V.B. is applied to the I.F. valve, and the diode detector is
midget speaker is used, this gives excellent results, followed by two stages of L.F. amplification.
and as a small output transformer specially for use
with this model is available from the same man«- Winding the Frame
facturer no possibilities of mis -matching (and conThis was made with ; in. wood for sides, and 3/16th
sequent loss of 'volume) need arise. Tho specified wood for top and bottom.
However, the thickness of
I.F. transformers, besides providing high gain, have the material does not matter,
provided the pieces are
adjusting screws at the top. If transformers with side cat so that the outside dimensions
are 5in. high by
1

Gasase.1
TUN/NG

-Fig.

l.-Theoretical circuit of the Superhet Portable 4.
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Tin. wide. Three 6 B.A. bolts are screwed tightly in Chassis Layout and Wiring
position for points "A," " B " and " C." The 18 The chassis, shown in Fig. 3, is l;in, deep, and was
turn section has turns side by side ; the 45 turns of bent up to the dimensions given from 20 s.w.g.
the larger section are wound in a pile -occupying about aluminium. All the drilling should be done before
¿in. width. The ends of the windings are soldered any components are mounted. The tuning condenser
to the bolt heads, and point " B " consists of the is secured by two small brackets, the rear one coming
junction between both windings. The wire should be under Cl. The speaker is similarly mounted. Holes
wound on tightly. Afterwards the corners may be are drilled under the positions to be occupied by the
varnished to hold the turns in place. The whole of 1.F. transformers, so that leads may pass through.
the frame windings should not be varnished in this (These will be seen in Fig. 4.)
way, however.
Only four leads pass through the chassis, except
The completed frame is mounted on the rear of the for those already mentioned. These are those from
output valve to output transformer,
and from each fixed plates section of
the gang condenser.
When the valveholders are screwed
down position the sockets as in
Fig. 4, so that wiring may be followed
with no difficulty. All the connections shown in Fig. 4 may then be
put on, and a reasonable amount of
space exists for the smaller parts.

-

The

two

.01

pi

coupling con-

of the
mica type, while 2 watt resistors can
be accommodated with more ease
than the larger I watt type.
The lead issuing from the top of
one I.F. transformer is not used
because the B7G valve types do not
have a top cap in any instance.
densers should preferable be

Coil and Switch Wiring
The switch is 'mounted on the
front runner, with the coils on the
side runner, as seen from Fig. 4.
Plan Tien' of the completed set without the frame aerial,
Wiring for these parts is shown in
Fig. 5, which is a plan view of the
chassis, by two small hrackets, when the receiver has side runner and switch. The coils are notched, to
identify the tags, and mounted by drilling din.
been wired up.
Two short lengths of flex run to- terminals " A
diameter Wiles and pressing on the clips provided.
and " B," from the fixed plates of the tuning condenser The slotted ends of the core adjusting screws project
(rear section), and wavechange switch, -respectively. outside the chassis.
The two trimmers C2 and C3 are bolted to the
Lead " C " is taken to one bracket, thus being returned
chassis, as illustrated, and can be adjusted from behind
to the chassis.
The .0002 1iF and .0005 µF'condensers in Fig. 5 are fixed padders, returned to the
chassis. As in Fig. 4, points marked " M.C." are
taken to a tag bolted to the chassis itself.
As a guide, connections are as follows, for the three
(Continued on page 765)
the receiver.
51"; x 7 Outside dimensions

LIST OF COMPONENTS
Brackets to secure
o \ Frame to chassis

W.B. Stentorian Type 5.3.57 Speaker.
W.B. Miniature Universal Output Transformer.
Long Wave dust -iron core oscillator coil ; ditto
for Medium Waves (Supacoils).
Pair I.F. transformers with top trimmers (Astral
Radio Products, 82. Centurion Road, Brighton).
IRS, 114, 1S5 and 1S4 vanes. 4 B7G holders.

o
18

32

turns
S.WG.

enam.

45 turns
34 S,WG,
enam.

e
Bracket

2.-Details of ¿I.e urge aerial.

1

2 gang .0005 <-F tuning condenser.
3 -way 4 -pole small -sized rotary switch.
Three .00005 !-F' postage -stamp trimmers. .0001
two .01)02 !'F, .0005 í,F..002 vF. two .017T,
two .1 .1 and 25 !'F condensers.' 500 ohm, .1
megohm, .5 megohm. three I megohm, and two
2 megohm resistors.
I megohm volume control.
Knobs, wire for frame aerial, and aluminium
for chassis.

957
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-C.R.T. -ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
Type-A. Lowleakage. windings. Ratio 1 :1.25
giving a 01°C bast on secondary.
2;-e., 10/6: 4 v., 10/6;' 6.33 s., 1010; 10.8 v.,
10/6: 03.3 v.. I06.
Ditto with mains primaries, 126 each.
Type B. Mains input 220,240 volts. Multi
Output 2. 4, I,.:, 7.2. 10 and 13 volts. Input
has two taps which increase output volts by
°' and 308, respectively. Low capacity,
suitable for most Cathode Bay Tubes. 41 01h
Tag Panel. 21'- each.
Type C. Low capacity woad transformer for
use with 2 volt Tubes with fatting emission.
Input 220`2411 volta
Output 2-21-21-2f
volts at 2 amps. \Vith Tag Panel, 1718 each.
NOTE.
is essential to use mains primary
types with
T.T. recel sets
having
connec ted heaters.

-It

TRIMMERS, Ceramic. 20 50. 0 pi., 9d. 1310 pi.
150 pi., 113 ; 250pt., 1/6
5110 pf , is 0 pt
RESISTORS.
lU ohms to 10 e.g.,
All values.
5 w., 45. ; I w., 6d. ; 1 w.. 8d.: 2
., 1,-.
HIGH STABILITY. d S-., t,,, 2p. Pretested value
100 ohms to 10 meg.
3 watt )}
WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS
1,
10 watt o ohms -1(1,000 clans
+)

watt)

15
15,1100

)

2,

ohms-30,000 ohms 5 v.-119 10 w 2/3
KNOBS, GOLD ENGRAVED. -- -Raln t orIvory
Ilan. diem., 116 each. Not engraved, 1/- emeh
.

12/6 PURETONE RECORDING TAPE
1,200 ft. on standard, fitting 7" Plastic
reels. Brand new, boxed, 12;6.
Spools 5" metal, 1/6, 7" plastic, 413.
TRANSFORMERS. Heavy Onty 30 no A., 416
Mtdtiratio, posh-prtll 6/6.7 pp 1 small pentode, 339.
L.F. CHOKES 13110 H. 60:65
A., 5-; to H.
120 mA, 10,8; 15 H. 150 rob., 12/6..
MAINS TRANS. 350-0-350, 80 teA., 1:1 v. tappe,
4 v. 4-a., 5 v. tapped 4 v. 2 a., ditto 230-0-250. 211 HEATER TRANS. Tapped
200/ 250 v., 6.1 s.
11 amp., 7/6 ; tapped sec. 2, 4, 6.1 v., 1
86.
L
230 v. to 6.3 v. 3 atop., 10/6
0711

1957 RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
FIVE VALVES
O.W. 16m.350m.
LATEST MULLARD.
M:\V. 200 in. -550 tn. ECH42, EF4I, EBC41,
L.W. 803) m.- 2,000 m.
EL41, RE40.

THREE WAVEBANDS

12

A.C. 9011230

month guarantee.
Ott tch
Short-Medinm-

-way
4
an

v.

Leng-1 learn. A.V.C.d Negativee feedback
4.2 watts. Chassis lai x 1I Il in. Class Dial
10
4l in. horizontal o vertical available.

2 Pilot Latups,

sour K lobs, Walnut or Ivory.
.Aligne! and calibrated) Chassis isolateditrorn
mains. T.S.L. Tweeter Supplied Free
iO gns. Carr. S Ins., 40.
TERMS , Deposit £5.5.0 and six monthly
pas menas of: 61.
MATCHED SPEAKERS FOR ABOVE CHASSIS
_m., 186 ; 10111., 25/- 121n.; 30/-.
:

*

*

R.C.S. SCOOP

Collaro Auto-changer RC531 for 78 r.p.tn.. loin. an..
11ín records. B: nd new in maker's.boxes
High
impedance lightweight Piek trp with sapphire needle
ve ill match any tmplitier or -Radio.
Less than hat
puce.
E
Carr. anel
,16.
!

gas..Sorry-81wI t.e.. Q»/0.

25/,

VCR97 TESTED FULL PICTURE

COPPER PLATED AERIAL RODS 1 x 12in. push
tutting, 3/- doz.. p. â p. 17-.
ALADDIN FORMERS and cola,. fin., 8d. lilt.. 106.
.3in. FORMERS 5937/8 and Cans TV1/2. à . sq. a
2lin. and ; in. sq. c 1lin., 27- ea. with cores.
TYANA.-Midget Soldering. Iron. 2001240 v. or
230/250 v.,. 16/9. Solon Instrument Don, 24,E-.
MIKE TRANSF. Ratio 50:1, 379 ea. 700 1, 108.
MAINS DROPPERS. 3 _c 1lin.
Adj. Sliders, .a
a
1,000 ohms, 4/3.
amp- 730 ohms. 4/3, `d amp.,
LINE CORD. .3 amp., 60 ohms per foot, .2 amp., 100
ohms per foot, 2 -way, 62, per foot, 3 -tray, 7d. per ieot.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M. 3 OHM.
lin. Goodman , 17/8.
710. _a 4in_ Goodman.s,.211-.

by4
preetslon
rngineered S
only
n. Bargain
Price 6/6, No transformer required.
CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT

1a11

.

SWITCH CLEANER Fluid, squirt spout, 43 tin
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS, .0005 ,Did
midget, less trinmrers, 6/6: .0003 Standard siz
with trimmer`, 9/- ; less trimmers, S,
late
soiled, 2/6 ; .0001 mid. 3 -gang, 7/6.
351n. x 3í111n.,10/-

,

VALVES
EÁ50

5'8

1 Lì5

1T4
195

3:t

.1V1

5L4
1Ai116

6AT6

6Bß

--

91)2

931

1P90°1

E1N.1:i

3141

36

EF02

EBC:2
L185ll

E'L80

(

!1íF

2

,Uo

6

1, 1n

ObEO
610,06
I

68:4
liCS

lt

6K1(11'

Idyll

óh`4'
1:6'5,1

6

1

L132
H\'A2A'..

0117

PLV'

liF111

VP 23

is i

1-710

IL'C:3:3C
M1r1-"14

l'\81

12E7
.337.4

11111

L'S

8"'
C1

PL81

0617

£7-19-6

Post Free.

:

4

EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY
ladin
COLLARD -speed Single Record Player,
ht Studio O
heavy
-weight turntable and lightweight
Turnover Niel Pick-up
Auto- t
titled.
OUR PRICE

6.

m unte3

gns.
@'

-

baseplate

on

ramage 4/ --

Player Cabinet, 49/8, post ?!tl.
ALLDRY UNIT POWER PACK.
Replaces
Battery BI II ete., 69 v plus 1' 0. Size 41 in. v
3250.i,
4 -ph, S
k t
battery.
ONLY 1 a year to rem or .A .C. 0
0 v.
'FAMOUS MAKE. LIST PRICE, 031, OUR,
Phltll, 3916. Ready for use.
B.S.R. MONARCH. :3-speed Motor and Turntable with electing switch for 13 43 nd 78
v. and 200-23(1 v. A.C.

uh,

r.p.m.100-120
cps. Alm B.S.R.MONARCH Lightwa.ght
,pwill) .4's Stl turnover heal sepanete
Sapphire stylus forLl and Standard
l.s.
0

ti

SPECIAL OFFER, THE TWO 64.12.6post I'6.
T. V: PRE-AMP (MeMICHAEL).
'Tunable
Channels 1 to 3. (55'í!i Amplify Output of your

Bafºl 3 Converter.) Midget sire. High Gain
Fringe ffialei, B.V.A. Valve. Full Instructions.
Ready for rise.

up. required.)

9110 v., L.T. 11.3 v...7
BRAND NEW, 25- ea,,h.

(H .T.

MAINS POWER PACK for above, 25/- extra.
SUPËRHET COIL PACK.
27/d. Miniature
size 21 r.x
in. s, 1
Hl '1I Q ' Dust
red Coils.
Short, Medium, Long, (,ram
-

SwitoMng. Singlehole fixing. Compleie with
connect ion diagram, and circuit.

or

68 pass

STANDARD

Sd

;in, Coax.
yd.
DOUBLE SOCKET
.. 1'3
OUTLET. BOXES
... 46

CAN TYPES
81-16/300 v.
5/6

v.

v.

179

5/6

6/-

5/6
4/6
6/6
717/6
12/6

5 v.
1,660+1,060!6 a.
1/9 501) lI v.
50/50 v. 2/ 8+16/450 v. 5/6/8
Smew Base Type 312, 81300 v. 3/- ; 16/500 v.; 4/-,
SENTEECEL RECTIFIERS. E.H.T. TYPE FLYBACK VOLTAGES. K3/25 2 kV., 5/- K3/.10 3.1
kV., 7/- ; K3/dl, :3.6 kV., 716; K:3/30 4 kV. 8/K3/100 8 kV., 14/6 ; MAINS TYPE, RMI, 125 v.
60 mA., 5/-; 11M2, 100 roA., 6/-; RM3, I.20 mA.
;

,

;

RM4 250 v. 275

tai.,

121

PANEL LAMPS (Neon Lit), 230 v., A.C./D.C., 3/6,
COILS Wearite, "P" type, 3/- eabh. O. nor Midget
"Q" type adj. dust core, 4/- each. All ranges_
TELETRON, L..2 Med. T.R.F., ,with reaction, 3/6.
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. M.41., 8/9 ; M. I L., 12/6.
T.R.F. COILS A/HF, 7/- pair.
H.F. CHOKES, iron cored. 14 M.H., -31- each

ALUpIINIUM CHASSID
18
r lr Pled.
With 4 sides, riveted corners and1att fixing
le- 7 5 4m,,418 9 a Gin. 5,9;
holes,
It x 7in.,619 13 x 91n 8/6 14 2
.10!6;
13 a. l4in., 12/6
18 a lO a 3 n-, 1818.
l
FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS.
12 v. 11 atop., 8/9 ; 5
1113 ; 4 a., 1776HARGER TRANSFORMERS. Tapped input. 2007
511 v t.
charging at 2, 6 or 12 F 1' mop., 1376 ;

ll

,

amp., 21

VALVE MANUALS I & II, 5/- each.
VALVE and TV TUBE equivalents books,
s, 5
ACID HYDROMETER. New Ea Govt.. Unbreakable. Packed in metal case 7 v llin., lia., 406,
WAVECHANGE SWITCHES.
... ... ... 616
5 p. 4 -way 2 wafer, long spindle
2 p. 2 -way, 3 p. 2 -way, short spindle
2 p. 6 -way, 4 1. 2 -way, 4 p. 3 -way, long spindle' 3/6
..3/6
3 p. 4-way, 1 p. 12 -way, long spindle ..
VALVEHOLDERS. Pas. Int. Oet., 4d, EPOS, RAIS,
6d. BIBA, CRT. 1/3. Eng. and Amer. 4, 5, 6, 7, and
9 pin, 1'-.
MOULDED Mazda and Int. Oet. 6d.
BIG, BSA, BSG, B9A, 93., B7G with can, 1/6.
VCR97, 2/6, B9A with. can 2/5. CERAMIC, EF50,
B7G, B9A, Int. Ott, 1/-, B7G with can 179,
BLACK CRACKLE PAINT, air drying, 31- tin.

......116

Please post your Orders by Monday, 17th December.

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
1555, Buses 133,

-

BALANCED TWIN FEEDERsd.6d_80 or 300 ohms.
DITTO SCREENED Der yd. 1/-. 80 _ohms only.
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT. Pre -Set Min.
T.V. Type. All values' 25 ohms tu 30. K., 3/- ea.
.50 K. 4/-. (Carbon 50 K. to 2 m., 3/-.)
WIRE -WOUND 4 WATT. Pots: 25
Spindle.
Values, 100 ohms to 50 K., 5/8 ;100
f
10., 6/8.
CONDENSERS.
Nese stock.. .001 mfd. 7 kV.
T.C.0 5/6 Ditto 20 kV.,- 9/6; 100 pi. to 000 pi.
Micas, 65. ; Tubular 500 v: .001 to .01 mfd., 95, ;
.103,.1 1
.23,1/6
1/9 ; .11350 v., 96. ;1/600
1 and. 21100 volts, 4/-.
-13
CERAMIC COEDS., 500 v., .3 pi. to .01 n,fd 105.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. 1086 5 pi. to 500
pf., 1/- ; 600 pl. to 3,000 pf.,1/3. DITTO 1%
1.5 pf. to 500 pi., 1/9 ; 515 pf. to 3,000 pi., 2/-.
1.F. TRANSFORMERS 7/6 pair
465 Kea Slug tuning Miniature Can 2;in. z.
'in
High Q and good bandwidth.
z 'in.

2336/2e

Deposit 54 and s'.z monthly payments
Terms
of 15,-,
Brand new Plessey 3-speed Autoehanger Mixer.
Xtal Head with Dúopoint sapphire stylus.
Board required 151 z 12in. Height 5lin.
about Veneered Playing Desk 10/6 extra.

Marry Christmas to all.

THO

1/1/-

2/3 8+8/500 v. 416 16+16/500 v.
2/- 16+16/500 v. 25-{-20/450 v.
2/3
6/- 32+32/350 v.
2/9 CAN TYPES 32+32/450 v.
3/6 Clips
3d. 50+50/350 v.
1(000 v, 4/- 16/450 v.
3/8 64+120/273 v.
32/430v. 5/8 32/350 v,
4!- 500+208/275 v.

1

6131111',

COAX PLUGS ...
SOCKETS

CABLP, COAX
Semi -air spaced Poly thecae insulated. din. dia.
Stranded core.
Losses eut 30e0
yd.

TUBULAR
TUBULAR
/330 v.. 2/- 100/15 v.
2/-

1

EI

61161

SL7

Syly. Red
EF91

.3374

4

11ï8

6837

10/4
124 T7.

1E,B1216145

1157

6V611T

6/6
1A13
613

Long spindles. Ovaranteed 1 year.
Midget.
10,000 ohms to 2 Meg.
to 5w. 3.P.Sw. D.P.Sw.
4/3/419
Lin or Log 'tracks.

2/450 v,
0450 v.
8/450 v.
S/300 v.
16/430 v.

1

A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR STOCKS
All Boxed
New & Guaranteed

Volume Controls 80

By Pye Radio, Data sheet' supplied.

:

21kn. square, Elan., 21/..
8in. E1ac., 2276.
Olin. Good -mans, 18/6l0ìº. R..1 A.. 30,'-.
TSL Tweeter, LS1175, 81812in. Plessey, 30/,
8in. M.E. 2.3 k. or 2 k. field, tapped O.Y. transf-, 24;6.
CRYSTAL DIODE, G.E-C., 21-, Crystal Book, 1!-.
GEX34, 4/-,
HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES. 4,000 ohms, 17;6 pr.

CONVERTER

missions.
Suitable all T.V. makes. T:R.F.-or Superhet.
Ready wound coils, two EF811 valves, all.
components, plumbed chassis, circuit diagram,
wiring plans. COMPLETE KIT for mains
operation 200-230 v. A.C. -23.10.0.
As ABOVE less POWER PACK. Requires
200 v. 20 inA. H.T. 0,3 v..6 a. L.T.,
Maine Transformers to above Spec. ... 10/6
Min. Contact Rect. 250 v. 30 mA.
.,. - 8/6
B.V.C./I.T.A. Aerial crossover unit ...
7/6
Punched and drilled chassis
...
3/9
Larger chassis for Mains Model
...
8jTeletron Coilset with plans
.,.
... 15/ Full plans and circuit details- ...
...
8d.

NEW ELECTROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKES

,

:

Ill

TELETRON BAND

For -London, Midland and Northern .Trans-

1

GOLD CLOTH. 181n. x 2:5in., 5/-
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door. 48 -hour postal Service.

P. & P.,

307 WHI EßO2RS
SHOPTel.

RD.,

WEST CROYDON

DEC.

It- f2 orders post free. (Export Extra.) C.O.D. Service 1/6
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FREQUENCY MODULA-

TION ENGINEERING

Ty

BUILD YOUR OWN
TAPE RECORDER NOW
with the

"ASPDEN

Tape Deck and Amplifier Kits

ENGINEERING

RADIO SERVICING

RADIO ENGINEERING

TAPE DECKS:

Compact model 521, Sin: reels £7'10/-.
Standard Model 721, Tin, reels, kit, £8/10/-.
Two speed, twin track, precision machined parts,
easy to assemble, full assembly drawings and instructions, finest motor. High quality Ferroxcube Heads.
Either deck fully built and tested, 27/6 extra.

RADAR ENGINEERING

AMPLIFIER

BASIC
ELECTRON ICS
Plie

INDUSTRIAL

h

ELECTRON ICS

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

PRACTICAL, UP - TO - THE
I.C.S., training . .

-

W

MINUTE

:

Record/replay, 22 watts, neon indicator, 2 recording
positions, kit £5/18/,
Power pack for above, kit, £218'6 (both without
valses).
Carr. & packing extra.
. would like to express my appreciation of the
quality and workmanship of this job at a most
attractive price."-C. H. R.. Sheffield.
Send stamp for fall details to

:-

S. ASPDEN

arket St.,
'OKI7RKHAM, LANCS.

,

to attain one of the many
well -paid posts that exist today in the
radio world. Prepare yourself now, at
home and in your own time, with the
expert help of I.C.S. tutors. The cost of
an I.C.S. Course is moderate and includes
can help you

BUILD THIS JASON
QUALITY F.M. KIT

all books.
Complete the coupon below and post it to us today
for further details of the Course which interests you.
Write to : Dept. 170F, I.C.S., 71 Kingsway, W.C.2.

CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOLS

INTERNATIONAL

DEPT. 170F, INTERNATIONAL BUILDINGS, KINGSWAY,
LONDON, W.C.2.
Please send FREE book on

NAME
(Block letters please)

AGE

ADDRESS

STABLE
4 VALVES
EASY CONSTRUCTION
FREEDOM FROM DRIFT
When built the Jason F.M. Tuner provides good sensitivity
with freedom from drift and highest quality reproduction.
Chassis supplied ready punched. Useful
Output 0.5 v.
range -60 miles ; fringe area version available. Book of
the Jason F.M. Tuner (Data Publications), 2/-, or 2/3 post
free. Detailed price list on application.
Fringe-area version (less
Complete kit of quality
valves),
16.0.0.
components less valves.
Power -pack kit, 12.1.4.
£5.5.0.

JASON "ARGONAUT" A.M.-F.M. KITS
building as a tuning unit or complete self-powered
receiver. Book by Data Publications, 2/- (2/3 post free).
FROM LEADING STOCKISTS, or in cases of difficulty :
For

OCCUPATION

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

1

57

JASON MOTOR
328,

& ELECTRONIC CO.
Crickiewood Lane, London, N.W.2.

Phone :
SPE

7050

January, 1957
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switch positions ' 1-Off. 2-L.T. switched on, B
on frame switched to chassis, oscillator grid switched
to grid winding of M.W. coil, and oscillator anode to
anode winding of same coil. 3-L.T. on, oscillator
grid to grid winding of L.W. coil,
and oscillator anode to anode
winding of same coil.
Operational Notes
A 1.5 volt dry battery is used for
filament supply. A 45 or 671 volt
standard or midget H.T. battery is
used-many types of these are available.
Best quality and volume of reproduction
will not be obtained until the set is
installed in a cabinet, as the lack of a
baffle slightly reduces efficiency of the
speaker. A 2fin. diameter milled knob
was used for tuning, and there was no
difficulty in operating. A small knob is
useless, here, as it will make tuning
very critical and awkward. The condenser is set sufficiently far back for a
small reduction drive to be added, if
desired.
The four screws on the I.F. transformers should be screwed right down,
avoiding undue force, however. Each screw should
now be unscrewed two complete turns. All the three
trimmers should be set at a midway position, and the
core adjusting screws of the coils set so that about
eight threads protrude. Upon switching on, the local
station should be received. Tune this in accurately
with the control knob, and adjust the four I.F.
trimmers, one at a time, for maximum volume. (As
this is done, it will be necessary to reduce volume by
means of the volume control.) Once all the 1.F.
trimmers have been carefully peaked for maximum
volume they may be left untouched.
A station near the low wavelength end of the M.W.

765

band can now be tuned in and C2 adjusted for maximum volume, the gang condenser control knob
being moved slightly, as required, to keep the signal
correctly tuned in. When, this has been done a

Underside view

of the set.

high wavelength station is tuned in and the core
of the M.W. coil adjusted, in conjunction with the
tuning knob for maximum volume. The same
procedure is carried out on L.W. The procedure
should then be repeated to balance out any small
differences which may have arisen.
If the coil cores are adjusted at the high wavelength
end of the bands, and the trimmers at the low wavelength ends, it is not likely that any difficulty will
arise. When this is done Cl. may be adjusted, low
on the M.W. band, for maximum volume, the tuning
knob not being moved.
As with all portables the frame aerial is directional,

MC

Jut

(Ftl
2SNF

T

Red

f
See Frq.S

.0002
PF

v
for

Fig.

4.-Uderchassis, wiring diagram,

/

Switch connections

'1l(IlJl/

Volume

L

0002
pF)

On-Off and

Wevechenge

B

January, 1757
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though the sensitivity of the
circuit renders this comparaIn the
tively unimportant.
localities where the set was
used quite a number of
stations were well receive
Some overloading, causing
distortion, arises when receiving local stations, unless
the volume control is turned
well back. Under these conditions, measured with t
10,000 ohms per volt instrument, nearly 2 volts A.V.C.
bias is developed.
(This
voltage cannot be measured
with a meter having a low
Used
internal resistance.)
with a short, throw -out aerial
a large number of quite distant
stations were received. However, this is not, of course,
required for normal purposes.

Output Transformer

Twin
Gang

Tuning
Condenser

0005,uF
each

section

Speaker mounted on brackets

Fig.
Speaker Cut -Out

á

Panel 5

Fig.

x 8"

Bottom

6.-Details

8'x 5-z

o>f

Sides 5>r; high x 5%í

the ease and controls.
Tuning
Condenser

Long Wave
Coi/

To Y

/Front runner

3.-Aboie chassis data.

Cabinet for the Superhet Portable Four
The dimensions shown are for kin. plywood, and
the use of wood of this thickness results in a strong
cabinet, and avoids difficulties due to splitting. The
receiver panel itself is of thinner material, secured
to trie chassis by the fixing nuts of the switch and
volume control. When the cabinet is completed the
receiver, with panel, can be inserted from behind.
The panel then comes up against the cut-out front of
the cabinet. This form of construction simplifies
adjustment to the receiver, as it can be removed,
complete, without disconnecting any leads.
The pieces should be sawn accurately, and glass
papered smooth. They are secured together by ¡in.
panel pins, the heads being sunk by using a small
punch, and the holes filled with plastic wood. The
top overlaps the side pieces, but the bottom goes
inside the latter. All the edges and joints are smoothed
down quite level and afterwards rounded to improve
appearance. Varnishing completes the cabinet. A
small carrying handle might be secured to the top if
this is preferred.
The panel should pass fairly easily into the cabinet
To M.C.

Notch
To Osc:

Anode
TO

Chassis

z
7o Ose.

Grid

Condenser

C2 and CS bolted

On/Off
and

Wavechange

Switch

on
Frame
Aerial

at

To

Note: Points marked
'MC' are tag
connections

to

chassis,

Fig. 5.-Switch wiring' details.

end of chassis
Side

view- .-

of trimmers
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RADIO AND
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

th

Designed to,
highest standards.
General specifications applicable to
all models : 200/250 volts A.C.

Horizontal multi50 cycles.
coloured glass dial. Slow motion
Full Automatic Volume
tuning.
Control.
Negative feed-back
fram output transformer secondary:
Aerial, Earth, Gram, Pick-up and
Extension. Speaker sockets provided,
Connections provided. to
Gram. Wide range tone controls
for all types of recordings.

WESTFIELD.
3

S

-valve

THE EXCEL CABINET

High quality Bureau -type cabinet in.
selected Walnut veneered ex.erior
with Light Sycamore interior and
matching Rexine lining. Dimensions :
Width, 34 ins. Depth, 17_. ins. Height-,
33 ins. Sloping control panél on righthand side, 16 ins. x 10.4 ins. approx.
Removable baseboard on right side,
15.1 ins. x 15 ins. approx.
Gns.
Packing & Carriage 25/-.

Medium size, high quality Bureau -type
cabinet in highly figured Walnut veneer.
Dimensions : Width, 29 ins. Depth,
16 ins. Height, 32 ins. Sloping control

-

-

eg

panel on right-hand sida, 13 ins. x 10 ins.
Removable baseboard on
right side, 132, ins. x 13 ins. approx.

approx.

compartRecord
ment inside cabinet.
& Carriage 15/-.

15 Gns.

superhet.

12 Gns.

wavebands.

THE APEX CABINET

Packing & Carriage 12/6.

AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGERS

MANSFIELD. 7-valva; superhet.
g
4 wavebands, includnS.
i ng F.M./V.H.F. Band. 43
Pecking & Carriage 15/-.

four -speed auto -changer,
incorporating 16 r.p.m. for "talking books " and arrangement for manual
control.
Fitted with high-fidelity
H.G.P. 37. Crystal Turn -over Pick-up

HEATHFIELD.

head, A.C. mains 200/250 volts.
50
cycles only.
£9.1 rJ.O.
Pecking & Carriage 12/6.

9-

valve superhet.
4
wavebands, including

Latest-type

F.M./V.H.F. Band..
26 uns.
Push-pull output.
Packing & Carriage 15/-.

Latest Garrard R.C. 88 Model fitted
with G.C.2 Crystal Turn -over Fick -up
head. A.C. 230/250 volts.
SO

cycles.

Fecki g

&

Carriage, 12/6.

£13.0.0.

LOUDSPEAKERS, Gram Amplifiers, etc.
Available at keenest Prices

=`-eleg.:ren:_
.

,.,.,....

..

TUNERS
tuner s are designed for
maximum sensitivity and best
Eminently
signal co noise ratio.
suitable for fringe -area reception.
High stability capacitors are used
a: all critical points and drift is
less than 20 kilocycles on any
part of the band. 200/250 volts
A.C. 50 cycles only.

These

FYFIELD
F.M./V.H.F. Tuner in chassis form
suitable: for building into -existing
Radiograms or Receivers,
Packing & Carriage, 12/6.

£13.15.0

ALL FULLY
GUARANTEED

COMPLETE

CHESTEREELD
F.M./V.H.F. Tuner
matic Magic Eye
h gh-grade dark
Sail-powered and
contained.
Packing&Carriage,

Unit with autotuning, ' fitted in
Walnut cabinet.
completely self12/6.

1s1 Gns.

CATALOGUE AVAILABLE
ON REQUEST

RADIO INSTRUMENT SUPPLY FACTORY
STATION ROAD HAROLD WOOD ESSEX INGREBOURNE 2935
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THE SUPERIOR
v

s

A

,a\tN

°w2.ß^..`-°r''
y
#-

..'

BAKELITE

BUREAU
PRICE 161

Gns.
Plas 25(- carriage

or Green.
Tin-

Very elegant in highly
figured walnut veneer with
internal panels in sycamore.
Sloping radio panel size
16in, long x 10ÿm. high.
Uncut motorboard size
O52in. long x 13flin. back
to front.
Lid panelled

Two large storage cu?boards.
beige leatherette.
Speaker chamber- large enough for 12ín. speaker, overall
cabinet size 35in. high, 34in. long, 16in. deep.

CABINET

rjr^

Ideal `or midget construoclop. Available in Walnut

-

Size

high,

long,
deep.

THE SUPEREX

__,...----7-___---r-----.

TRICE
us 3¡-

bb

with handle,
back, dial and two
Complete

i

knobs.

!In.

5l,in.

Of 0

"55"

BATTERY PORTABLE

Four valve superhet covering L. and M. waves. Attractive two-colour
attache case size 10l.in. x 82, in. x 43ín.
Large elliptical speaker.

in

PRICE

£7.15,

I

S.R. 3-4 WATT AMPLIFIER

4/- postage
SEND I/6 FOR FULL
and packing.
BUILDING INSTRUCTIONS.

Plus

PERSONAL

SHOPPERS

-.

WELCOME

THE
,:...m
-á"

COMPACT
a

I
-

BUREAU-

12 Gns.
yut
PRICE

£5.15.0

Plus3/6 poste

SHOP OPEN : 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
to Saturday ; I p,nr. Thursday.
TERMS : Cash with order or C.O.D.
(U.K. and N. Ireland only).

Plu;201carriage

fi

7--

v

end

packing.A

well -designed cabinet veneered in
highly figured walnut. Outside dimenlions 292in. long, 16ín. deep and 32w.
high. Sloping control panel on right
hand side approximately 13ín. x I0;in.
Removable base board size 13W-in. x
finished chassis size Bin. x 4in. x 5in. high. 13ín. on left-hand side. - Large storage
Supplied built and tested, and guaranteed compartment located in side cabinet
for twelve months (90 days valves),
above baseboard,-

High quality three valve three watt.mpl.fier for A.C. Mains 200/250 volts. Four
controls give a wide tone variation. 3 ohm
speaker output.
Chassis fully isolated.
Valve line-up : 6SG7, 6V6, 6X5. Bronze'

v

vO

da:Osup 71es

j] HILLSIDE, (HARROW ROAD)
-

-

STONEBRIDGE,N.W.IO.E/gar,14
--

-

Audiophiles all over the world are
demanding Mullard audio valves
for their high quality sound equipment.. And who can blame them
when they know that the Mullard World Series of Audio
Valves is the finest in the world. Fill in the coupon below
for free data on Mullard World Series Audio Valves.
E Audiophile-Enthusiast for high quality sound reproduction who is satisfied with notizing but the best.
is available now from
most dealers, price 3 6d. It contains
designs and full constructional details of
the new Mullard EL34 High Quality 20
Watt Amplifier, a Mullard Band II E.M.
Tuner, pre -amplifiers for the Mullard
EL34 Amplifier and for the popular
Mullard 5 Valve to Watt Amplifier,
together with other useful technical
information.

This popular book

COUPON

To Mullard Ltd., Publicity Division

WORLD SERIES

AUDIO VALVES
o
IM,.uasal

Please send me, free of charge, leaflets on the
Mullard World Series of Audio Valves, and
details of "High Quality Sound Reproduction".
NAME
ADDRESS

Mallard Ltd., Publicity Division,
Mallard House, Torrington Place,
London, W.C.1.

?AVM

3;?
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COMPACT AND MULTI -BAND AERIALS
By O. J. Russell, B.Sc.(Hons.), G3BHJ

ECENT articles on compact aerials have evoked
considerable _correspondence, revealing the deep
interest that exists in such systems. This is not
surprising in view of the restrictions on space that
handicap so many in this age of austerity. While
few readers are likely to be in quite such a parlous
plight, the writer recently had a few local QSO's on
Topband using an indoor aerial of some 15ft. This is
just to encourage those faced with difficult site
problems
Almost any location can be worked on some band
or the other, and a study of aerial considerations may often enable efficient operation with
very restricted sites. In fact, the writer was able to
work some 20 countries upon 40metres with an
indoor aerial in a few weeks of operation, so that
DX working is, in fact, possible even under "difficult"
conditions. Indeed,- with the recent resurgence of
conditions, 10 -metre DX may be easily worked with
indoor aerials and limited power. However, before
considering the questions of bands where small
aerials are efficient due to the higher frequency, we
may consider the plight of the Topband and Eighty
enthusiast who is not able to erect even a 132ft. top
for 80 metres. In fact, his " clear -run " may be much
less than this. The sovereign remedy for " short
gardens is the All Band" aerial shown in Fig. 1.
Basically, this has a 100ft. top and 38ft. feeders.
This may be resonated upon all bands from Topband
downwards, as has been shown in previous articles,
and there is no need for the radiating portion to be
in itself an exact resonant length. Dispensing with
the " fetish " of resonant lengths enables aerials to be
tailored into the most unlikely spaces. However, the
!

Even 100ft. of clear run is often impracticab e, even
when the aerial is run over the house to obtain the
maximum length that can be put up. The old solution
may then be resorted to -that is allowing the
"excess " length to be disposed of. One way is to
run the excess length horizontally at right angles to
the main length of the middle of the-del-W. Another
method in 'vogue is to allow the excess" lengths to
"`hang down " at each end of the system, as shown
in Fig. 2. Thus, with 25ft. hanging down at both
ends, some 50ft. of length is saved, and the aerial
may be accommodated in the majority of suburban

gardens. However, if space is really limited, some of
the excess length may be doubled back on itself, as
shown in Fig. 3, so that in the limit the top section
might be reduced to as little as 30ft. or 25ft. Remember
that the dangling ends are "' hot " from the R.F.
point of view, so they should be carefully insulated,
and preferably stood off from the aerial pole. Further,
the hanging lengths will also act as vertical radiators,
and it is quite feasible to adjust the top length so that
the two vertical lengths are actually in or out of
phase on some bands to give a vertically polarised
directive pattern on these. bands. Also, while it may
seem absurd to reduce the top length to some 25ft.
or 30ft. and still use it onjopband and 80 metres,
remember that where space is limited a loaded aerial
would be necessary. Even a highly efficient loading
coil will introduce appreciable loss into a small
loaded aerial, quite apart from earth loss considerations. By utilising the extra aerial lengths as" loading," both excessive coil and earth losses are largely
avoided. Hence the advantage of ; using such an
arrangement even in very restricted spaces. Indoor
100 ft.

100 ft.

-

Fig. I. -The "All Band Special" permits efficient
operation upon aH the usual amateur bands, performing well on 1.8 Mc/s, despite being shorter than
the usual 80 metre half-wave dipoles. It is recommended as a useful standby aerial for all band working,
even wÄien separate aerials are available for the higher
frequency bands.

2.-In

restricted locations the- All Band Special"
Fig.
may be shortened by hanging the ends downwards.

and loft aerials for Topband have been used by the

process of zigzagging as much wire as possible to 411a
restricted space. Here again the idea was to obtain
as much " length " of wire as possible to reduce coil
and loading circuit losses. Strange as it seems, within
a short range of the writer's present QTH, no fewer
reader is warned that the correct tuning network than three stations have operated with indoor aerials
to resonate the " All Band " aerial is necessary. In upon Topband ! Needless to say however, Topba4d
practice this merely means the selection of either is easily the most difficult band for indoor aeye
series or parallel tuning as shown by the tabulated and generally this is the last resort when an -out -or
system is out of the question.
instructions in Fig. 1.
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'Higher Frequencies
However, upon the higher frequencies the outlook for indoor aerials steadily improves. Upon 40
metres, one highly efficient radiator is the " square
loop " system. This is shown in Fig. 4, and is really a
centre-fed half-wave aerial bent into a square loop.
The main feature, however, is that on 40 metres this
aerial fits fairly well round the picture -rail of an
average room In fact, of course, aerials of the correct
resonant length could be built for outdoor use on
any given band. It is actually an elementary form of
Turnstile aerial, its value being that the 40 -metre
Of course, those
version fits the average room size

January, 1957

Beam Arrays

The arnsition of every amateur is to have some
form of beam array. In fact, since the early description by the writer of methods of " compacting'"
beam arrays, these have become popular in the States,
and, more recently, over here as. well, and newerdevelopments may be of interest. The " classical
method of shortening aerial elements is by the use
of loading coils, and this may be applied to the standard forms of two and three element arrays as shown
in Fig. 5. However, it should be noted that practically
one runs into trouble if too great a shortening is
attempted. Thus a reduction of element length by
half ìs the most that should be attempted, as otherwise tuning adjustments become very critical and losses
may become high. Also, of course, one cannot
scale down the element spacings for a compact
beans array without running into insuperable difficulties. With full-sized beam arrays the spacing is
seldom less than a tenth of a wavelength, and tuning
is very critical despite the full length elements.
With " compacted " elements, a safer minimum
spacing is 0.15 of a wavelength, that is, around one
due to the critical
very restricted spaces the " Allband sixth of a wavelength. Moreover,
Fig. 3.
" compacted"
Special" may be further compacted by doubling the nature of adjustments, the simpler
ends back. The aerial may then be fitted into a
very short space, while retaining better topband
efficiency than a short Marconi type aerial.
!

':

-In

with very restricted rooms might only be able to
work with a 20 -metre version. Where the room is
such that not all the aerial can fit round the picture rail, the spare length can either hang down at the
open ends, or be formed into. an extension of the feed
end, so that they are, in effect, a lengthening of the
feed length. Feed is exactly as for a centre -fed dipole
that is the shortest feedlength of, say, 300 ohm line
is a quarter-wave length of tuned line. It is important
to note, however, that this particular aerial is a
" one-band " device on its second harmonic it fires
vertically through the roof so that separate_ aerials
have to be constructed of the correct dimensions for

-

- -

4.-A half. wavelength of wire, bent into a horizontal square loop, may be centre -fed, and behaves
as' a dipole. The small figure shows the radiation
pattern. This aerial is a " one -band" device, however. Its advantage is that it is a " natural" for
fixing round the picture rail of an average room.
Fig.

Fig. 5.-A beam array may be compacted by using
loading coils. The elements mar he reduced to about
half their normal length. The element spacing should,
however, not be reduced:

beams are usually two -element affairs, as the addition
of a third element gives relatively little extra benefit
for the increase in size. For 20 -metre operation the
overall length of l5ft. to which elements may be
reduced enables a two -element indoor beam to be used.
One method is to use wire elements clipped to the
picture -rail so that one can quickly orientate the
beam in varying directions.

multiband operation. However, this need not be an
insuperable snag, as the aerial itself is unobtrusive
due to its convenient picture -rail fixing, and it is of
good performance, being equivalent to a standard
half-wave dipole in its radiating -properties. In fact,
it is upon an aerial of this type that the writer was
able to work some 20 countries upon 40 metres from
an indoor location. No great importance need be
attached to exact squareness either, so that by various
Compromises such an aerial may be used in the
average room for 40 -metre operation or, of course,
in small rooms for 20 -metre operation

Stacking
Ambitious amateurs with adequate room may
consider emulating the American amateurs who have
erected three -element beams for 40 metres using
compacted elements. However, once a beans for
one band has been erected, the improvement in
DX working effected leads to a desire for beams for
use on the three highest frequency DX bands. With
restricted space, the problem resolves into the difficult
one of multiband compacted beam arrays. One
solution is the " stack " array as shown in Fig. 6.
(Continued on page 773.)
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T/V CONVERTER-185 Mc/s -

3

Mc/s

199

Suitable for London, Birmingham and Northern Transmissions

post free.

£2 -5 -0

A highly successful unit (1V/World circuit), 6 6 -all Post free. Wiring and aligning o
incorporating variable oscillator tuning, Midget _.above 20'- extra.
x 2',in.' Full range of Band 3 aerials in stock. -Adaptors.
BVA valves, etc. Chassis`siìe 7 x
7/6 per set. Indoor dipoles 6 6. Outdoor
Thousands 'already in use. Suitable for most from
Band I-Band 3 crossWith cables, 13/9.
types of,T)V sets. TRF.orSuperhet. Kit of over, 'filter -unit, 7 6.
Variable attenuators
parts 45/-, Blueprint 1y6, Power pack kit 30' 6 db-36 db, 7,6. BBC Break-through Filter,
rejector, 8,6.
for
BBC
pattern
suitable
Switch kit (Band. I --Band 3 Ae switching),
FYECTROLYTICS ALL TYPES NEW STOCK`
311-. 0 1,.1á.C.5;6
iree.Ends
Tobn lar
5101
1-9 Can T3ypes Clips, 3d. ea.
5 c
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-.
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12.

Coax

-

SPECIAL
spatted poly then e.
ohm Coax I

ott

sockets, 1;-.
Ctnniltirs' cut
1,'3. Outlet boxes 4 6.

ended

50',.

-

80

tram

.

mo V.

155,26+'/3.50

2,6

Al

5-

3,6

4/516

4r
5

D141).

516

TAM'.
C
5i6
16-;821350 v. B.E.I'. 5/4/Dub.
32/:;30
33 87,450 v. T.C.C. 616
616
603311 v. T.C.C.
1116
60ee100 t50 v
12'6
60-1-250/275

416

16

4:0

1216
' v. B.E.C.6 0 100 -2°0,27.5 v.
0 v., seo., 0-9
CHARGER TRANS. Prim.-11,'200
0.-15 v. (for charging 6 v and. 12 v.), 1.5 e., 13 6 ;
:3 e
19;6 ; 4 a., 22/6 ; O a. 28/S.
FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS.-i
, r 1
1 } amp
S'9 ; 3 a., 15,6 ; ,la., 1ßi6 ;
SO;

ALL -WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
TWIN -FEEDER, Si) ahw s, 61 yd.; 500 ohms, 84. yd.
3 WAVEBANDS, 5 VALVES
TWIN SCREEN FEEDERS, 80 ohms, 1/3 yd.
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3,000
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POTS 3w. LAB. COLVERN,Ete.
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in.
Pre -Set M . T.V. Type of tarsi Srae Pots,
&
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5121100.
High Grade.
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drilled, folded 4 sides and riveted corners lattice
Size
STANDARD 3 WAVEBAND COIL PACK.
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I

p.m. Wed.

P.O.,. etc., pa!ablc to

(Est. 1946)

(THO 2183)

Buses ,130A, 133, 159, 165 & 193
S=051 31. skaonzs tech' for Complete Bargain list.
OPEN ALL DAY SAT.

Lt.ß. Post;Pe'tioy ap to

ph. 7d., lib.

3.11,

ölb. 110, ,7b.'2

101

p
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
EXPRESS SERVICE!
C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BI 3.10 P.M. EITHER 138
BY LETTER, PHONE, OR WIRE, DESPATCHED
SAME AFTERNOON.

O/4
1A
1A7
1A3

122

8'-16A13,.,
6A1

10i- 6FI2
6/6 6817

61- .OAG7
126 6AG7

88

6171',

8;

6N0

3-

9/- 6AJ8

12i6',(56(41.

lee] 0_54

^
N

THE VALVE SPECIALISTS

CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W.1

,,12K7
L'KS

9607(3111 116/12Q7

9

0131P

108

14'

01S1:1T

15
10

88

7872
.7/6 76
126119117 5874

12/8i6Z4'8$ 12/611281'7
126 128(:7
10/6!6J5

12;8 6F1

.5ï- 6F2

6411E

UNIQUE OFFER
PARCEL INSURED AGAINST DAMAGE
SAVES
TRANSIT FOR ONLY Od. EXTRA.
TIME IN CLAIMS AND WORRY

ANY
IN

PRlmrose 9090

:

88(81
077L(.
E2082 106
9

DACIl2 11
11 1Y81 776 111.(383

46 DA196 9;61CCS1
02090
8;21'83
7
1.)1,83
8
11 ECM

WM!!

E281

98 1,213

12/6 13E79
10/

(/32

86 X77
116 X142

12,6 N150
88 X762
13,6 \164

Pi'

5

103I006

106

8:8-

1.77511

78 51607 5;
8/8 SL9492A 83
38 VM84R157-12 6
9i8!TDD2A 88. VPâ
88
12,-1'111233 12/6 Yr12(
'

10,8 !SP2(7,
11 18P61

8/ 11234 147-114309
9:6 E2886 128 1130
VP13(
7!-.
1)976
5 111320
9/81 TH302 25
8ï6
12'6'18708
108 TP22 10'6 VII -23
8/6 111165 s:6 E2182 148 1103
194
O
10,--1111190
107-1003
8 6 DA
9- ECH35
íl0 12 VP41 7'8
8
1 BQ7
86 83
171
51 SAMS5!0132
9
3
I217
5/-17117
8 ,1 2211.7
1L X5
82-. 6A40
12f6 VP133 106
78 8743 12/6 D1117 9,6 LC1142 10j H122
9j - 62+il
5-1i722
708 VTú01
8 71215(, 7/617022 12/6 D11'142 11-EO1181 8/- 11L132 781PABCSO
82 27147
7/8 620
1X0
112- OAQa
9;15
i72.1
126 W76
9
6 )70.7
12)4 10/6 2109F 3:- DIM S6 ECL80 10 11L22 10/61
1143
8/6 6AQ8 101- 6272
6S
EFO
10/8 111,41.
7/6' PN-2817 8 7:31.
6/6 1)E92
9/ W77
0,6 13VPA 10/6 807
8/6 63570TO 5/81757
387
7,6 OATS
25'- DE90 .. 9.6 EF36. 4/8 IIL4IDI
PC035 12811730
78 W14" 9/0
88:14E17 1043 803
6/- 627GTM 6;-17Y4
7/6 6134
114
W150
12 ,6,7102680
152
10
70,--DlfS 15' EF37A 917
89,8
51-28102
1487
6117
14 813
1018 6117G
116,'- 7112/42A 7- 1PCFCP2 11/8 U75
8- 1VD14211 -26 19811. 10.;' 866A 126 01433
8, -81P_
9;6 9:F39
2A3
4/- 6718(4
12/0 6118(1
10/6 DL)I
7-X61 10:6
9
108 886
7.8EF40 11/6 K13232 8'6'l'CL831261770
201;1
4166K8GT 8,6180'3
2226
4>-6B8M
9/0 KF ï
9/ --;PENI
6/6 71,71426
142
8
X85
10l8
3!- DLO 4 8'6 EF44
3
10, 9D"_
2(IP7
716 6L03
956
201311 718 68A6
8-' X66 10¡8
7/- OLIO
10'
961B42 128 KL35 8'8iPE84tDD 12160
7I6 6L6(í
91 110C?
4/6 OBES
01x1
12:8120.8
2X2
9, - X142
10;6
12/6 DL870 10/6 F170(A)7 KTß
28-197172
78 21Y3
5,--1
76 I001
8.67763
A4
7¡- 6132,00 12;8 697
106
2/6,E1148
EP50(E)
!CMS
I10I03
9¡
7188
2
5
KT33C'
10,
6/8
10'X150
9: -,2,Z4G
-PEN 411
7,
7:- 6826 8;- 6X7
377
7/6 E43.0
2: LF74
7/6 XFW10 68
816 1uP1:3 11
112-;12194
3E7
5' KT41 10 jPL81
2/-!,ö
8,B 6E338"/8 0(276
88 1416
1103 15' -.7
58 PA76 9;8 71F80
716; PL82
9/8 KT63
9
11251
12/6 XFY12 6}6
918 6Q14"1' 8
7/6 8002
278 010,57
8136
0111 2718EF86
06,28D7
56 EABCSO
8/6 KT71
7/8 X11(17) 4, 86 12A6
80.PL83 11;8111319
9/6 6276
9/- 622_6
7- 9(103
3Q4
A800115 50 EAF4211 EP86 128 KTW61 7, 2,P16811 12/6111339 12/6 X80(17)
6/
98 61317 816 68A7
76 9006
305
816 1A117 6
384
69117
ACOPEN 6/6E1131. 2 FP89 10'- KTWfi 7
PM12
4`U404 8/6
71
3(8'1
S
7/6 6('4
3.42,314,/
E1341
12,7'91
A1C8 128.307.1
8
9/-- KT5V63
8!6 08117
P3112?1 0611`AF4 11/ 163
89!COI
8
354
7r5
12A'r7 8S:31
8
8/ 6'-27
00015 ERAL 60 Fy22 0/0 KTZ41 6 P580 9:- [URC41 88 805 10:6
7-114,8!- 628
7.6
6
8/- KTZ6:5 6;-IPY8i
9; ;EBF80 10' Z6;
10;0 6eT,(7 - 56 12A(T7 8,- .23 61. 12,8 AC/P} S' EB23 128 EL3I
102- 6210
554
Z77
9;i12Á%7 10 '35L6
O.
7.-6 172,1142 10,7i8
9'-,- APi
7:8 E13233 78 El.tt 10;6 1,63
8 -1121282
034
10/- 61116
9f- 714_
6/6 6sNidiT 781 1211X6 9.--,33z4
13i6
SS EE211 10 1Il.42 13 LX17,2 10,-1P583 10 GEC
8- ATP4
5
1/8 606
12/8
DF42 1376 2150
t.,G
8/6 4Z31
12;6
15
12/8 089
7/611'28E6 10
7 '1 09 12 8 QP21
7
54
10;- 6F7.
2172
98
4R1' 14B 12E1 30
10 hL84 108 1,2319 10-1 QP 2B 12 8115L41
10
4151P 128 B309
9/6
/.3
88 671S1 7'6 01741/78
7,6 1 11(M 3 4IMTL 7'6 13329
5;6 E71,91
913
10161627c
5/- 31114
6,81E146 12'8 2718
1016
576 14P25
8/8 6F7
5Z4 6'- EM34 101- MHL7
12/3
ILLS
Si6 2728
8i6 1122:4121. 4 477,3
10¡0 11t7
76 E234
/0,Q813( j
12/6 BL63
6A8
10l- 6E0
7/-!1237
9 6 60(ti
S;- ZD152 1079¡-i 6262
10 ('1(723 6,6 FCC71 15. - EY71 10/6 318411 15,2-'
10'0 92E9
6)137
8:- SF12
' S0I.6
8/8 UK523 6/6 ECC32 108 77Y8'7 12/ 6/8 All valves new, boxed, tax paid,
SIS EZ25
818 CV-85
12¡8 EC('-3:1
subject to
Terms of business:-C'.uslr with order or C.O.D.
8
3/6 IC(.,: 878 EZ40
S8 0.
only. Orders value £3 or more sent po tpn k'np liS
makers' guarantee. Firnt grad' goods only,
E2240 12'6 EZ41.
815,
frie. Orders below 13 please add 6d per Falte 61BT 12,6 063
All orde s received by first,
or rejects.
second'
.d
5
nc-lu7
C.0.0. prelemi--Minimum
day. B.A.E. for free complete
r
na1 shopper.- CRYSTAL DIODES (1st Grade 0A71, GE X34! post despatched same
pa -l. ue, 3,-. We are open forpers
list, with terms of guarantee and conditions of sale.
CG6E, M1., 2G WE, all 7r each.
Mim,. -Fri. 8.30-5.30. Sabi. 8.301 pan.
1116
1115

818 OAKS

111- 6A118
016 SALI

12/8

A7

7/6 6(16

28 787

668 6116(4
6I11 11

2i61711.
3!61 r( -O

8'8.12627
8

-8
6

1287(7

18

1

SIB

s'

.

9

9-

1.67668

7-

-

.

'

,

811

81

-

D1'
689

1781.0EL81

LL

r,
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AM/FM RADIOGRAM

A NEW
Specialists iºt high quality reproduction for over

20

CHASSIS

years

PB 409

ARMSTRONG quality at an eco:lo:nical price
9 valves -6 watts peak output Within 2dB, 2020,000 cps at 4 watts (double normal room volume)
Long, Medium
and Short

Full VHF band (88-108 Mc,$) plus
Push -Pull

Output

with Negative Feedback

Piano -Key " selectors
Independent Bass and Treble controls
" Magic Eye " tuning
Latest Mullard preferred -type valves

Quick -action

"

rat6
.
1r

28

:

13' x 91

We have been making replacement radiogram chassis
for nearly 25 years and have concentrated exclusively
on the requirements of those who want the best.
This is your guarantee of first-class performance and
reliability. We shall be pleased to give you a full
demonstration of this and other models at our
Warlters Road Showroom (open 9-6 weekdays and

BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE.

i!

ADDRESS

li

DIMENSIONS

1181112

IARMSTRONG WIRELESS & TELEVISION CO., LTD.
WARLTERS ROAD, LONDON, N.1, NOR 3213
Post this coupon for descriptive literature and details of
Hire Purchase, Home Trial facilities and Guarantee.

NAME

I

GUINEAS

PW409

r

Satu rdays).
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arrays have possibilities for restricted outdoor .use,
especially when only one or iwo directions, cart be
eovered due to space limitations. However, an inter estng three -element rotating beam design csolsed by
G4Z1.1, and commercially available seems to have
solved the question of a reasonably compact threeband beam. array. For those who have not seen this
array described elsewhere, the following brief descrip-

This is.intended to provide gain through stacking,
together will; a reduced angle of radiation so that
DX working is facilitated. By making the stacking
distance equal to 5/8ths of a wavelength at 10 metres,

and using centre-fed elements that are half -wave
on 21 Mc/s, we achieve the following The array on
10 metres consists of two " extended " elements
stacked at the optimum spacing of 5/8ths of a wavelength. On 21 Mc/s we have a stack of two half-wave
elements spaced at slightly less than a half wave:

.

lion

is

.

appended.,

Beam Aaray
length. On 14 Mc/s the array is two compressed G4ZU
The G4ZU design utilises an ingenious combination
stacked dipoles stacked at almost one-third wave,. ' - of the properties of transmission line_ sections with
20 ft.
loading coils. The centre radiator is approximately
half -wave for 21 Mc/s. Thus it acts as an " extended
dipole on 28 Mc/-s, a half -wave dipole on 21 Mc/s,
and a compressed dipole on 14 Mc/s. The director
operates ell 28 and 21 Mc/s, and consists of 16 ft.
The loading" coil is
element split in the centre.
-

inserted in the centre, and is shunted by an
Thus on
open quarter -wave stub at 10 metres.
10 metres the quarter -wave stub is an effective shortloft
circuit to the loading coil, and the element behaves as
On 21 Me's the
a simple director on 10 metres.
director is loaded by the inductance of the loading
Fig.
simple stack array, usable on 14, 21 and coil plus the capacity due to the stub, and this is
28 Me/s. It improves low angle radiation and prºtides arranged to load the element so it behaves as a' director
useful gain on all three of the bands.
on 21 Mc/s also. On 14 Mc/s the director still has a
length. This gives a measure of improvement over slight director' action.
The reflector is a three -band device, and the
simple dipoles on all three bands. Moreover, as reflectors are not used, the array need only be turned loading coil is shunted with a stub quarter -wave long
fora
through an arc of 180 deg. to cover all directions. at 21 Me/s. Thus, on 21 Mc/s the stub short-circuits
By feeding in the centre of the vertical bridging feed - the coil, and the reflector behaves on 21 Mc/s a as
line with a tuned line, the two elements are fed straightforward reflector. On 14 Mc/s, the reflector
equally on all three bands, so there are no com- is effectively loaded by the coil and stub, and also
plicated matching devices at the aerial end. For operates. as a coil loaded reflector on 14 Mcís. On
restricted spaces such an array is well worth experi- 10 metres each half of the reflector tends to act as a
menting with, particularly if the lower element can be reflector, the system being effectively two phased
raised at least 16 ft. (and preferably 20 ft.) above, reflectors.. Thus' the beam varies front a 14:Mc's
two -element beam, to a three -element ?1 Mc,s
g round level.
beam, and a five The saga of comelement 10 -metre
p act and indoor
TUNING REQUIREMENTS
beam, due to the
aerials can be
action of the coils
21,
extended almost
Rand
17 and 14
28
L8
- 3.5
and stubs. This
Thus
indefinitely.
Y
Niels
...
ingenious system
wire aerials of the
has been patented
W83K type may be
Series or
Parallel
Tuning f ' Series _ Parallel Series
by G4ZU and is
slung indoors; the
Parallel
commercially mar writer has encountketed. It is clear
creel at. least one
indoor 20 -metre W8JKlìxed beam and --10 Metre wire that this beam array represents a very neat and
erected effective solution of the problem of designing an
WSJ K- beams are so compact that they may
on light barnihoo spreaders in very restricted gardens. effective and compact three-band rotary array. MoreFlop -over " svire beanys of the reflector and director over, the same principles might be applied to
type may also be used in the form of svire elements make simpler versions where space is extremely
slung on bamboo spreaders. In fact, wire element limited.

6.-A

.

.

.

horse power, the measurement of force, the units
pressure, force, energy and power, conduction,
convection, radiation and heat, the lever, the wheel
',and axle, pulleys, the inclined plane, wedge and
screw, compound machines and liquid pressure,
';hydraulics, the hydrometer and viscosimeter, the
:siphon, the buoyancy of liquids, pumps and waterwheels, the Geneva and other intermittent mechanisms,
the principle of the gear and power transmission
methods, whilst a very lengthy and well illustrated
-chapter deals with miscellaneous mechanisms.
This will become a standard work on a subject
of great importance at the present time, and upon
which there is e great scarcity of=literature.-A,N;,J.

"The Elements of Mechanics and Mechanisms'' of
A mechanical engineer?
you wish
to know how a particular mechanism works ? Do
you wish to know the laws of nature, the laws of
motion ? Are you a student of mechanical engineer
ing? Are you a teacher of mechanical engineering?
if you are any of these, a new and important work,
by F. J. Camm, entitled : The_Ele,nents of Mechanics
and Mechanisms (30s or 30s. 9d. by post from the
offices of this journal) is the book you require.
In its fully -indexed 433 pages with 481 illustrations,
it explains the natural.. -forces,. -the laws of motion,
a designer?
AREA you
draughtsman ? An inventor? Do
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Converting a Portable
to Car Radio
AN INTERESTING CONVERSION WHICH IS APPLICABLE TO MOST PORTABLES
By

W.

B.

WING to the cost of car radios it was decided
to convert a small battery portable for use as
a car radio. Several of my friends, each
possessing portables of differing makes and sizes,
had used them in their cars, but with only partial
success. To place a set of this type on the car seat
or parcel shelf is asking rather too much of it, for
the set is virtually screened by the car body, and the
frame aerial, being directional, is not capable of
receiving a steady signal at all times during the car's
progress.
Some two years ago T purchased an Ever Ready
Sky Queen portable radio and used it only when
stationary or when picnicking, etc., for I was afraid to
attempt conversion of anything so new. However,
when the newness wore off, 1 considered modifying
this receiver for use when the vehicle was in motion,
and without disturbing anything in the receiver
itself made the first simple modification. This merely
consisted of a coupling coil placed in close proximity
to the frame aerial ; one end of the coil being earthed,
the other attached to a telescopic type of aerial. This
was done simply by winding six turns round the
cabinet itself as shown.
The wire used was fine cotton covered copper wire
taken from an old coil. The two ends were taken
through small holes drilled in the bottom of the
cabinet and terminated on a miniature socket strip at
the back. _A piece of twin flex with wander plugs on
each end was then taken from the sockets in this
strip to a small two -pin socket mounted in an
accessible -place in the car. A pair of Wires was then
taken from the rear of this latter socket to earth
and aerial respectively. .The telescopic aerial was
fixed temporarily to the vehicle for the initial test.
The result was so good that T mounted the aerial
(single hole fixing) immediately and enjoyed many
hours of good reception. Reversing E or A on the
coupling coil made no difference.
The car was a small Austin Seven Ruby Saloon and
2

âaffle

Aluminium

supports
over
parce/

shelf

Perspex

Fret

ia

Hardboard

5.-The

home -ruade case for the speaker.

Cooper
the set rested on the back seat (passenger side), It
was a very simple matter to switch on or off or tune
with the left hand. The radio functioned most satisfactorily in this way for well over a year and was
still, to all intents and purposes, a portable, for on
arriving at a destination it was an easy matter to
remove the wander plugs from the rear of the set
and lift it out if it was required on the beach or other
place inaccessible by the car itself. The six turns of
Wire were neatly covered by a strip of contrasting
passe-partout. The obvious disadvantage was the
partial loss of space on the back seat, but as invariably
6

turns of wire round cabinet and covered by passé-parPsut

Plug leading to telescopic
aerial and nearest earthing

point

Fig.

1.-How

to add the

Taken through and
terminated on
socket on back

car aerial.

only one person travelled in the back of the car this
did not trouble us. Owing to lack of space in the
front of the Austin it was not possible to suspend
the set from the dashboard or other frontal position.
Suppression
The only equipment required for complete suppression of R.F. was one 5,000 ohm resistor in the
main H.T. lead to the distributor, the resistor being
placed as near to the distributor cap as possible
(screw in type). There are many different kinds of
small portable on the market to -day and nearly alt
are capable of being used in the way described.
Ascertain the place and position of the frame aerial
and then wind the coupling coil over it, near it or
even on the detachable back.- Naturally one will need
to experiment a little with the turns ratio for the
various positions tried in order to obtain the best
signal strength, but this is very interesting work.
The Sky Queen, by virtue of its design, and many of
the smaller Bush models with frame aerials at the
front of the cabinet are ideal for this type of modification. If space is not the all important consideration and .portability is still required I feel this is the
simple answer to the question of whether or not a
(Continued on page 777}
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SIGNAL & PATTERN
GENERATOR
Coverage

7.

Mc/s-210 ltc%,
in five bands,

all on fundamentals, slowmotion tuning, audio output, 8 vertical
and horizontal
bars, logging
scale. In grey
hammer finished
case
with carrying
handle.
A.-.
curacy ± 1%.
A.C. mains 200-

COMPLETELY BUILT SIGNAL GENERATOR
120 Kc/s-230 I0c;s. 30Q Kc;s-900 lle s. 900 Kc/s -2.75 Mc' P.
2.75
Coverage

Mcas-8.5 Mc/s, 8 Mes -28 Mobs. 16 Mets -56 Me,s, 24 Me/s-84 Mcls.
Metal case 10in. x 6;in. x 4;in. Size of scale, olio. x afin. 2 valves
and rectifier. A.C. mains 230-250 v. Internal modulation of 400
c.o.s. to a depth of 30 per cent., modulated or unmodulated R.F.
output continuously variable 100 milli -volts. C.W. and mod.
switch, variae_s A.F. output and moving coil output meter.
Blm.k crackle finis:_: d case and white panel. Accuracy plus or
n-inus 2%. £4/1916 or 74/- deposit and 3 monthly payments 221-.
P. & P. 4/6 extra.

250y.

£6.19
P.
&

Plus P.

will

take

records

10

£7.19.6 Plus P & P 5/-.

P. 1/6.

12/6.

P.M. SPEAKERS. 6;in., closed field, 18/6. lin. closed
loin. closed field, 25/-, 12in., 25,-, P. & P. on each 2/-. field, 20/6
%'alveholders. Paxolin octal, 40.
Moulded octal, 7d. EF50,
7d. Moulded B7G, 70. Loctal
7d. Loctal pax,
Mazda Amph., 70. Mazda pax.,amphenol,
40. BRA, B9A amphenol, 7d.
7d
B7G with screening can, 1/6. Duodecal
paxolin, £4.1.
Twin -gang .0005 Tuning Condensers, 5/-.
With trimmers, 6/6
.

AC/DC
MULTI -METER KIT

FAMOUS MAKE

TURRET "TELETUNER"
Covers all Channels. Bands 1 and 3. Valves used PCC84,
R.F. double triode, cascote R.F. amplifier, PCF80, triode
pentode f.c. and mixer. I.F. output 33-38 Mc's. Easily
modified to. other I.F. outputs. Full instructions and circuit
1supplied. Complete with12 Coil Sets.
Knobs.
99I pest

Comprising 2in. moving coil meter,
scale calibrated in AC/DC volts,
ohms and milli -amps- Voltage range
AC/DC 0-10, 0-100 and 0-503. Milli amps 0-10, 0-100. Ohms 0-1,000 and
0-10,000. Front panel, range switch,
wire wound pot. (for ohms zero setting) two toggle switches,

:

Volume Controls. Long spindle less switch,
2/6 each. P.

&

P. 3d. each.

50

K., 500 K.,

1

meg.

Volume Controls. Long spindled and switch, 3, 5, 1 and 2 meg.,
1/- each. 10 K. and 50 K., 376 each. § and 1 meg., long spindle
double pole switch, miniature, 5/-.
Standard Nave-change Switches. 4-pole 3 -way, L I 5 -pole
3 -way, 1/9.
Miniature 3 -pole 4 -way, 4 -pole 3 -way, 2/6. 2 -pole
11 -way twin wafer, 5/-. 1 -pole 12-way single wafer, 4/-.
1,200 ft. Nigh Impedance recording tape on plastic spool,
12/6, plus 1/- P. & P.
:

GARRARD RC/1 I4
3 -SPEED

/"

RC54

AUTOMATIC CHANGES.

STUDIO "O" PICK-UP
A.C. mains 200/250 v.

Heater Transformer. Pri 230-250 ÿ. 6 v. 1,- amp.,
Extension Speaker cabinet in polished walnut, complete with
Bin. P.M. P. & P. 3/-. 24/6.
Sin. P.SI. Speakers, removed from chassis, fully guaranteed.
&

Or £3 deposit and
3 payments of 30/-.

2 -SPEED

mixed.

& P. 2,6.

All by famous manufacturers. P.

6

5; 6.

COLLARD

COMMERCIAL TELEVISION
CONVERTER
SUITABLE ANY T.V.
ALL CILANNELS
NO
ALTERATIONS TO SE/
Complete with built-in power supply
230-250 v. A.C. mains. Crackle finisl
case 5:fn. long, 3lin. wide, 4}in. high.
Incorporating gain control and band
switch. IIlustrated, with cover removed.

£3.19( . 6

P.

resistors and meter rectiI
fier. Complete in case, grey
Plus
hammer finish.
P. & P. 1/6
icing diagram Ii- free with Kit.
Potato & Vegetable Peeler, by famous manufacturer, capacity
44 lbs., complete with water pump.
All aluminium construe
tion, white stove -enamelled finish. Originally
intended for adaption on an electrical food -mixer, can easily be converted
for hand
operation. 30/6. P. & 0
31-.

AUTOMATIC MIXER CHANGER
Will take 10 records,
fin., 10in. or 12ín.

mixed, turnover crystal head, brand new,
current model. A.C.
mains 200/250 v. (List
price £14/101-).

£7.19.6
P. & P. 3/6.

T.R.F KIT in PLASTIC CABINET
valve plus metal
rectifier, A.C. mains
3

200-250

v.
Medium
and Long waves. In
pastel blue or brown.
Valve
line-up
2
VR65s
and
VT52,
Size 15}in. long by
gin. high by lin. deep.
:

£3.
RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (Acton) [TD.
23, HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3

19

.

6 PAP

Point to point wiring diagram 16 free with Kit.
11

hero post asid packing charge is not slated, please
odd 1:1 lip to 101-.
up to £1 and 2/6 up to £2. All enquiries S.A.E.
Lists 5d. each

27-
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YOU CAN MAKE MONEY!
Our " Know -How

'

the

shows

.easy

way

NO RADIO KNOWLEDGE NECESSARY

... for

the

"GOOD COMPANION

"

Portable

Use long nights and spare time profitably.

Battery Portables
your friends-our
Faultless Technique ' makes it so easy.

Make these superb

for
'

yourself and

VALVE SUPERHET
MEDIUM & LONG WAVES
4

ONLY SCREWDRIVER,

PLIERS
& SOLDERING IRON NEEDED
7

GNS. COMPLETE WITH EASY INSTRUCTIONS

;

;

YOU CAN'T GO WRONG WITH THE NEW
"FAULTLESS" TECHNIQUE -WRITE FOR DETAILS
NOW-ONLY I/6'POST FREE
!

The SIMPLE SUPERHET
A perfect 5 Valve Superhet tor
Home Construction -just the job

139/6
(plus 2/8 p, & p,)

Electronics .a. ®A

Best Buy at Britain's

CONVECTOR
klwatt

(1
or 2 units per hour)
Switched.
Gilt finish. Illuminated
grille. Size 26in, x 18in, x 7,ín, deep.
200-250 volt AC%DC, Famous mnfr.
Ideal for home, office, works.
Ins.,
Carr. 5'6 London ; 10(6 Provinces.

FIRES 19/6

-

LTD.

(I, Upper Saint Martin's Lane, London, W.C.2.
TEMple Bar 0545
Open AU Day Satu -day.

FIRES

£4. 19.6
2

!

Shop hours 9-6 p.m. (9-I p.m. Thursday).

.KA-'

Birmingham's Largest Constructors' Store'

BRITAIN (RADIO)

Any

1,000 ohm, 0.5
2/9 ; 0.2% 319.
5,000 ohms 0.5% 3,'3 ; 0.2% 43.

PLANET INSTRUMENT Co.
25, Dominion Ave., Leeds, 7.

TWO-WAY MORSE TRAINING SETS, WT Mk. 3. Consists of
two valve oscillators (ARP12's) (one with pitch control), for one or
two operators. Has provision for creating " Atmospherics."
In polished oak case 120n. x 10in. x 8in., wt. 16 lbs. Complete with
valves, leads, 2 keys, 7 -was- terminal board, circuit and instructions
but less batteries and 'phones. Ideal for Cadets, Scouts, etc. SNIP.
1916. Headphones for above, 10:6 pair.
RESISTORS. Latest miniature insulated Dubilier watt type
BTS. Wire ends. Useful values. ONLY 10,'- for 100 assorted
and ; watt, Erie, etc., 1 gross assorted, 10.'-.
FIELD TELEPHONES. Army type D, Mk. 5, Buzzer calling. Ideal
for building sites, farm, workshops, etc. Complete with handset
and batteries. Tested before despatch. 39.16 each.
SOUND-POWERED HANDSETS. --Similar to telephone. Balanced armature microphone and earpiece. No batteries required.
1016 each. Breast mike and pr. headphones, as above. 12'6 set.
LORAN INDICATOR CHASSIS.-Complete with 5CP1 CRT and
screen, but less valves and crystal. New condition, 29!6.
RT37, PPN2 BEACON TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER. 214-234
Mc s. Size 13in. x 10in. a bin. Contains 5 3A5, 3 155, 1 1R5, and
2.2v. synchronous vibrators, Operates from 2 v. accumulator
via 2 built-in vibrapacks. Complete with telescopic mast
antenna system (9 in.), lightweight headphones, Technician
Manual, super quality carrying haversack, cords, co -ax. cables
plugs, etc. Total wt. 281h. BRAND NEW, boxed, American
equipment, 72!6.
TH(IEE-CORE CABLE. -23136. rubber ins., circular, padded
cotton covered, maroon. 12 yds. 9'- or 100 yds. 59'6.
RCA SPEAKER-An Sin. P.M. unit contained in beautiful black
crackle cabinet, suitable for ABM, etc. BRAND NEW. Price onis'
DUAL VOLTAGE BLOWERS. -12 and 24 v. Ideal for hair dryer
car heaters. etc., 25,- plus 2;6 postage.
INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS. I'armeleo.-230 v. A.C. input,
0-65-130-195 v. 85 m'A, 6.3 v. 5 Amp., 6.3 v..3 Amp output. Shrouded
3;ín. x-3fin. x 3;ín, high, 15'-.
HEAVY DUTY L.T. TRANSFORMERS. -200-250 v. A.C. input.
30 y. tapped at 10 v. 30 Amps output, 5lin. x din. a lin. high, wt.
24 lbs., 55)-.
PLEASE ADD POSTAGE OR CARRIAGE ON ALL ITEMS

CHARLES

to

with hand calibrated scale suitable for workshop RC Bridge, 10!6.
High Stability Resistors. Your enquiries
invited for the above, especially nonstandard values. S.A.E. with enquiries
please.

which set you prefer)

Dept. PH., 68, Hurst St., Birmingham, 5.

1

to

Calibrated Potentiometers for RC
Bridges. A few Wirewound pots. complete

!

".

us

Precision Wirewound Resistors.
1,000

The METEOR III TRF
at ONLY 1096
The 3 Valve with the BIG output
(plus 2/8 p. & p.1
-ideal for the beginner
Send for ' Know How ' Diagrams -ONLY 1/6 POST FREE.
(Tell

;

value

at ONLY

NORMAN H. FIELD

UNIVERSAL SHUNTS. 1°", accuracy for
any 1 mA or 500 .fiA meter. Only one simple
adjustment to. make, no calibrating meter
being required. With instructions. Guaran teed one year. S505 (á mA) covers 1, 5, 25,
100 and 500 mA. S51 (1 mA) covers 2, 10, 50,
200 mA and 1 amp. Price 15'e.
Shunts for all meters with ranges to your
specification. Reasonable prices. Please
give meter details, accuracy required, et.
21 Range A.C./D.C. MULTIMETER KIT
for 500 uA meter. Kit of 10 High Stability
Resistors 1%, Shunt S505, Potentiometer,
Westinghouse Meter Rectifier, and other
resistors to give 4 A.C. volts, 10 D.C. volts,
6 Current and a resistance range.
With
circuit and instructions, 46i-, Switches
available.
Resistance Box Standards.
Twelve
wirewound resistors, 1, 2, 2, 5, 10, 20,. 20, 50,
100, 200, 200, 500 ohms to give any value
between 1 and 1,110 ohms in 1 ohm steps
0.5°;, accuracy 3010.2"., 41,-. Ditto but
10 to 11,100 in 10 ohm steps 0.5%, 320.2%.
43%-. Ditto but 1 to 11,110 in 1 ohm steps
(16 resistors) 0.5%, 42r'0.2%, 53í-.
Bridge Ratio Arnie. 1,000 ohms tapped at
100 and 10 ohms. Pair gives ratios of 100, 10,
1, 0.1, 0.01 to 1, accuracy 0.1°/ 19'6 pair.

Ideal pressent, hammered finish, 200-250 volt. Wattage 50
750. 1,000. (Please state preference.) Carr. 3,6.

t7''

RECTANGULAR T.V. TUBES

£7.10.0.

6

month guarantee.
1516 Ins., Carr.

16" - 15" - 14"

ROUND

14'r
£5.10.0.

£5

month guarantee,
Remember most 9in, and I2in. sets can be fitted with a
15in. tube with little or no alteration to the set. Ins., Carr. 15'6.
3

8" P.M. SPEAKERS 8/9
'

for fitting in small cabinet or cupboard door for the
lady of the house to follow that T.V. or radio programme.
Buy now. While stocks last. P. & P. 119.
Ideal

REMEMBER

SATURDAY OPEN

ALL DAY

DUKE & CO.
621, Romford Rd., Manor Park, London, E.12
ORA.

6677-9

-
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secured by small self-tapping screws through the
base of the box into the existing brackets on the
set. The actual size of the box was lO in. x 5zin. x
4zin., care being taken to allow enough space for the
dial pointer to move freely when the Perspex front
was mounted. A separate piece of aluminium to
which was affixed a double socket was then fastened
to the back of the box with self-tapping screws. To
this socket ran the wires which had previously been
connected internally to the speaker. A hole had been
Further Modification
cut to allow the aerial plug to be inserted into the
Last October, however, I changed vehicles and aerial socket on the chassis. Mounting the speaker
purchased a Morris Minor. Being so used to having socket in this way enabled the speaker to be placed
such a good travelling companion I decided to carry anywhere in the car. The speaker normally used is
out an extensive modification to the portable and mounted on hardboard and suspended from the
install it permanently in the car. I therefore decided parcel tray.
Actually, I have two speakers, the second having
a long length of fine flex attached to it. This I use
when we wish to listen to a programme when not
Rack of cabinet
in the car, the internal speaker merely being un2-pin socket
plugged and the extension speaker plug being inserted
in its place. (This, I am sure, would also be most
useful to people towing caravans.)
There is much to be said for this type of arrangement, for when the car is stationary one can listen
for lengthy periods without worrying about the
possibility of over discharging the car battery. It is
worth mentioning that the battery at present in use
was purchased last January, is in use very day, and is
still doing all that is required of it.
For the front and sides of the cabinet Formica was
used to cover the tinplate, for it toned Well with the
Securing
points
interior paintwork. (It was not necessary to cover the
Ends of cor/ fakes.
(glue)
through -fine ho/es
top, bottom or back for these when mounted were
out of sight.)
Fig. 2.-How to Blount rite aerial /earth socket.
The Perspex front was removed from the original
cabinet, mounted behind the Formica with six small
to break the set down into three sections --receiver, nuts and bolts as shown and then fixed with four selfspeaker and power supply and dispense with the tapping screws to the lugs on the front of the tin box.
cabinet altogether. This permitted a much more When drilling the Perspex to take the small bolts use
compact arrangement and a proper installation to a sharp drill and drill over wood on a flat surface.
be carried out. First, therefore, the frame aerial was The sides were also fastened to the tin, using small selfremoved. This was replaced by an aperiodic coupling tapping screws, the top two screws on each side being
coil (Osmor QAF5 medium wave aerial coil), this used to hold the two brackets which were needed to
coil being directly coupled to the telescopic aerial, suspend the box under the glove tray (passenger side).
which had been mounted on the nearside front wing.
The battery lead was brought out through a slot in
Directly coupling the coil gave more gain than the back panel and plugged into the battery, which
when wired in the conventional way. The grid tapping rests out of sight behind the set itself on the parcel
of the coil was therefore paralleled to the grid of the shelf. I did make a tin box to house the battery, thinkmixer valve and the centre of the aerial socket ing that it would be necessary to screen it, but this was
(coaxial type), which had been mounted on the found to be unnecessary. Having an independent
chassis (on an existing screw), the other end of this power supply in this way makes the job of suppression
winding being taken to earth.
Ti:n lidIn this state the aerial was plugged in and with the
Perspex
. /ummium back
set resting on the floor of the car it was trimmed
to suit the aerial employed (Ekco CA224).
The Home Service (434 m.) was brought in strongly
by adjusting the dust core of the coil, the Light
Programme (247 m.) by adjusting the existing trimmer
Formica
sides
on the set, On switching to the long -wave band no
adjustment was necessary as the long -wave loading
coil had not been interfered with. The signal strength
of the medium -wave Home and long-wave Light
Programmes is sufficient to overload the speaker
employed. In actual practice these are the two
stations used.
m
Having done this it was necessary to rl_ake an
attractive box for the set. This was done by using a
Small bolts securing
Formìca
Self-teppng
sheet of tinplate and cutting it as shown to receive
perspex to Formica
front i, c.orng,-screwss
the set.
Fig. 3.-The receiver containing case.
Soldering was easy, the set sliding in and being

small.portable' radio will work in a car. From my

experience the answer is very much in the affirmative.
Anyone is quite capable of experimenting in this
way and all car owners who do possess portable
radios will, I am certain, be as pleased as I was if they
experiment on similar lines. Those who do not
possess portables can easily purchase good secondhand ones cheaply and effect this type of addition to
the set for a few shillings.

.

-

-
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easier, and the only suppression used is a resistor in the
H.T. lead to the distributor and a .5 uF pigtail condenser placed on the coil between the S.W. terminal
and earth. It may be found necessary to suppress the
dynamo and this again is done by using a pigtail
condenser connected between the larger terminal
(charging terminal) and earth. If there is any uncertainly as to which is the right terminal reference to
the circuit diagram in the car handbopk will be helpful. When making, these tests always have the car in
the open with bonnet closed and making a good
electrical connection to earth. In new vehicles little
suppression equipment is required, but in older cars
it may be necessary to bond engine to chassis and
exhaust system to chassis. This can easily be done
using heavy copper braid. If any staccato type of
interference persists it may be necessary to fix a
resistor (5,000 ohms) in each plug lead, but as indicated, it is usual that only one will be required in the
distributor lead.

Interference
I was troubled with interference which persisted on
the long -wave band when the car was coasting with
engine switched off. This interference gained in intensity on application of the brakes, and from its
frequency it was readily discernible as static interference from a brake shoe or shoes binding in the
drum. On examination, one wheel was found to be
binding slightly and slacking off the shoes produced
the necessary cure.
An important point to remember, too, is to see that
the set when mounted on its brackets is making a good
earth with the car body for much unnecessary interference can result if this is not the case.
As will be seen from the illustration, the finished
set is quite compact and reasonably attractive in its
appearance, and I am more than pleased with its
performance.
I was at one time a little afraid that mounting the
set rigidly in the way outlined would have serious
effects on the miniature valves employed in it from
the point of view of vibration causing internal breakdowns. I need not, however, have been worried for
the valves have stood up to the test of time in almost
remarkable way. Only one valve, the frequency
changer, has been replaced in the past two years and
that was due to the emission falling off, and not to
mechanical breakdown as a result of vibration.
Many of the new portable radios have similar valve
Tin

box made in one piece
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All bends

;/2-' wide

line-ups which work so efficiently at low cost and no
one need hesitate in setting about converting these
receivers for use as car radios, for I am confident their
efforts will be rewarded with unqualified success.
The cost to me of this conversion was approximately 5s., i.e., 3s. for the coil, Is. for a piece of
Formica (of cut) and ls. for the small self-tapping
screws. Fortunately I found the tin, aluminium, wire
and sockets, etc., in my spares box, but it is quite
possible buying every item required to do the job for
approximately 15s. A good aerial costs about 35s.
this you would need in any case if you contemplated
music in your car whether from converted portable
it»

back

..-Perspex
Aerial
socket

Needle

pointer

0

battery
o,veica

Speaker

socket

Tin

Fig.

besef

-

-\

Self-tapping screws

6.-Details of the complete assembly.

or new car radio sources, but here again secondhand bargains are often procurable or a keen experimenter may like to make his own, or mount a simple
form of running-board type of aerial (the latter, however, do not recommend for the type of set in mind).
1
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Cot away to allow chassis to slide in
Fig. 4. Details of the metal box for the set.

--Formica
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Practical. Television

December issue e Now on Sale ® Price 1/3
amount of work involved in outside
1 broadcasts is little appreciated by the average viewer, and in the December issue of our
contemporary, PRACTICAL TELEVISION,
a detailed article on this subject is given together with a map diagram showing how the ES
Blackpool Lights relay was sent to London IB
and the other BBC channels. The introduction ®
of the rival network has Ieri to considerable ®
EIS
difficulty in some areas in eliminating breakthrough between the two stations, and an ffl
article on this subject is ,also included in the IB
issue with particular reference to the Spencer - IB
West Patterning Remover.
The fitting of a Turret Tuner is a most popu- IB
lar subject with many constructors and there is ES
ES
also an article on this subject, illustrated in a X
practical manner by describing the adaptation ES
of one of our own receivers the Lynx.
IB
Other articles in this issue deal with Colour IB
Television (No. 9 in the Series on a Beginner's IB
Guide to Television), Servicing the RG.D tB
2351T, the new Rives side Studios, and a new
series of Data Sheets giving details of commercial receivers. The first deals with the Marconi- m
phone Models VT68DA and series, and the ER

THE

-

ILM.V.1840 and series.

ER
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PRACTICAL
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.
TELEVS. ELECTRONICS
.CARPENTRY ETC.

ñADIO

Of `eHrn!ng
RADIO
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PHOTOGRAPHY

. MECHANICS

5.W.

Amplifier and.
scillator experiments

T.R.F. Receiver

®IT
Complete 5 -valve Super; e'
recc,
hI
orF.M.pto

3 -waveband

for A.M

n

R®
IN YOUR
An entirely new series of courses designed to teach
Radio, Television and Elcc:reei_ more quickly and thoroughly than
soy oth: r method. Specially prepared sets of radio parts are supplied
and with these.we teach you, in your own home, the working of
fundamental else ratio circuits and bring you easily to. the taint
when you can construct, and service radio receiver:, etc.
Whether you are a stud one for an ex:m:naticn; starring
a now hobby; int:nt upon u career in industry; or running your own
business: those Practccl Courses are ideal and may be yours at
vary moderate cost.
With these outfits, which yeu receive upon enrolment
and which remain your property, you are 'instructed hew to build
basic Electronic Circuits (Amplifiers, Cse. Raters, Power Units, etc.)
leading to designing, testing and serwc:ng of Complete Radio and
Television Receivers.
Photograph of E.M.I. factories at
Hayes
inrus. riel background.

-our

OWN

2 l(®URSELFTIME
YOUR piIN
HOME

_tN

OTHER COURSES WITH PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT INCLUDE
RADIO (Elementary and Advanced)
TELEVISION MECHANICS
ELECTRICITY
CILMISTRY
PHOTOSRAPHY
CARPENTRY.

Also Draftsmanship Commercial Art Amateur S.W.
Radio
Languages
Simple Electrical Repairs in the
Home
Painting and recorating Etc Etc.
With these outfits, you are given instructions that teach you the
basic principles in the subject contorted.
NEW TELEVISION COURSE
including a complete sec of

cors:ruction

and servicing of

equipment dealing with the design,
a high quality television receiver.

COURSES

(with cGeipmer,t) also available in many ether Engineering
sutjz cts.

COURSES FROM 15/ PER MONTH

iI

I

To E.M.I. INSTITUTES,
Dept, 32, 43 Grove Park Road,
London, VV.4.

(NAME
f

An

Educational Organisation associated with the E.NI.1 group of
Companies including:
- "HIS MASTERS. VOICE"
COLUMBIA, etc.

I

ADDRESS.

SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST ..............
JAN.
(We shall not worry you

ich personal

t5)

K76
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HOME RADIO OF MITCHAM
187,
Build

the

LONDON ROAD, MITCHAM, SURREY

R.E.P.

I

valve

battery set for an
SPEAKER FRET MATERIAL
exciting Christmas Attractive heavy gold/fawn as used by famous manugift.
Complete kit facturer. Any size cut to order at 2/- per sq. ft.
Send S.A.E. for sample.
of parts
including
valve 33/6. H.T. and
L.T. battery 8/3, Headphones 14/- pair. Full
constructional details
and price list price 9d.
post paid.

EXPLORE THE WORLD ON SHORTWAVES WITH THE " PRACTICAL WIRELESS " BEGINNERS' SHORT-WAVE THREE
This fine little set will bring the world to your fire-

side, all parts in stock and detailed price list sent on
receipt of S.A.E.

THE "JASON " F.M. TUNER KIT

The most successful
ever produced.
Build yours to-

TWO SPECIAL GIFT LINES
SOLON 625 RADIO SOLDERING IRON

Home

Constructor

design

enjoy
the thrill of
Detachable bit.
Please state voltage. Hi-Fi crystal
cl ea r recepPRICE 22/6 post paid.
tion. All parts

Ideal for all radio and T.V. work.

minutes.

MIT. 3282

Heats up in 2

LONG-RANGE FOCUSING
TORCH

3

-COLOUR

day and

-

standard
in stock.

a n d

constructio

Full
nal

A delight for any boy, boy scout, girl guide or data including
motorist. Gives powerful white, red, or green beam point -to- point
at the touch of á button. Complete with two U2 and price list.
batteries, 9/- post paid.
PRICE 2/-e
ORDER EARLY TO AVOID POSSIBLE DELAY IN POST DUE TO CHRISTMAS MAILS.

COPPER WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ.
COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
RESISTANCE WIRES,
oz., 2 oz. & 4 oz. REELS.
All gauges available.
SCREWS, NUTS,
WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.
1

B.A.

EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

AND TUBES.
ALL DIAMETERS.
Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS
FORMERS

G.E.C., B.T.H. & WESTINGHOUSE

GERMANIUM
CRYSTAL DIODES
Postage 21d.

Diagrams and three Crystal Set Circuits
Free with each diode.
A large purchase of these fully
GUARANTEED diodes from
the
manufacturers enables us to make this

attractive offer.

INCORPORATING THE SILICON

VALVE

Adjustable Iron Cored Coil.

RECEPTION

GUARANTEED

Polished wood. cabinet, I5/-, post 1/3
A REAL CRYSTAL SET, NOT A TOY

POST
33

RADIO SUPPLIES

Bourns Gardens, London,

COLLARD TAPE TRANSCRIPTOP..
High Fidelity at low cost. 3 speeds. 3l. 7 and
15 in. per sec. Twin track operation. £20,

FERRITE ROD
AERIALS

plus 5/- carriage.
Special Microphone for above, 22.5.0.
SCOTCH BOY MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE. 5in. spools:. SOOft., 21,'- ; 900ft.,
32!- ; 7in. spools : 1,200ft., 3E- ; 1,800ft.,

THE NEW L'AS MONARCH 4-SPEED
AUTOCHANGER. With High Fidelity
crystal pickup with dual sapphire styli,
29.15.0, plus 3!- carriage.
WHITELEY
ELECTRICAL
W1112
HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER. With
separate .pre -amplifier Tone Control Unit,
it has a low noise input circuit feeding the
double triode phase splitter and a push pull
output stage using a specially designed
Whiteley Output Transformer. Overall 25
db negative feedback is taken over the main
amplifier. £25, plus 5/- carriage.
We are also stockists of the W.B. High
Fidelity Speakers and Cabinets. Send 6d.
for our latest list of valves, components,
tools, books, etc.

155, Swan Arcade, Bradford

CRYSTAL SET

CRYSTAL

'''ETRoN

LIMITED

54,-.

SPECIAL OFFER
I1.. each.

®'

Radio Ham Shack

E.4

r1 -Finger

1

PIaI'IIStS.\

Build your own electronic keyboard
and play everything
Send for free
leaflet. Guitar, cello, flute and trumpet
easy.
now...
are all
Write

Wound on high permeabi ty
Ferroxcube rod. MW., 8/9 ;
Dual -wave, 12/9.

TRANSISTOR COILS
315

in

kc/s, I.F.T.s and Osc. colis
(I x ¡in.), 6/6 each.

cans

MW. Transistor Ferrite Aerial

(type FRM/2),

Stamp for complete list and

circuits.

THE

& S, 10 Luke St., Darlington,
Co. Durham

TELETRON

CO.,

LTD.

!

C

10/- each.

266,

Nightingale Road,
London, N.9
HOW 2527
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News from the Trade
NEW PLESSEY PAPER CAPACITOR
type of paper dielectric capacitor which has
ANEW
a performance comparable with the more
expensive metal -cased types is now being manufactured by The Plessey Company Limited.
It is anticipated that the new capacitor, called
" Plesseal," will be widely Used in domestic radio,
television receiver circuits and industrial electronics
equipment, and it has been specially designed for long
service in conditions of extreme humidity and temperature. Operative temperature range is 30 deg. C.
to 1-85 deg. C., and the component complies with
tropical storage requirements R.C.S.I 1, Grade H2.
The range
extends from
0.005 1+F to
1.0 1pF and
they can be
in
supplied
either standard
or logarithmic
ranges. Normal
capacitolertance
ance is
20
per cent., but
tolerances of
,10 per cent.
or 5 per cent.
are available
slightly
at
higher
cost.

they are completely impervious to moisture penetration even with high humidity.
The Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., 155, Charing
Cross Road, London, W.C.2.
NEW MULLARD PULSE MODULATOR VALVE
THE QQV5-P10 is a new Mullard double tetrode
valve for use in the pulse modulators of radar
and radio equipment. It is capable of delivering
pulses of 5 kV, 10 amperes when both sections are
connected in parallel. The valve is suitable for pulse
durations up to 3 micro seconds and duty factors
of 0.001. The anode dissipation is 15 watts maximum
and under typical conditions the total power input
to the stage is 85 watts.
NEW PLUG-IN END -VIEWING PHOTOCELLS
IN some applications the use of end -viewing photocells with wire -in connections is inconvenient
or undesirable. Mollard Ltd. have therefore introduced plug-in versions of two of their wire -in photocells. Both have B3A (" pee -wee ") bases. The 53CG
is a gas filled photocell equivalent to wire-in type
58CG, and the 53CV is a vacuum type equivalent to
wire -in type 58CV. Both are sensitive to incandescent
and near infra -red light.-Mullard Ltd., Century
House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.

Voltages

covered

are

150, 250, 350,
500, 750 and
1,000 D.C. at
The New Plessey Parer Capacitors. 20 deg. C. and
for operation at temperatures over 70 deg. C.
it is necessary to derate these by 25 per cent.
The component is wound with the outer foil

extended to provide an electrostatic screen, and the
tinned copper terminal lugs are inserted simultaneously to produce a non -inductive unit. Lugs
are shaped and connected to the' foils in a manner
which allows the contact resistance to be reduced to
a minimum. The terminal wire is spot-welded to
the lug which is then folded around it and the complete assembly is soldered to provide a solid, electrical
and mechanical . joint which forms an excellent,
moisture -resistant seal.
The finishing process, applied after impregnation,
is such that each coat provides a key for, and is
effectively bonded to, the next, thus producing a
homogeneous covering which extends just past the
soldered -joint and forms a complete seal around the
component. A flexible lacquer final seal completely
envelopes the capacitor and assists in completely
excluding all moisture from the unit.
The Plessey Company Limited, Conpo-ients
Division, Kembrey Street, Swindon, Wilts.

EDISWAN TRANSISTORS
EDISWAN MAZDA -have released in this country
the first complete range of metal-clad transistors.
The strongly welded metal to metal seal ensures that

The Ediswan Metal -clad Transistor.

OSMOR TRANSFER INDICATORS
are now offering stick -on transfer ind
oSMOR
cators for the Light, Home and Third programmes. This enables an ordinary dial to be calibrated for F.M. Also, these indicators are very useful
for small battery portables for which a small length
of Perspex- may be used as a dial. The retail price
is Is. 6d. per set.-Osmor Radio Products, Ltd.,
418, Brighton Road, South Croydon.
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Program Oie folli ers
Plays

HE Burning of the Maid,"

a reconstruction of
the immortal story of Joan of Arc by
Stanley Baron to celebrate the 500th anniversary of her rehabilitation, was an excellently compiled programme, very well produced by Rayner
Heppenstall and acted beyond reproach by a lengthy
cast of some of radio's most notable names.
As it was mainly concerned with the details of
Joan's life and work, all of which Shaw handles so
brilliantly in " St. Joan," it shouldn't have been put
on only two days after G.B.S.'s masterpiece. Biographically one was made to feel one was listening to
the same thing all over again. But it was a fine slice
of radio which I enjoyed thoroughly.
Thank heaven there was a total absence of
and if ever an argument could be deduced to defend
the views on this subject I have so often expressed
herein, it was here! " Not a sound was heard, not a
funeral note." And not a note was missed Not even
Joan's voices _were, simulated. The whole story
passed serenely by-uninterrupted, unspoiled and unrepentant. Get thee behind me thou infernal noises,
whose unwelcome interpolations, preludes and
postludes only inflame the nerves and destroy the
thread of the piece.
That great play, " Journey's End," was given a
very good performance in the first of a Sherriff
Festival. John Westbrook, as Stanhope, brought out
his " dutch " courage at the expense of his native
brand rather a little too much, and a few of his more
testy passages seemed a little " recited." Brewster
Mason's Osborne was excellent in every way, and
made us feel that, as soldiers, we could place just as
much trust and confidence in his type of leadership
as in Stanhope's. David Enders as Raleigh was also
very good. I liked all the others Ronald Sidney as
Mason, Eric Anderson as the Colonel, Richard Gray
as the Sgt. -Major, James Thomason as Trotter, and
Alan Edwards as Hibbert. Frank 'Partington was
Hardy and Peter Neil a German prisoner.
A new ending was given to the play, greatly inferior to the wonderful one in stage, live productions.
Instead of the dugout getting a direct hit--the end of
everything for all the protagonists-Stanhope was
made to say to the dying Raleigh, " Don't worry
I'm getting you sent down to the field dressing
station," or words to that effect. Everybody apparently overlooked the fact that the Germans, having
completely broken through and overrun the whole
show, Stanhope himself would have been on his way
with everyone else to a " cage," and that, if anyone
dealt with Raleigh at aIl, it would not have been
Stanhope!
It really didn't matter, of course. The play's great
message of the crime, blunder and uselessness of war
came over just the same.
!

:

Interviews

Gilbert Harding's new series, " On the Spot,
vastly superior to his last one based on telephone
interviews. This time he discusses a subject each week
is

Our Critic, Maurice
Reeve, Reviews Some
Recent Programmes
with his reporters who. in their turn, have been
out in suitable parts of the country fact finding
and laying a basis for the programme. I last heard
" Farmers arid the Harvest." with Robert Reid and
Edward Ward, and thought it very interesting. I
hope it works up into a successful item.
Quiz and Questions
Quiz and question programmes are always among
the most popular with all ages. Whilst the young like
to test out their prowess and puff their chests out if
successful, their seniors, I doubt not, derive their
satisfactions from having escaped -from the ordeal of
being tested on the Ming Dynasty in China or the
XVItlth in Egypt.
Tht latest in the former group and wholly topical,
is styled " The Floor is Yours," in which a guest is
invited to answer listeners' questions put to him by a
panel in the studio under a chairman. Telephonic
communication was established with the questioner
if further elucidation should be required. The first
number was based on " Higher Wages For Ever ?
The guest was Sir Thomas Williamson, C.B.E.,
President of the T.U.C. ; the panel, Honor Balfour,
Stephen Parkinson and George Scott, and the
chairman Robert Reid.
Questioners had their queries recorded in their own
voices at three guineas per question-why they were
not paid three guineas instead of having to stump up,
-

I

cannot think.

Variety
Ted Ray's voice can, without any aid from the
Radio Times, be recognised through open window or
door as easily as any other now before the listening
public. His particularly forceful brand of humour
is entirely his own, but his " radionic " marital
perplexities arc everyone's. His script writers and
supporting artists invariably serve him well. In
short, a half-hour spent in his genially bamboozling
company is bracing, rewarding and thought provoking. (One can seldom come away from his turns
without having gathered some new ruse for disguising
our " having been late at the office, dear.")
In " The Spice of Life "-each of 45 minutes'
duration-Mr. Ray is more of a master of ceremonies
than a central figure : consequently there is rather
less of him and more of a lengthy supporting cast
which features June Whitfield, Deryck Guyler, Gene
Crowley, Therese Burton and many others. There is
much fun, music, quizzes, many questions, discoveries and what have you with, the ubiquitous
Mr. Ray always there or thereabouts.
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COMPLETE KITS of PARTS for the
The MULLARD
"5-10" MAIN

[STERN'S

AMPLIFIER

"A

"fidelity"

783

" HI-FI "

PRE -AMPLIFIERTONE CONTROL UNIT
design fer the music laver"

'

ENTHUSIAST
STERN'S"HIGH
QUALITY"
8-10 WATT
AMPLIFIER
as power

Supply

t o r
Radio
Tuning

Unit.

This is the Briefly it has inputs for all types of
HIGH and LOW GAIN
very latest MICROPHONES,
PICK UPS and a( ADIO TUNING UNIT.
design and needs no recommendation from IIt
incorporates. (aR) -GRAM EQUALISING
ús. Our Kit is complete to Mallard's sped- CONTROL.
(b) STEEPCUT
T FILTER.
fication, including the latest GILSON (c) Continuously variable BASS. and
ULTRA LINEAR OUTPUT TRANSFORMER I TREBLE CONTROLS and a variable OUTand the entire MULLARD Valve line up. I PUT CONTROL which enables its use with
ALL SECIFIEs
CMPNENTS are
pplied.P PRICED OF COMOPLETE KIT I PRICE OFe fCOMPLETE KIT £6.6.0.
OF PART £ I i I I.O. (Plus 5(- carr. IOF PARTSALSO OFFERT r.ITand
ASSEMBLED,
& 1118-).

PRICE
OF COMPLETE KLI

DEPARTS (Plus 5;- carr. & ins,)

:READY FOR USE, £8.0.0.

THE full SPECIFICATIONand PRACTICAL BUILDING INSTRUCTIONS for these
Units are available for 1/6 each. SPECIAL PRICE REDUCTION. We supply the
two complete Kits-Mullard 5-10 and fidelity " Preamplifier-for 116.16.0. We also
supply both fully assembled and ready for use for £19.19.0.

MODERNISE

*
*

YOUR

OLD

STERN'S NEW " Fidelity " COMBINED AM/FM
Radiogram Chassis.
A genuinely hand-

RADIOGRAM

made chassis pro
viding really high
quality on hell)
Radio and Gram.
PRICE

THE LATEST A.M.F.M. RADIOGRAM CHASSIS.
A NEW 4 -SPEED AUTOCHANGER.

The NEW ARMSTRONG Pß.409
A.M./F.M. Radiogram Chassis

" A chassis for those who want the
highest quality."
A 9 valve line up
employing the latest MULLARD
preferred-type valves.
0 Provides
complete coverage of the V.H.F. F.M.
Transmissions plus the Short, Medium
and Long Wavebands.
Has PushPull Output, with Negative Feedback,
for 6 watts peak Output.
Quick
Action " Piano Key " Selectors and
separate Bass and Treble Controls.
Has " Magic Eye " Tuning Indicator.
Dimensions 13ín, x 911in. x 8in. high
Dial size 11.lin. x 51in.
PRICE
£29.8.0. Credit 57.7.0 and 9 monthly payments of £2.14.0.
(Plus 6/- carr. & ins.)
H.P. 117.14.0 and 12 monthly payments of 51.7.3.
SEND S.A.E. FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET
VERY
MODELS
THE AR
LATESTFERED

RECORD PLAYERS
L

STERN'S

£7. I0.0.

SUPPLIED
ASSEMBLED f9.10.0.
and READY FOR USE,
Proved one of the most popular models
yet offered to the HOME CONSTRUCTOR.
Provides excellent reproduction up to 8
watts, employing 6V6's in push-pull, incorporating negative feedback: Provides for
use of both 3 and 15 ohm speakers.

£26.15.0.

(Plus 7/6 carr.

&

TERMS

Credit

:

ins.)

Deposit £6.14.0. and
9 monthly payments of 12.9.0. H.P. Deposit £13.7.6.
and 12 monthly payments of £1.4.10.
BRIEFLY IT HAS
An 8 valve line up incorporating the latest MULLARD
preferred -type valves.
Provides,complete coverage of
the VHF -FM waveband plus the SHORT, MEDIUM and
LONG waves.
Has EL84's in Push-Pull with negative
feedback of 6 watts output.
Employs " Piano Key "
Selector Switches and a Variable Tone Control.
Contains Gram input socket for both Crystal and Magnetic
Pick-ups.
Provides for use of either 3 or 15 ohm
Speakers.
Has " Magic Eye " Tuning Indicator.
Dimensions 13ín. x gin. x 8in. high. Dial size Min. a
51in.
SEND S.A.E. FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET.
,

-

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

TRANSCRIPTION UNITS. 0 3 and 4 SPEED AUTOCILANGFRS.
Al/TOCHANG ERS with
MANUAL CONTROL POSITION. Send S.A.E. for ILLUSTRATED and DESCRIPTIVE LEAFLET.

"F.M."

AN EXCEPTIONAL
"CASH ONLY" OFFER

TUNING UNIT

A 5 -valve Tuner incorporating the

latest Mollard Permeability Tuning

Heart and a Magic Eye " Tuning
Indicator.
THE NEW 4 -SPEED
RE DI FOR L D £14.10.0.
B.S.R. MONARCH
(Plus 7,6 carriage and insurance).
DeTERMS : (a) Hire Purchase
Complete with High
O
posit 17.5.0 and 9 monthly payments
Fidelity Crystal " Turnof 18,4. (b) Credit Deposit £3.12.6
over" Head which inand 9 monthly payments of £1.6.7.
corporates separate styTHE COMBINED AM/ FM TUNER is precisely similar in appearlus for L.P. and 78 r.p.m.
ance to the above and incorporates 7 valves. It provides complete
records. e A " MIXER
coverage of F.M. Transmissions and MEDIUM WAVEBAND giving
Unit that will autochange.;a good selection of foreign stations.
on 7M.. 10in. and 12in.
E
records of same speed.
716 carr. &ins
TERMS (a) Hire Purchase
Incorporates tne ManDeposit £9.9.0 and 10 monthly payments of £1.1.0. (b) Credit
ual Control position.
Deposit £4.15.0 and 9 monthly payments of 11.14.7.
Expressly developed for very high quality reproduction of STERN'S "COMPACT 5" AMPLIFIERS
Gram. Records and particularly suitable for high quality
reproductions of the F.M. transmissions. Two models

£7.19.6.
'Plus

`

51-

carr,

&

ins.)

:

:

PRI(Plus

.

£1.1$0

:

:

are available

:

(a) The " COMPACT 5-2 "
A Two -stage high sensitivity
Amplifier having SEPARATE
BASS and TREBLE CONTROLS and designed to give
up to approx. 5 watts with
very pleasing quality. PRICE
£5.15.0. (Plus 5/- carr. & ins.)

(b) The " COMPACT 5-3
A Three -stage version of the
" 5-2 " model but in this case
having an additional stage
and incorporating Negative
Feedback. PRICE £6.16.0.
(Plus 5/-carr. & ins.)
'POWER'
SUPPLY
A separate
UNIT to operate with these amplifiers is
available for £2.10.0. Has additional supply available for Radio Tuner, etc.

STERN RADIO LTD.

109 & 115 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

CALLERS ONLY
have in stock
various Kits of Parts
including F.M. Tuners,
A.M. F.M.
Tuners,
Midget Battery Portable, Mains Units, etc.,
etc.
We

Telephone:

FL'Eet 5813, 3 4
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IDID IT MYSELF!
To

eLE ....

3o cab.

YOU will say

PACK

BENSONS

ETTER

ARGA.INS

it is so easy.

GET THE

i

RODING
s

+

spindled, ceramic 15, 25 or 50 pfs., 1/3 ;
1/6 ; butterfly 25 pfs., 1/8. SPEAKERS,
new 8in., in round grey metal case, 27/6 M.P.
S/-).
RXS.112/114 (TRF1987), with 3/EF91,
2(EL91, 5 gang toner, new, 37/6, less valves,
7/6. Circuit 1/-. MOTORS ; Crain., 220 v

Induction, 78 r.p.m. with governor (Garrard),
30/- (post 2/9) ; SYNCH. 230 v geared to 1
r.p.m. final, new, 22/8; Synch. 100 a. 3,000

HANDBOOK

1OVA., 10/-.
SUPPRESSORS, radio
interference, e.--A.M., 5/6 (post 2/-I. BRAND
NEW R.F. 28. 27/6.(postage 2/6) ; RF24, RF25,
10/8.
DYNAMOTORS (post 3/-), 13 v. to
200 e. 65 mA. and 6.3 y. 2.5 A., 10/6. EDDYSTONE 12 v. to 190 v. 75 mA., eased, I51-. 11 v.
to 300 v. 200 mA., cased, 15/- (eere. 8/6).
CLOCKWORK Contactors, 2 impulses per see.,
8/8. U.S.A. type, small, 9/6. R1392A, 100/150
mo/s., 13 valves, used, good condition (damaged
meters), 24 (caer. 10/-I. THROAT MILS., U.S.A.,
216. METAL RECTIFIERS ; 240 v., 30 mA.,
318. 600 Y. 30 mA., 61-. 500 v. 500 mA., 10(0.
1,000 v. 30 mA., 7/8.
WAFER SWITCHES.
1 pole 11 way 2 Bank, 3/6 ; 4 P 3 W, 4 P 2 W,
1 P 6 W 5 B, 2/8.
SPLITTERS, 15 a., G.E.C.
D.P. switch, 4 fuses, new, 15/6. IF AMPLIFIER

r.p.m.

This very small reproduction of a sub -assembly from one of our series of unique LIFESIZE, " EASY-AS-A.B.C." CONSTRUCTION SHEETS* illustrates how really simple
radio assembly can be for the Home Constructor If Sou have average ability and
could follow this simple layout then you could tackle any, or all, of our LARGE
RANGE OF GUARANTEED OUTFITS knowing that with the help of our pre -aligned
units failure is 4irtually impossible
No previous knowledge necessary.
The latest issue of our Handbook is beautifully printed on glossy art paper with a
full colour cover Packed with technical data, set building and servicing hints, facts
and formulae, resistance colour code soldering hints, etc., together with descriptions,
full parts lists and circuits of at least 22 modern receivers,tape recorder feeder
units, etc., etc. (for list see previous ads.).
Send 276 (plus 4d. post).
* .AND our renowned " Easy-as-A.B.C," FULL SIZE Construction Sheets are available FREE with orders enabling even the beginner to get professional muils ,Best üms !
Coil packs and I.I.T.s pre -aligned. We supply ALL parts for ALL circuits.
!

!

!

!

178.

NEVER BEFORE HAS THERE BEEN A BOOK SO VALUABLE TO NOVICE
EXPERT ALIKE!
GET YOUR COPY-DON'T DELAY-SEND TODAY! 4

t AND

RODING LABORATORIES
(Dept, TCI7) Bournemouth

tape recorder

..

Airport, Christchurch, Hants

with valves, 15/6 (postage

2/61

++

This glon tle's Bargains
Don't miss this one !

G2AK

.

... available NOW
TAPE

13.0 ene t

each. RELAYS. 6 v. 2 break, 1(6. I.F.T.'S 10(13
mc¡s., canned, new, 1/3. R1155 Coilpacks, new,
12/6. Used, 9/6. CHOKES, L.F. Ferranti, 101I,
10H, 200 mA., 8/6 ;
1211 mA, Screened, 7/0.
511, 200 mA., 5'6.
HEADPHONES, L.R. super
lightweight HS SOB,- 17
Terms:
List and enquiries. S.A.E. please
C.W.O. Postage extra. Innnediate despatch.
Callen e,,d post: W. A. BENSON (PW),
SRF 6053.
136 Rathbone Road, Liverpool 15.
Callers : SUPERADIO (W'ehapeh LTD.,
NOY 1130.
116 Whitechapel, Liverpool. 1
!

4.

O

The completely automatic

(SCR522).

;

HOME
CONSTRUCTOR'S

"'"

New condition, with 10
valves, 100050 Inc/s.
Less xtals and relays,
45,- (rail 5/-). VALVES at 5/6: 604, 6A05,
9001, 9002, CAMS, EL91, TR99, VR102, BAS,
12SK7M, 12A6, 807E, 12SLO. EFSd, SAG?,
TT11, EC52, 6K701, 60117M, 6AG7, Pen46;
at 4/-: EF50, RK34, EPIC, TP22, llorar
keys, large, covered, 10/0 small 2/6. SWITCHES,
knife, large, 1PCO, 15,/,
COMMAND RES.
1.5-5.0 me/s. Brand new, with valves, 55/BC454, 3-6 me/s., 45/- (post 3/-). Condensers,

BC624A.

RECORDER
only

55

gns.

CRYSTAL HAND

MICROPHONES

illustrated, in silver hammer case with
polished grille, handle and 4 feet screened
lead. ONLY 21/-.
12 V.
MINIATURE ROTARY TRANSFORMERS. Output 360 v. 30 mA. Cont.
or 310 v. 70 mA. intermittant. Only 42 in. x 25in.
overall. Ideal for car radio, mobile TX, etc.
Only 21/.. Post 2/-.
HEADPHONES. H.R. Type 4,000 ohms, very sensitive.
Only 12/6 pr. Post I/6. C.L.R. type (low res.) 8/6. Post 1/6_
AMERICAN BREAST MIKES, swivel head, push to
talk and lock -on switch. Excellent job. Only 12/6. Post 1/6.
BRITISH BREAST MIKES. complete with pr. of H.R.
4,000 ohm phones in wooden carrying case.
New W.D.
static, unrepeatable at 1776. Post 2/-.
AERIAL WIRE. Copper, 7/25 stranded : 140ft., 10/-,
70ft. 5/, Hard Drawn 14g.: 140ft., I7/-; 70ft., 8/5. P. &
As

p. 2/-.

1/6 each.
Small shell ditto.
GLASS INSULATORS.
.4d. each or 4/- doz. plus postage.
8lmF
600 v. Trop. 750 v. normal
CONDENSERS.
condensers. NEW, ex W.D. stock, 5/6, p. & p. 1/6.
8 mfd. 1,000 v. D.C. wk'g.
New TCC Type III.
(List over E3). OUR PRICE 10/6, p. & p. 1/9.
No C.O.D. on orders under LI.
PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS

46v,,:Ss

On Credit Sale
Terms, yours for the
first of 9 payments of
£7. 2. 0, or on our Personal Credit Plan, payments
over any period up to 18 months.
E.

&

G.

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO.

33, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.

Radio Centre.
MUSeum 6667.

CHAS. H. YOUNG LTD.
Dept. '

P'

110,

Dale End, Birmingham

4.

(CEN 1635)
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The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his correspondents

for mobile operation, that is for use in.a car. As far
as I can see there should be no drawback to this
Having been a regular reader forsome technically, but I am not quite clear as to what would
time I have read With interest much of what constitute a suitable aerial, bearing in mind the
has passed in " Open to Discussion," technical and horizontal polarization of the signal, also the
otherwise.
directional properties of the dipole I am now using.
I find that if the aerial is not directed there is a
I should like to take advantage of this widely read
-column by asking if there are any radio, etc., clubs
great loss of the frequencies received and distortion
in the Walthamstow district catering for beginners on speech and music.
Therefore, with a car
(I am 18D. If so, could
which is constantly changI contact anyone by means
ing direction, I think a
of your journal or otherWhilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
efficient
aerial
really
B. JENKINSON, 27,
wise.
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
system must be thought up.
to supply diagrams or pros ide instructions for ntodilling
Byron Road, Waltham supply
cannot
We
equipment.
i conuuercial or surplus
I would be pleased to
stow, E.17.
alternative details for receivers described in these pages.
have other waders' comIVE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES
ments on the project.
Contacts Wanted
OVER THE TELEPHONE. If a postal reply is required
a stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed with
I would also like to add
IR,-Having for a long
the coupon from page iii of corer.
my comment on a paratime past been a
graph on " Car Radio,"
regular reader of
by " Thermion " in the
I
PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
now wish to make use of " Open to Discussion." August issue.
If the set mentioned is an eight -valve superhet
I would like, through this medium, to get into touch
with a fellow reader who has a Command Receiver it must obviously be one of the well-known push-pull
Type BC454B, as I would like to know the output jobs, possibly with twin speakers, by one of
modification this set will need to get it working.- the best manufacturers, and from my experience as an
G. E. SMITH, 6, Woodland Close, Trimdon Village, auto -electrician I have found these sets very good.
If the quality is as bad as he said, it is high time he
Co. Durham.
did something about it !.'(and. -with fewer valves !).
am twelve years old and very, interested -J. C. REVELL (S.W.11).
`IR,-I
in radio, but I am only a novice and I would
Licence Fees
be pleased to contact someone about my own age
who is interested in this subject.-R. YEATEs, The
IR,-Is there any way open to us to protest against
Moorings, Martock, Somerset.
the monstrous idea that our, licence fees are
merely taxation and that the BBC.is lucky to get any
of the money so raised?
I.F. Strip .373
More and more of this money has been filched on
there has been advertised an I.E.
grounds that this form of entertainment must bear
S-IR,-Recently
Strip 373, of 9.72 Mc/s. They sounded so good the
its share-a feeble excuse which utterly ignores the
at the price (7s. 6d.) that I decided to buy one. time
given to Government advertising and money
They are indeed a wonderful bargain, and from the diverted
propaganda-and now we have the
circuit (included) it seems to me that very few completeto" overseas
Nasserisation " of all the licence money.
alterations are necessary to make it into a F.M., I.F.
It is obvious to any listener that the BBC finds
and audio 0/P strip.
drying up -otherwise why the "vain repetiThere are a number of ways of using it, depending funds
of programmes of more generous days '
on the location of the receiving station, but the best tions"
This looks like an even better version of the
1 should think is exactly as it was designed, with the
political confidence trick, if no protest at all
necessary alterations for a discriminator.
An article about this Strip, I should think, would materialises WILuaM B. WEST (Deal):
[Motorists are in the saute position with the Road
be of interest to many of your readers, and I shall
certainly be on the look-out.-W. S. HANWAY Fund. -ED.]
(Cheltenham).
Wattage Rating
[ Ha.s any reader any helpful information on this?
sIR,-When I buy a condenser the safe voltage is
-EDITOR.)
marked on it;_ but with a resistor I am given a
F.M. Car Radio
" wattage " and have to do a division sum and
S`iR,-Having built a F.M. feeder unit with extract a square root before I can find out the same
moderate success, the, performance" of which is information. Should, the reason for this be obvious
up to my expectations and pleasing, I have been to me or might it be " Open to Discussion "' ?-thinking of constructing a complete F.M. receiver R. L. WYNNE (Wallasey).

Club Wanted

sIR;

-

-

s

e

!

-

!
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switching for motors and amplifiers is synchronised
in a press -button unit. This caters for recording from

Training Courses

[R,-The Doncaster Technical College offers microphones, gram or wireless and playback. The
S

part-time day courses (one day per week) for
Radio and TV apprentices up to the Final R.T.E.B:
TV Servicing Certificate. :[n addition a Practical
Radio class meets on Monday evenings, 7-9 p.m.
This is run for those who do not seek professional
qualifications, but are interested in learning more
about radio receivers and their operation from a
hobby point of view. Supporting classes in electrical
theory and mathematics are available if required.
Further information is available from the Head of
the Electrical Engineering Department at the College.
-S. EDWARDS (Head of Department).

amplifiers may also be used for playing records, bass
being amplified by one and treble by the other.
(This arrangement is incorporated in certain radiograms on the market to -day wrongly advertised as
3D sound. Though quite pleasing to the ear, this,
of course, is not true 3D.) A meter is incorporated
for signal level in recording and balancing of the two
amplifiers.
At the recent radio show I asked one exhibitor if
it was possible to record on his stereophonic unit,
a very large and elegant piece of furniture, and he
informed me it was not a practical proposition for
anyone to make stereophonic recordings.
The
pre-recorded tapes which have been on the market
" Mouse "
for about twelve months are excellent and one, was
fully support Mr. Buchanan, whose letter being played on this same unit. I could not help but
SIR,-I
was published in PRACTICAL WIRELESS, October try and compare this with my own efforts. My
issue. The artificial satellite "Mouse" is not bound up volume was not as great; but it is more than sufficient
with military objectives, and there is no reason why for the average home, quality was near enough equal.
amateurs should not be able to do useful work in Added to this, mine is portable and it records, too.connection with it. With a project of this sort the J. S. GILBERT (Knowle).
more information gained the better, and the experience obtained in designing and constructing equipment to receive signals from the satellite would in
The Novices' Licence
itself be worth the trouble taken.-M. J. S. QUIGLEY
a regular reader of PRACTICAL WIRELESS
(Liverpool, 23).
SIR,-Being
I have followed with special interest views
concerning a granting "by the G.P.O." of a licence
A Moral?
for the short-wave listener who wishes to transmit
--As an old reader .I know that PRACTICAL by the ownership of a novice licence. The views of
SIR,WIRELESS
does not encourage letters of a frivolous some readers condemn this by saying that the
nature, but the following has a moral which I am amateur bands are overcrowded, and morse, which
sure will be appreciated by the fraternity.
many like myself would wish to have withdrawn,
I was listening during last week on the 80 -metre although necessary when 150 watts or so is used.
band, and came across a very learned discourse
The use of the 27 Mc/s band for model control
on the training of the well-known Alsatian breed of could be used, as I am sure the revenue collected by
dog, a subject on which the operator was evidently such a licence would far exceed that collected for
well qualified to speak.
model control licences. The power could be limited
It was very appropriate, therefore, when a morse to five watts, and the use of frequency measurement
operator chipped in with a well merited reference to essential. I sincerely hope that these views and
" Shaggy dog " stories, and I should like to send including those of Mr. H. F. Barker, November
both these gentlemen my compliments on their issue, will have attention by the R.S.G.B. or G.P.O.excellent readable signals, with a sly emphasis on. F. WALKER (Cambridge).
the moral.-B. G. AsuMAN (Stevenage).
.

POWER SUPPLIES

Sam

Stereophonic Recording

(Continued from page 754)

wondering if there are amongst your
readers any other tape recording enthusiasts assist in smoothing out this ripple, another conwho have become a little more ambitious and have denser, C2, is connected, the value of which usually
turned to stereophonic recording.
lies between 8,tiF to 32,uF, dependent upon the
I have personally experimented in this field for amount of ripple and hum that is to be filtered.
several years. My first attempt was far too big, but
It may well be that the constructor or experimenter
after altering circuits, layout, etc., and rebuilding prefers to construct or adopt a double type of filter
completely four times, I arrived at its present form, as shown in Fig. 4. This naturally depends upon the
only 171in: by 15jin. by 74in. This .includes two built-in individual, the ratings of the extra components being
speakers, but it will be appreciated that external more or less the same as those used in the single filter.
speakers, conveniently spaced, produce a far better
The inductance of the choke can be estimated at
effect. Two speaker units, fitting together for being between 10 and 20 henries, although one can
portability, therefore complete the equipment.
use those of higher inductance so long as the current
I originally commenced by converting a Truvox rating is correct. Such chokes are, however,
tape deck, but have since completely rebuilt it. All plentiful upon the surplus market.
The .Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a practical nature suitable for publication in " Practical Wireless." Such articles should be
written on one side of the paper only, and should contain the name and address of the sender. Whilst the Editor does not hold himself responsible
for manuscripts, every effort will be made to return them if a stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed. All correspondence intended for
the Editor should be addressed : The Editor. Practical Wireless." George .Newnes. Ltd.. Tower House, Southampton Street; Strand, W.C.B.
Owing to the rapid progress in the design of wireless apparatus and to our efforts 'to keep' our readers in tauch with the latest developments,
we give no warranty that apparatus described in our columns is not the subject of letters patent.
Copyright. in all drawings, photographs and articles published in Practical Wireless " is specifically resented throughout the countries
Signatory to. the Berne Convention and the U.S.A.- Reproductions or imttattons of any of these are therefore expressly forbidden. " Practical
Wireless " incorporates Amateur Wireless."
.
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FIRST-CLASS
RADIO COURSES

SERVICE
5AJIE
All Guaranteed New and Boxed
1.4v. midget, 1R5, IS5; 1T4, 1U5, 354, DAF91,
DF91, DK91, DL92, DL94 ;. any 4-for.27:6.
1A7GT12'6 6V6GT 76 DK96 8/6 EY51 _10/6
105'GT11,'- 6X4
7l- DL33 9/6 EY86 116
IH5GT
6X5GT 679 DL35 111- EZ40
8'8/11% 7B7
81- DL96 876 EZ41
EZ80 8,6
1N5GT
7C5
8/- EABC80
4/500
- 8/7/9 F W
111; 7C6
iRS
816 7H7
81- EAC91 976
IS5
7 6 7S7
9:- EAF4210/6 GZ32 12'6
1T4
7B 7Y4
87- EB91 679 KT33C 10/3A5
6 6 10C2 10/- EBC33 7/6 1(T63 7/6
3Q5GT 9)610F9
9/6 EBC41307- MU14 8/6
3S4
7'6 10P14 13;6 ERF80 976 PCC84 8/6
3174
816 12A11810í6 ECC401176 PCF80 776
5134G
81-. 12AT7 8/6 ECC81 91- PCF8211/6
5Y3GT 7,6 12AU7 7(6 ECC83 916 PEN36C
5Z4G
9/- 12J7GTECC91- 6/64E5 : 5710,6 ECF8012/6 PEN46 6/6
6AL5 61912K7GT
ECF8213/6 PL81 11/9
6AM6 776
8/6 ECH3510/3 PL82 `
PL83 11/9
6AQ5 7/612K8GT
ECH42
SATO 876
14/6
/- PY80
6BA6 7/6 12Q7GT
ECH81 8,8 PY81. 9/6)3E6 7e
SB ECL8010/- FY82 7/6
PZ30 18/6BW6 7i61467 14/6 EF37A -.6C9
97- 1725
12,6
10h 25L6GT
6/-1350
7!6
6F1
13i. 9/- ËF39
6F6G 6'6 25Z4G 9/6 EF40 121- 1378
716613 13/- 35L6GT 976 EF41 9/6 UAF42
6F15 13/- 35Z4GT 8/- EF42 12/10/6
656
6;- 50L6GT8/- EF50 7/6 UBC41 8/9
657G 7,6 B36 15'6 EF80 97- UBF8011/6
6K7G 5,'- CL33 14'- EF85 8/6 UCH42
6K7GT 6/- CYl 1119 EF86 12/6
1013
6K8G 7/9 DAC32117- EF91 7/6 UF41 9í6K8GT.9/6 DAF96 816 EF92. 6/6 UL41 10'EL32 6/- UY21
16
6SN7GT
DF33 01116 EL33. 141- UY41 18/679 DF96 8/6 EL41 1076 W77 6/6
6U4GT
0H77 86 EL42 121- X79 1216
7/9
14,6 DK32 1276 EL84 1016 Y63
6V6G 7/6 DK92 976 EM34 10/- Z77
7.0
Postage 5d. per valve extra.
-

-

-

-

READERS RADIO

24,

COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD
STA. 4587

HILL, LONDON, N.16

LYONS RADIO
LTD.
Dept. M.P., 3, GOLDHAWK ROAD,
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12.
Telephone . SHËpherds Bush 1729.

CABINET SPEAKERS. -10 in. P.M.moving
coil speaker housed in wooden cabinets
17} in. sq. x 6 in. deep, with carrying handle.
Slightly soiled condition. PRICE ONLY
19/6, carriage 46.
WAVE 31ET'ERS TYPE W.1230. -Frequency range 155 to 230 Me's. Operate from
2001250 v. A.C. mains. Beautifully made and
fitted in copper lined wooden instrument
cases. Overall size 18 x 11 x 10 in. Complete
with valves and test prod. PRICE ONLY
£3.7.6. carriage 76.
MICROPHONE/HEADPHONE SETS.Made by T.M.C., type AP12500, microphone
hangs on chest or is suitably based for wall
or desk mounting. Double headphones are
rubber cushioned, with headband. On/oil
switch to mike. Fitted with long connecting
cord. Very strongly made. Ideal for twoway communication, lust link up together
with flex as required. Sound powered,
batteries not required. PRICE per Set 19.'6,
post 1;9, or per pair 37,6, post 2:6.
AMPLIFIER UNITS TYPE A.1368.Two-stage audio amplifiers which can be
used without modification as a gramophone
amplifier, as a crystal receiver amplifier,.
mike pre -amp. and for intercom. purposes,
etc. Valves fitted are one each VR21 and
VR35. Operate from 2 v. L.T. 90 or 120 v.
H.T. and 9 v. G.B. In neat metal cases
7 x.5 x 4ín.., New condition with connection
details provided. A REAL SNIP AT ONLY
12:6. post 26.
MICROPHONE FLOOR. STANDS.
Strongly made ex.-A.M. sectional, extend
to nearly 5 ft.. and can be closed down to
approx. 21 in. Plain finish. PRICE ONLY
196, post 2,6.
0/50 MILLIAMMETERS.-2,/ in. sq.
bakelite cased, moving coil type. PRICE
7/6, post 9d.

LARGEST
MANCHESTER'S
STOCKISTS OF RADIO AND
T.V. ACCESSORIES, VALVES
AND COMPONENTS
RETURN

"

SERVICE
POWER UNITS.-H.R.O. 115 v. or 230 v.
input
6.3 v. 3 amp. A.C. +225 v. 75 nsA.
D.C. Crackle metal case 7}in., 7§fn., 61ín.
Suit HRO, 1I55, any standard Receiver,
BY

63/- carra paid.

TEST SET 102.-250 v. 50 c. A.C. emits
25 50 cps. In metal carry -case, 11ín. x 9in. x
10in. Leather handle. Excl. comp. value
Trans. 300 v, 80 mA, 6 v. 2 a. 12 v. 1 a., 1 each
Ind.
655,. RK34, Met. Rect. Plugs, skts.
lamp, 29/6 (carr. 21-).
RF25.-New. In carton. 40-50 mets. Switch
tuned. All valves, 10/6 (carr. 2/-).
NIFE ACCUMULATORS.-3in. x
lin. 1.5 v. 5,'7 AH. for models, portables, etc.
Each, 49, post 9d. Lots of 1 doz., 54'- carr.
paid.
:

Typical

VALVES

GET A CERTIFICATE !
QUALIFY AT HOME-IN SPARE
TIME

After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time-YOU can secure your professional qualification.
Prepare for
YOUR share in the post-war boom
in Radio. Let us show you howl`-

FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to those sheking such
success -compelling qualifications as

A.M.Brit.1.R.E., City and Guilds.
Final

Radio,

P.M.G.

Radio

Amateurs, Exams., Gen. Cert.
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),

A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.Mech,E.,
Draughtsmanship (all branches),
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of
SUCCESS OR NO FEE

Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well

from our stock of thousands.

ALL NEW

prove to be the turning point in your

954, 1 ; 617g, 2'9 : EF50, 376 ; ARP12,
476 : Pen 25, 416: 6SL7 6/6 (all post free).
Set of five : 6K8, 6K7, 6Q7, 5Z4, 6V6,

FOUNDED 1885-OVER

35- set.
Set of four Battery valves SRS. 1T4,
IS5, 3S4 (or 1S4 or 3Y4), 27/6 set:
All post paid.
;

career.
150,000 SUCCESSES

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING

148, HOLBORN,
LONDON, E.C.I.

(Dept. 461),

RECORD PLATERS.-Many .models in
tock at advantageous prices: e.g., E.M.I
331 Table Player. complete, ready to plum
n to Radio, 63-, carr.
COLLARD 11,C54.-3-Spd. Mixer auto -ch
O

Pick-up, 20060 A.C., £7.7.0. Carr. etc
BOTH LIMITED QUANTITY.

'

CRYSTAL (Germanitmi) DIODES,
17- each.
CRYSTAL RECEIVERS.-Dual wave
comp. set. EVERYTHING inel. phones and
chassis, instructions, NO cabinet, 29,-.

Post

2:-.

TRANSMITTERS. -2.1-3
COMMAND
Mcis. Pair 1625s. 1 ea. 1626, 1629 (magic eye).
2,500 Kc,s Oct. base Xtal. 3 var. ronds..
220 ppfs. ea., Relays, Flex, Drive, etc. Brand
New, Boxed, 35/-.

Post

2/-.

('ABLE. -75!80 ohms, 6d. yard.
TRANSFORMERS.-All types mains,
output, step-down, etc., e.g., Filament
transformer 6.3 v. 2 amp., 7'-, P. & Post 9d.
METERS.-Large range available : e.g.,
0-200 mA, 2ün. R.MIc
...
...
... 7,6
0-1 amp. 2lin. R.MIe
...
...
... 12 6
Post on each 9d.
New. Sealed Cartons.
CO -AX

TEST METERS ALSO IN STOCK.
L It.8. PICKUPS.-Cream. Magnetic. Uses
Col. 99 needles, 16/6. Post 216. Matching
transformers, 5.'-. Post lí-.
BATTERY CHARGERS.-Brand new,
12 mths.' guarantee, with meter, fuse, lead
and clips, 2, 6, 12 v. 1 amp., 457-. Carr. 2/-.
Higher amperages available.
All goods supplied by us whether Ex -Govt.
or otherwise are fully guaranteed-replaced
or cash refunded if received back as supplied
within 7 days. Cash with Order only. No
C.O.D. No lists

WHY WASTE TIME
Give
FIT

that set its best chance
QUALITY. COMPONENTS

Catalogue I/ Parts for the following :
Manual
Osram " 912 " Plus Amplifier .,.
4/Mallard 10 -watt Amplifier
3)6
...
The Coventry
2-watt Amplifier
4-watt Amplifier
..
I)6 -watt Quality Amplifier
The Coventry A.M. Tuner Unit
IfDenco F.M. Tuner Unit
1/6
...
Complete Component Price Lists will be
supplied with each Manual

COVENTRY RADIO
EST. 1925

1t9,

DUNSTABLE ROAD,

LUTON,
BEDS.
Phone

:

Luton 2677

at present but all enquiries

promptly dealt with.

Callers 7;e,y welcome.
Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon. to Saturday.
OUR ONLY ADDRESS.

53

(Dept. PW)

SHUDEHILL,

MANCHESTER,
(BLArkfriars 4073)
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

4

RADIO AND TELEVISION
COMPONENTS

All. pelts In stock. for :
Viewmaster, Soundmaster, Teleking, etc.
Easy Terms available.
2id. stamp (only) for Catalogue.

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.
NEWVBY IIItIDt:E,

FIN''I'HWAITE,

ULVERSTON, LANCS.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
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& COMPONENTS

RECEIVERS

of Service Sheets.
Large purchase enables us to oiler
&

1,000s

1,000s

Service Sheets for sale this month
at hire charges. Take advantage of
this sensational offer. Send s.a.e.
with enquiry nowt
60 -page Catalogue: Engineers! Experimenters!
Labs
It's packed with new servicing components, exact replacements and fully guaranteed. Don't
take chances--fit the best. Price 1;-,
post free. Full Elstone Transformer
Range, incl. C.R.T. Isolation Trans.,
2v, 4v,- 6.3v, 10.8v, 13.3v; 20gí boost
optional; state heater voltage required; mains prim.; 18/-, p.p. 9d.
Attention
Northern
customers.
" Labgear "
Band III 3 -element
Aerial, 22/6, post free. "Labgear
Cross -over Units, 12¡6, post free.
Air Spaced " Co -axial Cables. 8d.
per yd., p.p. 6d. 12 yds. Orders by
return. M. FOY. 6, Wykebeck Gdns..
Leeds, 9, Yorkshire.

:
line or part
5/6
thereof, average per
five words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. r- extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid and
addressed
to
Advertisement
Manager, " Practical Wireless,"
Tower House, Southampton St.,.
Strand, London, W.C.2.

'RATES

t

!

THE

HI WAY MAN.

A

new

super

Portable Radio for the home constructor; all -dry 4 -valve superbe
with Ferrite rod aerial. easy wiring
diagrams and instructions, 1'6 (post
3d.).
RADIO
EXPERIMENTAL
PRODUCTS LTD., 33, Much Pari;
Si., Coventry.
COMPLETE

Skipper

COMPONENTS, Spark's

4, unused.
Ashton-under-Lyne.

61,

Pelham St..

TELEVISION,-Sin, Models, £7/10:-;
12in. Models, £15; all makes; working; carriage paid. TOMLINS. 127,
Brockley Rise, Forest Hill. S.E.23.
SEVERAL EARLY MODELS 9in. Tele-

vision, complete and mostly working.
£5151- each; carriage paid. TOMLINS.
127.
Brocklev Rise, Forest Hill.
S.E.23.

(FOR 5497.)

GUARANTEED

TELEVISION,

12íu.

Models, first-class picture, 5 -channel,
£26
each; carriage paid. THE
GRAMOPHONE SHOP, 19-21, Brockley
Rise, Forest Hill, S_.E.23.

-

12in.
Televisions.
narr. paid. TOMLINS.
Brockley Rise, Forest Hill,
S.E.23. (FOR 5497.)

TELEVISION.
£13/10;- each;
127,

OSMOR would like you to have Free

ELECTROLYTICS, capacity, voltage,
size, type of mounting, price post
paid. 1,000 -I- 1,000, 6v, 1 x 3, clip.

3/3; 1.000 + 2,000, 6v, 1 x 3, 3/9;
100. 12v,
x 1/, tag. 1/9; 500, 12v,
x 1., W/E, 2/-; 2,000,- 12v. if x 2,
W/E, 3;6; 10, 25x,
x 1/, W/E, 1/3;
25, 25v,
á x if, W/E, 1/3; 50. 25v,
x 1. W/E, 1/9; 100, 25v, f x 1/
W/E, 2,`-; 1,000, 25v, 1 x 3, clip, 4/-;
--

3,000, 25v, 1f x 4/, 5/6; 5,000, 25v,
1/ x 4/, clip, 6/6; 500, 50v, 1 x 3,
clip, 3/9; 2,500, 50v, 1/ x 4/, clip, 6/6;
5, 150v, e x 1
W/E, 1/3; 8. 150v,
x 1'/, tag, 1!3; 40 + 40, 1 x 2,
clip, 2/9; 200, 250v, 1/ x 3, clip, 3/6;
100, 275 350v, 14 x 3, clip, 3/-; 16 -I16. 275e, 1 x 2, clip, 3/-; 32-.1- 32
8, 1) x 2, clip, 4/3; 16 -i- 8 + 4,
1 x 2.
lug. 3/-; 200 + 250 -i. 250.
275v, 2 x 4/, clip, 8/6; 60 1.- 250, 275/
350v. 1- x 4l, -clip, 6/3; 16 + 16
+ 8, 350/425v, 1,; x 2, lug, , 4/3;
32 .{- 32 + 8, 350/425v, lg x 3, clip,
5i-; 16 + '16, 350v, 1 x 2, clip. 3/9;
32 + 32, 350v,
x 2, clip, 4/-; 2,
350v. ä x 2, tag, 1/-; 100, 350/425v,
1/ x 3. clip. 4/-; 50 -ï- 50, 350/425v.
1f x 3, clip, 416; 100 -!- 200, 350v,
1
x 4/. clip, 716; 8, 450v, 1 x 2,
clip, 1/0; 20 + 10, 450v, 1 x 3. clip;
4/-; 8 + 8, 500v, 1/ x 2, clip. 4/-;
,

1

all ali cans, sonic with sleeves, all
voltages, wkg., surge where marked,
new stock, guaranteed, Television
Chassis, cadmium plated steel, size
13 x 13
x nain., complete with
13 valveholders
(9-B9A Pax, 1-B9A
Cer.,
2 -BIG
Cer.,
1-Int.
Oct
Amphi, 20 various tag strips, cut
away for metal rec., line trans.. etc.,
9/11 each, post paid; front and rear
tube mounts to fit above chassis, -3/pair,- post paid. P.M. focus Magnets,
wide angle, tetrode tube, fully adjustable 9/11, post paid. Scanning Coils.
wide angle, with mounting lugs, 19/6,
post paid.
Vision LF.s f2nd, 3rd
and 4th1. freq. 34 me/s,` slug tuned,
size 13/16 x 13/16 x 24in. can, set
of 3, 5/6, post paid. T.V. Rectifiers,
H.W., 250v, 250mA. 2,1 -in: fins x 4in..
long, 12/6, post paid. Mains trans.,
-

250-0-250v, 120mA, 6.3v, 2.5A. 6.3v,
0.6A, Pria 0-110-125-150-205-225-245v,
17/-, post paid.
100 n W/W Pots,
3w, lin- spindle, 2/6, 8 mf, 600/
750v, Paper Conde., 4 x 2in. x 4 ,

coast, Radio; TV components,

N. -East

SERVICE

SEND TO -DAY

(P.W.),
24.
London, W.12.

Tel

sale and wanted.
W. J. GILBERT
Frit.hvilie
Gardens,

ENGRAVING. -Amateurs and trade
surplus can be Undertaken by
getting in touch with A. G.
ENGRAVING, now at 292, Earlsfield
Rd., London, S.W.18.
(BAT 9897.)
(Engravers to well-known makers of
Electronic Equipment used by the
Aircraft Industry, A.W.R.E., etc.)
TYPES of new radio valves
wanted, small or large quanti es;
cash payments. R. H. S. LTD. tWi,
155, Swan Arcade, Bradford, 1.

ALL

Telescopes.

LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly.
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE,

Bullingdon Rd., Oxford.

the air -drying black crackle
paint, 3/6 per 1/8th pt. can. G. A.
MILLER
8,
Kenton Park Cres.,
PANL,

Kenton, Middx.

TAN IN 24 HOURS. -Super -tonic
Sunray Lamps, ultra-violet infra -red
combined; automatic exposure; controlled emission; all mains; listed
£71101-,
our
price
80/-. S.A-Ebrochure.
Dept.
14, SCIENTIFIC
PRODUCTS, Cleveleys, Lancs.

AMERICAN

subscription "
Fidelity " 501-.
ea. Cat. free.
401, 9, Drapers

FM Kits; Gram- Cabinets, Tape
Decks, Leak Amplifiers, Valves, etc.
Callers only. PALMERS, 106. Newport Road. (Phone: 3096.),

for our stock list of
and Radio B=argains, C.R.T.s,
Speakers and ail Components. We are the cheapest people in
the trade. All goods sold by us are
guaranteed. VIDEO ELECTRONICS
(LONDON) LTD., Dept. N W., 16/22,
Bacon Street, London, E.1.
T.V.

Valves,

MAGAZINES.
Year's
Audio " 35/-, " High
Spec. copies 4/. & 5/ WILLEN LTD. (Dept.
Gdns.. London, E.C.2.

WANTED
TRANSMITTER

STA/ RECEIVER
TIONS TR -1934, TR -1935, TR -1936.
ARC -1, ARC -3, and Wireless Sets 62.
R. GILFILLAN & CO. LTD., 7, High
'

Street, Worthing.

(Tel.: 8719.

VALVES

"

F.M. Switch-tuned
OSMOR NEWS.
Coilpack. Circuits and full information available shortly on request.
OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD.,
418, Brighton Road, S.. Croydon.
MANUALS/SHEETS.

?

Enlargers, Projectors, or, in .fact,
anything using lenses. Then get our
booklets " How to use Ex-Gov.
Lenses & Prisms," price 2/6 ea.
Comprehensive lists of optical, radio
and scientific equipment free for
s.a.e. H. W. ENGLISH, Rayleigh
Rd.,' Hutton, Brentwood. Essex.

.f

Practical Wiring Diagrams of the
latest published circuits with full
lists of components required. Send 6/6. RADIO CLEARANCE LIMITED,
7/d. (stamps) 'to OSMOR RADIO, 27, Tottenham Court Road, London,
PRODUCTS LTD., 418. Brighton Rd., W.I. (Telephone: Museum 9188.1
Sth. Croydon. (Croydon 5148.) (See
advert., page 760.ì
MIDDLESBROUGH. Largest stocks on

Radio for hire,
S.A.E. enquiries.

January, 1957

MAKING YOUR OWN

WANTED,
Valves
EY51,
ECL80,
KT61, 6U4GT, PL81, 35Z4, etc., etc.,
prompt cash. WM. CARVIS LTD.,
103,

North Street, Leeds,

7.

ALL TYPES of Valves required for

cash.

State quantity and condition.

RADIO FACILITIES LTD., 38, Chal cot Road, N.W.1. (PRlmrose 9090.)
VALVES. -1R5 7/6, 1S5 7i-, 3A5 6/-,
6D6 6/-, 6Q7G 8/6, 6Q7 8/-, 6A7
10/6,
6C6
6/-, 6N7, 6/6, 6SK7

5/0, 6SA7 7/6, 6C5 5/6.
Enquiries
for other types welcomed. MOSLEY,
107, Prescot St., Liverpool, 7.

EDUCATIONAL
Brochure giving details of
Home Study Training in Radio,
Television, and all branches of
Electronics- Courses for the Hobby
Enthusiast, or for those aiming at
the A.M,Brit,I,R.E., City and Guilds,
R.T.E.B.. and other Professional
examinations. Train with the college
operated by Britain's largest Electronics organisation. Moderate fees.
Write to E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept.
PW28, London, W.4,
FREE

:

LEARN IT as you do it --we provide
practical equipment combined with
instruction in Radio, Television,
Electricity. Mechanics, Chemistry,
Photography, etc. Write for full
to E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept.
AMERICAN RADIO Plans and De- details
PW47, London, W.4.
vices. Now available. Hundreds of
new and startling devices you can
make.
Only designs of this type WIRELESS.
See the world as a
available in UK. Receivers. walkie- Radio Officer in the Merchant Navy;
talkies, amplifiers, recorders,- magic short training period; low fees;.
eye alarms, etc., etc. Full lists, data. scholarships. etc., available. Boardillustrations. Free for stamp. Send ing and Day students.
Stamp for
today.--A.P.S.
(PW),
Sedgcford, prospectus.
WIRELESS COLLEGE,
King's Lynn.
Colwyn Bay.

January, 1957

PRACTICAL WIRELESS 'CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

MERCHANT NAVY Wireless School,
Overseas .House, Brooks' Bar, Mier 16.

Practical Radio
Engineers home study courses of
Radio and TV Engineering are recognised by the trade as outstanding
and authoritative. Moderate lees to
a limited number of students only.
Syllabus of Instructional Text 'S free.
"The Practical Radio- Engineer 'I,
journal, sample copy 2/-. 6,000
Alignment Peaks for Superhete, 5/9.
Membership and Entry Conditions
booklet. 1/-. All post free from the

WIRELESS. --Day and Evening Class

Road, London, N.8.

A.M,t.Meéh.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City
no pass-no
ana Guilds, etc., on
fee terms; over 95% successes. For
details Of exams. and courses in all
branches of engineering, building,
etc write for 144 -page handbook,
freé: B.I.E.T.- (Dept. 242B), 29,
Wright's Lane, London, W.8.

instruction for P.M.G. Certificate of
Proficiency and Amateur Wireless
Licence. Morse instruction only if
required, also postal courses. Apply
BST., LTD.. 179,
Clapham Rd.,
-

London, S.W.9.

T/V and RADIO.-A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
City and Guilds, R.T E.B. Cert.,etc.,
on.: no pass no fee " terms. Over
Details of exams.
95% successes.
and home training courses in ail
branches of radio and T/V write
for 144 page handbook free. B I.E.T.
(Dept 2420 i, 29, Wright's Lane,
London, W.S.

SECRETARY, I.P.R.E.,

20.

'

"

111- GAGS

5/- 6C5
5/- 60116
6/6 5F12
616 5J5

6/- 6X5
7/- 7117
7i- 8D2

61- 8D3
4/6 9D2

4ï6 6I17G

4/- SKIM 6/7/6 6SA7 8/7/6 6SG7M 7,43
7/- 6SN7GT
7/6
816
7'6 6U5
7/6

G.C.H.Q. (FOREIGN OFFICE)
53,

e

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY.

d

408 HIGH ST. LEWISHAM
LONDON, S.E.13 (l. %b `m``i';., )

'7/6
7/6

OSCILLOSCOPE

416

7/6/-

5/-

7

6

12BA6 7,6
12BE6 7,6
12BH7 7.6

-

F.M. Tuner Kit, complete,
£6.17.6, plus 2i6 poet.

TELEKIT SUPPLY
104,

Peto -Scott Electrical Instruments
Addlestone Road, Weybridge, Surrey

Limited

ASTRAL RADIO PRODUCTS

(Pcst 2,6)
further details

H I -F I Components
F.M. TUNER circuits Is. 6d.

ICa2

and

DENCO
RADIO CONST'TR. F.M.
MULLARD AMPLIFIERS

2s. Od.

3s. 6d.
4s. Od.
G.E.C. 912 PLUS AMPLIFIER
2s. 6d.
G.E.C. F.M. PLUS TUNER
Separate price lists available on request to

J. T. FILMER

M6EXLEY,

KENT.E,

Tel. Bexleyheath 7267.

ROME RADIO,' 32 page illustrated
booklet. Simple wiring instructions for
Crystal Set, 1, 2, 3 Valvers, f/-, post 3d.
TRF COILS- Specified for 'Bedside Pushbutton 4,' 'All Dry 3 Band, 3,' ' Pushbutton 4,' etc., 6/6 pr., post 6d. Pushbutton Unit with modification data 7/-.
DUAL. WAVE HF Coil. Specified for
Summer All Dry Portable.' -loiter,, 1
V aher
'Modern 2 Valve,',' '137 G Bat tery
-Miniature,' etc., 4/3, post 3d.
fl"T'S Miniature, l" x 11" x 2l"in cans. Extra
high' Q.' Special offer, 8/6 pr., post 6d.
K COI ES. AC, B'pass 3,' 3/3 each, post 6d.
FRAM(. AERIALS. M.W., 5'-, post 4d, `
H.F. CHOKE (Osmor Q.C.1). 6'9, post 4d.
Crystal Set Coils, L. & M.W., 216, post 3d.
82, Centurion Road, Brighton
`

E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Sept, 32, LONDON, W.4

F

Testers.
Male & Female ElectricaljMechmica! Inspectors.
(youths would suit).
Continuous employment for suitable
personnel.
44 -hour, 5 -day week, with
opportunities for overtime. Top rates of

power supply
from most AC mains domestic
receiver equipment.
or send stamp for

:

Experielicel Final Tester
Several Alignment & Functional

use. Can use

Price 210

High Street, Beckenham, Kent
Phone BEC 3720.

REQUIRED
for Domestic Telev'sio' Froductio, r

pay. Clean working conditions.
Canteen, Social Club.
APPLY : Personnel Officer,

for workshop
or laboratory

12J7 8/6
PY81 10/- 6AU6
12E7 2'TTlf 4/- 6138
6/- 61J5(UX)
VR65A 3/6 6BE6
7í.
7.6 15D2 5/VR66 3,6 613116 7i6 6U7
6/6 5005 ,8/6
VT20, 316 6B57 7Id 6176
71- SOLO 8/6
Postage 6d. extra. (Also all components)

"Jason;'

Clarence Streit, Cheltenham.

Radio. Bargains for Visitors

6/6

9D6
7D8

l

Stores

CHA. 4131.

3/6 6BW6 6/6 6X4

f.

:

order.

Farringdon Road, E.C.1.

DAF91 6,6 VÚ111
EA50 2,- W77
EBC33 76 OZ4
ECC33 8/6 1S5
EF'36 576 IÚ5
EF39
71- 3D6
EF50 5r 4D1
EF91 7/ 6A8
EL32 61-' OAKS
6AM6
PCC84

SERVICE

.-

Send for Free List for Small Power
Transformers, Electric Light and Slot
Meters, Volt, Arip and M/llìampmeters, etc., Transformers made to

-6

CRAFTSMEN

Experienced in one or more of thé .
following
j1. Maintenance of radio communication receivers.
2. Sub -assembly lay-out, wiring and
testing of radio type chassis.
3. Cabling, wiring and adjustment .
of telephone type equipment.
4. Fault finding in, and maintenance
of, electronic apparatus.
5. Maintenance of Teleprinters or
Cypher Machines and associated
telegraph equipment.
IIASIC PAS' £8 lls. 4d.. plus up to
£2 105 merit pay. assessed at interview
and based ois ability and experience.
Opportunities for permanent and pensionable posts.
Five-day week, good working .conditions, single accommodation available.
Apply tö-: Personnel Officer

Fairfield

GALPIN'S
Electr0cal

SKILLED

GOVERNMENT

AT CHELTENHAM

Wright's Lane, London, W.8.

Complete with 3 Speakers Internal Dipoles
Valves and
and Magic Eye Escutcheon
Rectifier, Variable Ferrite AE, Brand New,
(25.0.0. Including Tax.

VA L V E S-Guaranfeed

FOR

IN

CITY AND GUILDS (Electrica', etc.)
on " no pass-no fee " terms. Over
95,/,, successes.
For full details of
modern courses in all branches of
Electrical Techciology send for our
144 -page, handbook-free
and post
free.- B.E E.T.. (Dept. 242A), 29,

Chassis

3

VACANCIES

>

Caníinell#a, A/MaF/M Gram

M.C.V.,

7$9°

INCORPORATED

NEW BOOKS

Frequency Modulated Radio, by K. R.
Sturley. 15'-, postage 9d.
Frequency Modulated Reeerhers, by
T. D. Jones. 17'6, postage 1'-.
V.H,F. Television Receivers, by D. H.
-

Fisher. 21r, postage
Practical Mechanics Handbook, by
F. J. Camm. 8th edition. 161-, postage 1;6.
7X. 'l'imebaee Circuits, Principles and
Practice, by C. B. Banthorpe. 5/-. postage

4d.

ANNAKINS BARGAINS

Practical Transistors' and Circuits, by Rece, and
Radar Units. R1355 25/-, R3515
J. S. Kendall. 3'6, postage 4d.
T.V. Picture Faults,- by 45z, 1125 819. Amplifier No. 445 32/-, Moduas a PROFESSION Correcting
lator BC456 (less dynamotor) 22/6. AmpliJ. Cura. 3;6, postage 4d.
1134A 7'6. Waveform Gen. type 40 22,3.
451 cars of teaching Morse Code is proof -Certificates and Awards, by R. S. G. B. fier
RF26, RF27 (damaged. dials) 1716. Indicator
of the efficiencyof the Candler system.
2'6, postage 3d.
type 95 (dam. dials) 43/-.
Send 2ld. stamp for Payment Plans and Fell
-rise. R.A.F. Kites 17/6. Box with 16 toggles
Details of all Courses.

Morse Code operating

...

.

.

CANDLER SYSTEM CO. Dept. 51,0
52b, Abiºglen Road, London,
Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

UNIVERSAL BOOK CO.
12, Little Newpart Street, London, W.C.2

'adjoining Lisle Street)

Power Unit No. 173 1216. P.U. 296 14 6.
e 9.
41l above Carriage Free, Mainland only.'
Money Back Guarantee. Free Lists.
25 ASHFIEÈ D PLACE, OTLEV, YORKS,

790

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

¡TRANSISTOR

ILLUSTRATED

¡

CATALOGUE NO 10

TECHNIQUES
The book technicians and experimenters
bhave been clamouring for-Transistor

Techniques-a new, complete, practical
bbook on Transistors. Here are all the
facts you always wanted on how to
bwork with Transistors in practical
circuits.
Now you can build Transistorized Test
Instruments, Amplifiers, D.C. Trans bformers, Auto Light Control, Geiger
Counters and hundreds of other
bdevices.

This book not only shows how to build
bpractical transistorized equipment, but
warns you about pitfalls.
I> Valuable construction details on a
unique transistor testar which alone
is worth many, many times the low
price of the book.

b

PRICE
ICE

12$.

Post free

6D'

Over 2,000 guaranteed components by the
leading manufacturers.
Short wave,
broadcast and transmitting components,
valves, etc. Special items for the serviceman. 135 photographic illustrations on art
paper. Complete list of Amateur prefixes
and world zones.
Orders are dealt with
the day received.

SOUTHERN

re

SO-RAD WORKS
REDLYNCH, SALISBURY

The MODERN BOOK CO.

P. & P.

amp.,

14/5.

Transformer.

v. 2.5 a.

Terns.-Cash pith

P. & P.

order.

Order., egrdrr £1
postage. orders over £1 add 13. un7e,,
otherwise stand.

12

.

make 2
make 1

YAXLEY TYPE SWITCHES. --_2 pole
6 way, 3 bank 6 way, 4 pole 3 way, 6 pole 5
way, 4 pole 2 way, 3 pole 6 way, all at 2.3
Semi -midget long spindle 2 pole 2
each.
way, 2 pole 6 way, 1 pole 12 way, 4 pole 3
way, 3 pole 4 was, all at 38 each
BOOK ON HOW TO MYKI
TA'.
AERIALS, Bands 1 and 3 and ,.H.F..
2 9 post paidIl ESTINGHOLSE. -9 amp. Meters. 7,6
Valves EF50 4-, 3 for 11'6 t' EF55, 8,6
Solid Dielectric Variable Condensers,
0003 mfd., .0005 mfd., 31.1 each.
T.V. AERIAL. INSULATORS, bored for
381n. tube, 3'-. Pre-set wire -wound pots.
K., 1-; Germanium Diode <C.E'.C.,.
1 3. Flexible steel tape rules, 78ín., 1 6.
AMPLION POTENTIOMETERS with
Angle pole switch, long spindle semi
midget, 100 K., 5 meo , 2 meg.; all a, 3:8
ach.
.

;

volt Mobile Public Address Equip-

stocks.

CAN CONDENSERS .-8 mild. 500 v 367:
mfd 50 v.. 500 mfd. 12 v., 100 mad 40 v., 36N1
fd- 12 v. , 250 mfd. 25 y.; 100 mfd 50 v., 30
mfd. 350 v. All at 18 each.
TELEPHONE TYPE SWITCHES.-Centre
off position, 2.- each.
HEADPHONES.-Low resistance. 813 pair.
high resistance 18111 pair. Midget I.F.
Transformers, 465 kc s, brand new in maker's
cartons, 0,- pair.

SPEAKER
AKER FRET (Gold, metal) 1 r x 12'.
46 18- a 12", 69. Filament Trans., 230
volt, 6.3 v 2 a., 6'6. L.F. Chokes 10 Eye.
80 nuls., 6
15 Hys. 150 cols. (heavy duty',
Postage 2:.
9

1/-.

ment. Complete with loud speaker and
crystal mike.
12 watts output.
New
condition. £17.10.0. C.P.
Money back guarantee on everything.
When in Exeter call and see our large

SPECIAL OFFER. Collaro 15,C51 Record
Changers, 3 speed, auto change, brand new
10 maker's sealed cartons, £7.'carriage

ELECTROSURP
120,

Fore Street, Exeter
Phone 56687.

VALVES
New Tested and Guaranteed

C

1It i
155

11'4

3S1

8BR.7

716 6BW6

7/6 035G

8/6'ECH35 9,- ELM 108
7/61ECH42
EY51 11;6
561
10- EZ40 8-

7'6 12AT7 9'-;ECL80

KT33C 7/3
12ÁU7 9:
106 UBC41
86807
69'EF:39 518
10,6AL5 6'6 5763
8,6IEF41 10'- UCH4210i6AM6 7/8 EBC41 9'6 EF80 916 UF41
16ÁT6 8, - EBF80
EF92 48 UL41 106.59'6 76
10'-1EL41 101- UY41 8DI ATCHED PAIRS, EL84, 23
6V6G and
ÙT. 17/-; 6BW6, 18/-; KT33C, 19/6; 807,
148 per pair.
V4
5Z4G

5Z4

DET19 1;6 EZ40
S!- BAG
EA50 1'- KT33C 9/6 6AK5
EB34
KT44 7'6 6AL5
EB91
61- KT66 10'- 6AM6
EBC3 8/8 FL81 10'8 6AT
EBC41 9!6 PL82 1016 6BE6
EBF80 9.'- PY81 8/6 6BA6
ECC81 97- PCF82111-6BR7
ECC8411/'6
- 633116
ECH35 8/6 PCC8411'6 6680
ECRU 91- RK34 3/6 6B8
EC1I42
11,L377
i- 6C4
10'- SP41
4/- 6G6
ECFB211'- SF61
4'- 6116
ECL80 9'- UBC4110'- 635
EC52 5'- UF41 l0ï- 6J6
ECO0
6'- UL41 10"- 6K7
E1736
6'- UY41
8i- 6K8
EF3 A
VP23
5!- 6L6

12'6 17L23DD

?

i

6N7

818 12.16
7i6
6'9 12AH7 6-

9'-

6P8 12AT7

6,6 12AL 7 9:12A1s
9:8/- 12116
2'6
8- 12J5 5:8;6 12J7
76
87812K7GT
816
7,'6

76

12K8GT

6

10:

6'- 12Q7GT

76

2/6 12SC7

5'- 12SQ7 7'6
r!- 12SK7 76
516 35L6
9,9/6 807
7/6
101-. 832
40,-

78 931,

EF41 10/0 VR116
6R7
7/6
EF50 5'- VR150,'306'- 6SÁ7
81EF55
917¡6 6SN7 7/6
EPOS 8/6 VU111 2'- 6SJ7GT
EF85 10/6 X65 10/6
7í6
EF91 6/8 OZ4A 686SK7 7/8
EF92 5/61R5
7i6 6SL7 6,6
EF95 66 1S5
76 6SN7 716

931A
954

50-

60'5.--

e55

5:'-

5763

7193
8012
9001
9002
9003

10/2;6

6-

5;-

55. -

MATCHED PAIRS. -1,L84. 23'6V8,
16'6
KT66, 22/-' 6BW6, 17;8
EL32,
14,- ; 807, 16'6
KT33C, 19/8.
OBSOLETE TYPES.-Large range available, British, U.K., Side Contact, Continental, etc., S.A.E. please with enquiries_
No bote available.
;

:

4 v. 2.5 a.

mounted. Guaranteed. 97/6. Carriage 5/-.
.5 mA Relays.
2 windings, 1,000 ohms
.4 ohms.
Adjustable contacts. 3/6.

and

1

5

.

4 v. 4 a. 25/-. P. & P. 3/-.
Mains Radio Transformer. 250-0-250 v.
80 mA. 6.3 v. 4 a.
Suitable for use with
6X5 rectifier. 7/6. P. & P. 26.
.25 H.P. Electric Motors. Single phase.
Self-starting. Brand new by E.D.C.C. Foot

9$, OLDHAM STREET, MANCHESTER, 4

2

Duty

2 amp.,
& P. 1/6.

6.3 v. 5 a.

days 9-6 p.m.

RELAYS. G.P.O. TYPE
'02
break, 250 t 1 make 2 break, 500<
break, 3i6 each.

Heavy

400-0-400 v. 200 mA.

W. B. SUPPLIES
Od.

I

2/-.

Special

Write or call far our catalogue.
Phone : PADdington 418.

odd

Downtan 207.

Charger Transformer.

19-23, PRAED ST., LONDON, W.2
6

:

6/12 volt Rectifiers. I amp., 7/6 ;
10/-; 3 amp., 12/6 ; 8 amp., 35/-. P.

bBRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS
of British and American Technical Books

Open

RADIO &
SUPPLIES

ELECTRICAL

LIBRARY
POSTAGE 9d.

NEW VALVES

(From Government and Trade. Surplus
Sources, Bankrupt Stock ete-., No Rejects,
All Guaranteed, Unused and Boxed.)
DF91 7 6 E1132 8/6 1T4
7(6 6SQ7GT
DE.91 7'6 EKuO 8- 3S4
7e
S:DAP91 76 EL32 616 31,4
i'6 6SS7 7'6
DL92 716 EL41 10'6 2C34
3'6 6V6
7'6
DL94 7/6 EL84 10'6 2X2
4'- 6X4
7
6
DK92 76 EY51 1116 5U4
8/- 6X5
6'6
DK96
EZ35
$191-

(U.K. only

Telephone

5

JanTary, 1957

C.

;

LAWRENCE (Dept. 8)

15b, C'hipsteail Valley

Suríry

Road, ('ouls,oar,

Post und packing 6d., free ore
only.

£1.

Moil order

ALFRED PADGETT
40,

MEADOW LANE, LEEDS II.
TEL.: CLECKHEATON 93

RADIO VALVES with 90 days' guarantee.
post 9d. per valve. Doz. lots post tree. Less
590. EF36, 4'- 6K7 2'007 (British), 4rDL6;10,
6SN7,
;
3/8 ; 954. 1'3 ; 9004,
9d. : 6116 Metal. 1;3;
VR137, 18 ; VR65, 1

:

6,-

6X5, 419: 6G6
;
CV63, 1/- : 6E6
2X2 118 : VU111, 116
6
V R66. 1i- ;
VR54
6133, 26D6, 3,- ; 6J5

9d.

6d.

8D2 1,'KT33C, 6
U14, 6.6
KT2, 3.6
HL2 1/3 MSPEN. 7 -Pin,
' PEN46, 276
ACOPEN 2'6
U17, Y3 ' Type 46, 27 Type 76, 4'- ; 12SC7, 3- ; 12SJ7, 3- 12116
1;MH4,
61T3, 7:6 ; PX25, 9,VR150 30, 4.-.
TUBE LNI'I' BC929A.
Complete with.
3BP1 Sin, tube, less valves, this is a scope
3,'8

3

1

2e;

all but made. 81.5.0. Carriage 7:6, tube
guaranteed.
R,D.F.1 SETS.
New complete with 5
VR65, 1 CV63, 1 ÚR137, 2 VR66, 1 VR54,' and
3 VR92, less power park. 15
carriage 76.
GEN. SHEET for mod. to I.T.A. 2' -post free.
MIXED RADIO PANELS. Full of resistors and condensers 12 for 4'6, post free.
SPECIAL PURCILASE OF CRYSTAI.
DIODES, 10d. each, post 2ld. These are
the real McCoy, with long wile ends and will
put real pep into any crystal set.
NEW STOCK of din. 75 ohms coax cable,
suitable for any band, 6d. per yard, any
length cut, post free.
NEW EF50 VALVE
A E RASE S. Ceramic. 3d.
each, post 3d. ZS doz. Pot free.
MIXED B.A. NUTS AND BOLTS. , lb.
weight 1 post 9d.
SWITCHES. Toggle, 6d. VAC Handle Type
1;-. Electric Fire Type 1 Bar. 1"-. 2 Bar, 1 6.
Post 9d.

PART'S REMOVED FRO.II NEW T.F.B.
UNITS. Micrometer drive complete, 28.
Post 1-. Handles, 9d. Post 6d. Coil formers.
(Pot..), 6I. Post 6d. Switch and Knob. 9d.
Poet Od.
SELENIUM METAL RECTIFIERS. 250
R. J. COOPER (G8)3X)
volts 100 mills. 6I-. 120 volts, 60 mills., 2,-.
12. SOL If END, CROYDON, SURREY J50, 16. All 12 months' guarantee.
SMALL 24 -VOLT A.C. D.C. MOTOR.
Croydon 9186
1,800 revs. P.M. good torque on 12 volts.
. Brand New, 3,6 (scrap price). Post 1:9.
YO1,UME CONTROLS. small, long sod.,
1
S, 3'- S.P., 4i- D.P., 4i6. All values.
PAPER BLOCKS,
4 101(1., 1,000 v. wkg., 2/3.
P. & P. 6d.
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Broadcast in Your Own Home

I N
PULL
séäies

Tho,. New Highly
Sensitive
Microphone incorporating

--

TEST METER

a specially wound
detransformer
signed to match any.
Radio or Radiogram,
mains or battery.
Hours of amusement
at a party, good fun
for all the family.
Suitable for baby
alarms and many
other purposes. Not

ment.

i f

-

Made tó

sell21/-.

COMerETL

TELEPHONE: GERRARD 8204/9155°

Brand new 24 v, D.C._ motors with
built in.. precision gear box with twin
shaft. outputs, 20 r,p.m. and 6 r.p.m.
Size 7in. x -1ín..Shaft dia. 3;16in.
Will also operate on 12 v. giving
reduced outputs. Only 29/6 each.
-

CRYSTAL MICROPHONE INSERTS.
Extra sensitive, 4/6 each.

MORSE BUZZERS.. Brand new,

3

DEAF AID EARPIECES.

new,

v.,

2/6 each.

Brand

GRAM-PAK AMPLIFIERS¡ 30 ohm., 3/6. Deaf aid valve, CK505, new,'
2/6.
meg. pots w/switch, 1/
Midget'
Complete £3.19.6 P'2S P
switch,
pole' -way, 1/-. Midget output[

FRITH RADI®CRAFT LIDi
LEICESTER
CHURCH GATE
69-71
NEWPORT PAGNELL Buda
S 28 HIGH ST
eft ,eme e00 6-E eme e0 eóe lé0 e0 epe e6 e°e001s Y`f u;.
e;e

delta

1%'d

ACCESSORIES:
BSR crystal turnover P.U.,21.14.6.
7" a 4" elliptical speakers, 19e. 6d.
BSR 3 -speed player unit with above

Output

input.

mA.,
and 6.3 v. 5 amps. Choke and condenser smoothed, uses 5Z4 rectifier.
Many other useful components, including 11 valves, 5 SP61, i VRI 16,
2 EB34, and 3 EA50. Brand new, 49/6
each.

P.U., £4.12.6d.

The complete outfit ready for
your cabinet, 69.10.0 post free.
stamp for details of lids and otheri>edete.

350 v.

:

MODEL MAKERS MOTORS.
P.M
SCOTLAND type reversible. Operates from 6-24 e
D.C. Size tin. x
with ;in. spindle

AM/I hI models give reception of 1e°oV:H.F. high quality transmissionst+

normal wavebands.
Major ,e
12 calves, £44.
De-Lose
°°aAM.Frt 11 valves, £031121-.
Tuner, P143 -. Data sheets free.
é
...Electro
Acoustic
Developments,
plus
°ié AM;
FPM
eooAmhurst
o<

I

Components in Stock.

;

-

v., 4 amp., 16/6.

METAL RECTIFIERS.

L. ORMOND SPARKS

12
Valley Road, Corte Castle, Dorset !bridged.
9/3' ; 12 v. 4

amp., 6/3
amp., 13/9.
v.

I

SLIDER RHEOSTATS.
7/6

PORTABLE

12

14

coil

HEADPHONE ADAPTORS.

low impedance matching, 1/3.

& DC)

£6.10.0

High to

FIELD TELEPHONES.

Type Don
Mk. 5. Buzzer calling. Ideal for interhouseor office communication. Supplied complete with two. 1.5 v: cells
ready to operate. Only 39/6 each.

(inn. posa/pkg.)

6

Hours of Business :
9 a.m.
p.m.,
from:p.m: Open all day Saturday
institutes, Dept T.P.32, London,W.4 ¡Thursday,
¡Please print name and address clearly and
1037
include postage or carriage on all items

Order now

1

1

'

e<e.

SHORT WAVE

EQUIPMENT

Noted for over 18 years for
S.W. Receivers and Kits 0g Quality.
.

Denco coi1
Improved designs with"C"
Price. 251 One -Valve Tit, Model
"E"
50f Two

kits complete with all components,
accessories, and full instructions.
Before ordering call and inspect a
demonstration receiver, or send
stamped, addressed envelope /or
descriptive catalogue.
Al)

H.A.C." SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS

(Dept. TH), 11, Old Rond..
London; W-1.

.Sl

edt,

BROOKS (RADIO)
4 CHARLES STREET,

MORECAMBE,

LANCS.

New - VALVES - Guaranteed
1A7
ICO

POWER UNIT 285. Input 230 v. A.C. 1115
Output 2,000 v. S mA., 350 v_ß00 mA., 1N5
6.3 v..7 amps. Fully smoothed, ideal for 1R5
1S5
'scope, etc., 59/6 each.

i

:. °i a° ie

ohm 4 amp

amp., 6/6.

Garrard 200/250
A.C. gram motors complete with
turntable. Speed adjustable by governor 0-45 r.p.m.
Only 22/6 each.

meters, one for 0 - 10v, 0- 25v
voltage and .the 0 - 500v
other for current
measurement. 0- 10,000 ohms
ed
Supple with decal Size 8z x 5f" x 2"
frontand with test light and portable
prods.

Pi lee

ohm

12

v.

for workshop or
loboratory use
Ranges (AC
Two separrate 0-30mA

E.IVI.I.

I

;

wave and
v. 2 amp.,

GRAM MOTORS.

TEST
PANEL
moving

;

Full

2c

:

Telscomhe Cliffs. Sussex,eáe

A

I

GENERATORS
tNLI'%ll'I'ED THRILLS ! 6c INTEREST
ON 80-160 M. AMATEUR BANDS.
Input 12 v. D.C. Output 250 v. D.C.
AEROrAUTI('AI. BANDS.
80 mA. Brand new, 22/6 each. Ditto
THE FULL TRAWLER NAND
6 v. Input, 22/6 each.
SE it'-TO-SHOE{.E TRAFFIC.
MELSICM- & I ONCi-%SAS iptS.
Plus Simplicity of Operation and Cònstruc- COPPER AERIAL WIRE. 300ft. reel, 3/6.
tion and Low Upkeep Costs.
CHARGING TRANSFORMERS. Input'..
Full-size Data Sheet with generous Instonc- 200/250 v. Output 9 or 15 v. amp., 9/9
tionsand Comp. Lists, 3;-. Chassis and all 3.5, 9 or 17 v. 2 amp., 14/3 3.5, 9 or 17

Road,

roe.4 epa *.e o e :e es el óo

new and boxed, 17/6 each.

"

FIDELIAe.
MAJOR 10.i.

'

Fideu

e

WAVECHANGE SWITCHES

ConstructiceºI plans of G1 arahteed 2nd YAXLEY METER SWITCHES.
pole
Tested Radio Designs
12 -way, 8 banks, 7/6 each.
SOUND POWERED EARPIECES. Idea
for intercommunication, no
batteries
THE
SEAFARER"
A New Low -consumption. battery -operated required, new, 3/6 each.
2-Valver with unique features.
AMERICAN ROTARY
SEE WILAT IT OFFERS

ems.

e4

I

SPARKS' DATA SHEETS Brand

eme

THEese:

Brand new, 8/6 each.

AR.88

eye

eme

120

ELECTRO -ACOUSTIC LABS.
ROSS -SHIRE

BUILT
RADIO
UNITS

Bargain instrument containing- a complete A.C. mains power pack, 230
v.

e<e

HAND o°

Tais midget 4 -watt amplifier fits neatly transformers, 2/6 each.
into any record player leaving ample room ROTARY CONVERTORS. Input 24 v.
fOr speaker, 7" a 2i" x 1f". Suitable with; D.C. Output 230 v. A.C. 50 cycles, 100
-any speaker and all modern crystal 3 -speed watts, new, 92/6 each.
pick-ups. For 200-250 v. A.C. Perfect, distortionless, quality guaranteed.
MODULATOR TYPE 67

:

LEADS

0.0

3

I

TAIN

ST

AND
SENT POST FREE'. FOR £2. I
NINE FURTHER MONTHLY' PAYMENTS.
OF £1.4.6. CASH PRICE 812.7.6.'

I

Cd.

DiE-CASI

WIT,

CASE

AMERICAN GEARED MOTORS

POST

OCR PRICE j%/ FREE.
Trade Supplied
E. CLAPSHAW
exandra Rd., 34usweli 11111,
London, N.10.

RANGES
IOOpA to 1000 V=
21

3-34_LtSLE'STREET, LÓNDON,W C:2:

guaranteed working instruFull instructions enclosed.

a top but a

10,000n/v

AC/DC

"(RADIO) LIMITED

8 6 EZ40 8/6
816
8; -ELIO
9'- EABC80 PCC84
116
10;8'7 6 EAF42101- PCF8212;PL81 1116
7;6 EBC41
'PL82 9i6
6.6
81- EBF$010IOi6r PL83 .1215 6 3524

11i- 6Iï7

8680

9;66Kß
9:6 6Q7
9.6 6SN7
7 6 6V6
[ - 6g4

7,- 6X5
N6 7B7
81-7C5
86ECC8111;-PY80 916
8,6 ECC82111- PY81 10;8 6 7C6
8r6 ECC8311;- PY82 9/7 d 7S7
1L6
57,4
8.- EGH4211'8;6 7Y4
8;8 ECL8011- UBC41 916
SALO 6/6 121ï7
22K8
CAMS 8/6
9'- ÉP86 116 UF41921016
6AT6 8/- 12Q7
8/6 EL41 1016 UL41 1016
SBA6 $i6.25Z4
86E_1434106UY41 816.
6BE6 8'6 35L6
8i6 EY51 12/6 VU39 816
Pest and packing 6d. per valve extra.
IT4
3S4

3V4
5U4
5Y3

-

TRIUMPH

NEW

A
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IN SOUND REALISM

-AT

LOWEST COST

JUNIOR
UNIVERSAL
METER
MODEL G.A.4. HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER
4 watt 4 valve circuit with a frequency response of 40-15,000 c.c.s.
Neat Control Panel size 6' x 4- ou 0t bads for individual

mounting (main chassis 14' 54' x 5='+. Input selector switch
matching' to Radio. L.P..and 78 r.p.m. records. Separate Bas s
and Treble Controle giving- wide range of cut and lift. Volume
Control.
Rotatable- Mains Transformer for "hum
cancellation. Price 89.9.0.

A'iodel 120A

A small 'zt-range".instrument ideal for the enthusiastic amateur.
Sensitivity is 1,000 o.p,v. A.C.

and D.C. Accuracy:

H.4. RADIOG-RAM

CHASSIS AM/FM
7valve

4

waveband sunerhot with

Magic eye tuning
(VHF).
indicator. High sensitivity. Bellclear quality. Dial size 11.;,"
(Sockets to connect Speaker 1:1 R
15 ohm). Pickup, Aerial, Earth.; F.M.
Dipole and providing power for.Gram
F.M.

Price 824.6.6,

Motor from mains.
inc. tax,

£17.18.3
F.M. (VHF) TUNER
Aí1. DC1..('I PRODUCTS Alti; FULLY -GUARANTEED.
i -rile

for d^falls to Ref.: Pli'.

DOM COMPANY LTO.97 Whets Rd.

London. N.w.2 wiElEsDIN 6618

TECHNICAL TRADING CO.
4 AMP. CHARGERS, meter. rheostat. high finish 12ín. x 121x. a
5in., 84.10.0. MIRROR (:ALVOM, new, 45 sec. damping. high
sens., all adjustments top make, case. £6. TIME SWI'iYiII';M.
7 day, 2 stage automatic, 25 amp, mercury switches, 2716. NEW
CONDENSERS, 10 pf. -,5 mfd., our assortment 50 for 6,8; 100 12-.
FM í41I CHASSIS. Latest gold black finish,
IIMERi'cl
..piano -keyboard"
switching, ',Pedal F.M. unit, ECC85,
HG E181, EF89, EABC80 output 5L41. plus rect., unusual oppor-

tunity at

15

tins.. carr.

5;-.-

,i

AMERICAN SC'R522 TilANSC'5IIVERS. complete, including
-IIIKES, 21. SINGLE If F::1D
two 832's, 84, carr, 1-. TIIItO
PHONES, headband. new, 2.6. DISTRESS TR ANSMITrERs
all dry, dipole telescopic aerial, weight 111b.; 12.8. 1020 WATT
12 -VOLT AMPLIFIERS, high gain push pull. Ideal cars. corneae
untested, £4.10.0., cars. 6ï-. ; meg. Pots. D.P,,S.W. 3in, spindle
small, 3:8.
SPECIAL BARGAIN I 12 v. 4 amp" recto., 91 ea., 85 doz.
Full wave iron selenium heavy compact type.
TE('HTRAD" $t-PltI1.11E1 i'OILS, polystrene formers. high
finish. Med. and Long (both aerial and ose.) Wave coils, full instructions, 7.6. Pair Quality Midget IFS, 8.6. Or both items.. 151.
kiln.
ALUMINUM ('lIASSIti.-tin. s 4in. x l;in., 3 -: Sin. a lin. x P.11,
3 6; Bin. x 6in. x 2in., 41; Bin. -x 10ír_" a lin.. 5:9. Bin.
81.
SPEAKERS. -Top Makes, 12.8. Ditto. tested ex. egpt..Pill
112in,
Tin. x 4in. Elliptícals, lßr. 6 in. 'P.M.. 10- III
hincas. hammer finish, £4.19.0. CHOKES. 15H. 150 mA. 96.
Purchase
Big
1,9)Oft.
TAPE.
make.
-Known
RECORDING
enables sale at 18'- reel. 3 Gang .0005. Long, ái11. sp., 3 8.
CONDENSERS.-Latest ceramic, 10, et. 50, 300, 1,000. 3,000 pf.,
5 -doze' LATEST I:LF("15 OL%TI('S.-100 mfd., 6 vw 1 - 8 mfd.,
w.
250 vw.. íi3; 16+16. 350 vw., 3.-. RESISTANCES. -4 w.
47 Si -fin 15, 2 --doz., our assortment, 10.-100. AIIPIIENI)L VALXI
`MOLDERS.-Ortal, BSA, B7G. B9A. BOG. 6.- doz. DIAwlecreen.
l'3 12- doz. W.í1'. PRESET POTS. -500 O. 1K, 2K, 2.5K, 5K,

'cl
-

;

2

:

10K, 20K. 25K. 2-- ea,

AMPRO 16 mm. TALKIE PROJ14CTOItS.-L.S.A. senior
model U.A.. posh-pull ampi., heavy 12ía, spkr, 110240 v. A.C.,
750 w. lainp, tested r.g. cond. snip price £85 complete.
DITTO (:1í.L516. Sound.silent, ed. cond. £33, excel. cond. £38
GTARAN`1EED VALVES. EB34, 1'6 ; SP61A. 2j8 ; SP61, 3 - ;
SP210, 3'6 ; 6AK5, 6JG5, 4'- ; 6SK7, 418 ; 636, 6J7G. EF92, PENIS.
gd. ; 6í16C 6CSGT,
5'-; 6AG8, 807, EL91.'S,6 6Ii7M12AVR150,30,
1.22. 84; ; 6E33. 9:6 8.1.6
(Cl, 6F6G, deb 6.6 ECC 1 8 -:
(Metal), 11.`- 813, 39;-. Postage 1;- in D. (i19 in £1 Speaks c Trans. ).
CALLERS Al' :
BARGAINS
TO
Min,. 65. No C.O.D. -1,009
.350;352, FRATTON ROAD. PORTSMOUTH
PORTSMOUTH'S RADIO, TV AND TOOL SHOP
,

z'

D.C.; 3°, A.C.'

RANGES

-

`

Volis
D.C.: 0-.25-ío-50-250-500-t,0o0-2,500.
Vnit.s A,C.:
0-10-50-250-300-1,000-2,500.
Milliamps D.C.: 0-I-10-50-500-5,000.
Resistance :
o-2,000 ohms, o-200,000 ohms.
Automatic
Can be extended to so megohms.
overload protection fitted to meter movement.

PRICE £9.15.0. PROMPT DELIVERY
CREDIT TERMS : Nine monthly payments
of £t.4.4,
TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS
LTD.
Montrose Avenue, Slough, Bucks.

Telephone : Slough 21381. Cables: Taylins, Slough

lk-aitow d Shop

for

-

EMI TEST EQUIPMENT For AMATEURS
SPOT FREQUENCY MARKER. Type AD/U405, Operating
on afrequency of Mc/s and generating harmonics at Mc/s intervals
up into the V.H.F. range.
Y.H.F. GRID DIP OSCILLATOR. Type AD/U406. FreI

I

quency may be varied over the range 65-150 Mcis and accuracy is
within 2% at all frequencies within this range. Consumption 0.3
amp. at 6.3 volts and'3 mA at 150-250 volts. A stabilised power
supply is not essential.

ABSORPTION

WAVEMETER.

Type AD/U408.

This

consists of a variable tuned circuit, across which is connected a
germanium crystal it series with a 500 microammeter. Frequency
range is continuous from 1.6-30 Mcis. Accuracy is within' 2'4'
V.H.F. ABSORPTION WAVEMETER AND FIELD
Similar design to
STRENGTH METER. Type AD/ 0409.
Absorption Wavemeter. but for operation in frequency range
range. External
within
over
specified
2%
65-150 Mc's. Accuracy is
coupling element consists of a single turn loop connected co
for conTerminal
provided
cable.
by
2ft.
of
co
-axial
instrument
necting a short rod aerial, to enable comparative field strength"
x
x
Dimensions
:
Silo.
be
checks to
made,
GENERAL PURPOSE POWER SUPPLY UNIT. Type
L.T. supply being isolated from earth. A separate
AD/U410,
Input : 200-250 volts, 50
H.T. " On/off " switch is provided.
only.'
Output : 6.3 volts at 2 amps. approx. and 250
cycles A.C.
volts ac 60 mA (unstabilised). Dimensions Sin. x 42in. x 5_in;
AD/U405-406-408-409 £3.10.0 ea,
All above Units New and Boxed.
Postage and Packing 3j-,
AD/U410 Power Unit 84.0,0.
-

en.

:

DESYNN TYPE Antenna or Beam Position Indication
System. This comprises a Transmitter unit and Indicator which
will operate on 12 or 24 volts D.C. and will indicate with instantaneous and smooth pointer movement. The Transmitter is a specially
designed potentiometer and will operate the Receiver on a simple
three wire system and the receiver in this instance is calibrated-, in
gallons, but dial could be easily altered to indicate a 360 deg. sweep.
Transmitter and Receiver with full instructions. Price 12/6, p -p.
Dept. ' P', 52, Tottenharr+ Collrt Road,
LANgham 0141
B a O S. L T D. London, W,I.,
Shop Hours :9-6 p.m. Thursday 9-3 11..1. Open all day Salarday,
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WIRELESS

Practical Wireless

SPECIAL NOTE

BLUEPRINT SERVICE

THESE blueprints are drawn full
size. The issues containing
descriptions of these sets are now out
of print, hut an asterisk denotes
that constructional details are avail-

No. of

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
No. of

SHORT-WAVE SETS

Blueprint

Battery Operated

CRYSTAL SETS
2/- each
1937 Crystal Receiver ..
The " Junior " Crystal
Set
216 each

Dual - Wave
Diode "

" Crystal

PW71*
PW94*
PW95*

STRAIGHT SETS
Battery Operated
One -valve : 2/6 each
The " Pyramid " Onevalver (HF Pen)
..
Modern
OneThe
valver
Two -valve : 2/6 each
The Signet Two (D &
LF)
3/6 each
Modern Two-valver (two
band receiver)
Three -valve : 2/6 each
Summit Three (HF Pen,
D Pen)
The " Rapide " Straight
3 (D, 2 LF (RC &
Trans))
F. J. Camm's " Sprite "
Three (HF, Pen, D,
3/6 each
...
The All -dry Three
Four -valve : 2/6 each

...

PW96*
PW76*

W.C.2.

Experimenter's
Shortwave Three (SG, D,

P W 30A*

The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF
(RC and Trans))
...
The Band -spread S.W.
Three (HF, Pen, D,
(Pen), Pen)
...
...

No

PW63*

PW98*
PW37*
PW82*

SHORT-WAVE SETS

PW68*

Battery Operated
One -valve : 2/6 each
for
One-valver
S.W.
...
... AW429*
American

PORTABLES
2/ -

"

The " Mini -Four " Alldry (4 -valve superhet)

2/6 each
S.W. Converter -Adapter
(1 valve)
...
... PW48A*
The P.W. 3 -speed Autogram ...
... (2 sheets), 8/-*

The P.W. Monophonic
Electronic Organ (2 sheets), 8/ -

TELEVISION
PW87*
P W 97*

... PW34C*

PW19*
PW99*

elf.

Blueprint

Two-valve

MISCELLANEOUS

Mains Operated
Two -valve : 2/6 each
Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two (D, Pow) ...
Three -valve : 4/- each
..
A.C. Band -Pass 3
Four -valve : 2/6 each
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG,
D, Pen)
A.C. Hall -Mark (HF
Pen, D, Push Pull) ...

One -valve : 2/6 each
Simple S.W. One-valver
PW88*
Two -valve : 2/6 each
Midget Short-wave Two
(D, Pen)
PW38A*
Three -valve : 2/6 each

PW93*

Fury Four Super (SG,
SG, D, Pen)

able, free with the blueprint.
The index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicate the periodical in which the description appears.
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless,
W.M. to Wireless Magazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to
cover the cost of the Blueprint
(stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand,

Blueprint

The " Argus " (6in. C.R. Tube), 3/-*
The " Super -Visor " (3 sheets), 8/-*
...
3/6*
The " Simplex "
The P.T. Band III Converter 1/6*
All the following blueprints, as well as

the PRACTICAL WIRELESS numbers
below 94 are pre-war designs, kept in
circulation for those amateurs who wish
to utilise old components which they
may have in their spares box. The
majority of the components for these
receivers are no longer stocked by
retailers.

PW20*

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND
WIRELESS MAGAZINE

PW45*

STRAIGHT SETS

:

2/6 each

Ultra -short Battery Two
... WM402*
(SG, det Pen) ...
I

Four -valve : 3/6 each
A.W. Short Wave Worldbeater (HF Pen, D, RC,
A W436*
Trans)

Four-valver
Standard
Short-waver (SG, D,
... WM383*
LF, P)
Mains Operated
Four -valve : 3/6
Standard Four -valve A.C.
Short -waver (SG, D,
... WM391*
RC, Trans) ...

MISCELLANEOUS
Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (10 Watts) (3/6) WM387*
Listener's 5 -watt
Amplifier (3/6)

A.C.
... WM392*

De Luxe Concert A.C.
... WM403*
Electrogram (2/6)

Battery Operated

SUPERHETS
Battery Sets : 2/6 each
F. J. Camm's 2 -valve

superhet

Mains Operated

:

One -valve : 2/6
Special OneB.B.C.
... AW387*
...
valver
PW52*

4/- each

.. PW 100*
" Coronet " A.C.4
AC/DC " Coronet " Four PW 101 *

Mains Operated
Two -valve

:

2/6 each

Consoelectric Two (D,
...
...
Pen), A.C.

AW403

I

QUERY COLPON

1
I

This coupon is av-i'able until Jan. 6th,
1957 and must accompany all Queries,
sent in accord with the notice on
i our " Open to Discussion " page.
ICAL WIRELESS, Jan. 1957.
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I

I

I
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ARM

AND add fidelity to your installation.
BY OVERCOMING TRACKING ERROR IT MEANS

LONGER RECORD LIFE
EXTENDED OVERALL FREQUENCY
RESPONSE
FREEDOM FROM DISTORTIONS
WIRELESS says

FRACTICAL

:-

Test records appeared to sound even better than with
our hitherto standard equipment, " rumble " which was
previously audible on an organ test record, appeared
hi -fl " enthusiast should
non-existent. Every serious
'try to make this part of his installation.

3' ARM

(Dept.

D)

BURNE -JONES,

MAGNUM

la/-

PLUG-IN SHELL 17/3

EJ

SUPER 90 ARM
(Studio Model) I I gns.
P, f.
..
£4.12.5

P.T.

...

6/11

:

HOUSE,

CONSTRUCTORS build these at

SUNNINGDALE

ROAD,

CHEAM,

REPANCO

DOWN-TO-EARTH PRICES

SURREY.

H'cóiis'N

DUAL -RANGE MINIATURE CRYSTAL SET
COIL with circuit. Type DRXI. 2/6.
DUAL-RANGZ. COIL with Reaction. JVith 2

PERSONAL
PORTABLE

mains, 2 battery and
DRR2. 4/-.

RADIO

feeder unit circuits. Type DRM3.

without disturbing
others. Use it on camping trips, in bed,
in your office, or just anywhere.
Send 2/- for layout, Wiring diagram and
Components Price list.
can enjoy anywhere

Covers 10-100 metres

*

World-wide reception

*

Low drain valve.

*

Picture diagram
(or beginners.

*

Assembling time

and

I

8/- pcir.

pair.

FERRITE ROD AERIAL
Long and Mednum
wave. Complgte with fixing brackets. Type FRI.
12/6.

MINIATURE

30f-

I.F.. TRANSFORMERS.
Pre 13/I6in. x 13/16in. x
in. For
battery or mains receivers. Type MSE. 12/6 pair.
" R " COILS. Miniature Iron Dust Cored
Aerial
H.F.
Range
Osc.
Price
RAI
RHFI
800-2,000 m
ROI
3/3 each
RA2
RHF2
190- 550 m.
RO2
3/3 each
RA3
RHF3
70- 230 m.
RO3
3/3 each
RA4
1550 m.
RHF4
RO4
3/3 each
Post 3d. on all orders.
(Trade Supplied.)

aligned 465 kc/s.

instructions

hr

valve S.W. receiver can be built from our list of components
for 30/., including valve and coil covering 20-40 metres. Provision
All components
is made to increase to 2 or 3 valves if required.
can be purchased separately and are colour -coded so that the
easily.
set
quite
build
this
can
beginner
Post and Packing : Under l0/- add 9d. ; under 40/- add 1/6 ;
over POST FREE.
Send 2/- for specification, wiring diagram, layout and price list to
I

I

R.C.S. PRODUCTS (RADIO) LTD

OLIVER ROAD, LONDON, E.17.

Type

PAIR DUAL -RANGE SUPERHET COILS
with mains and battery circuits. Type SH4. 8/ -

lv SHORT-WAVE RADIO
*

transistor circuits

MATCHED PAIR DUAL -RANGE T.R.F.
COILS with Reaction With battery, mains and

This little set was designed to give you
real persona' portable radio that you

a

This

£2.4.11

BJ

`

Send for Fully Illustrated Leaflsts

...

P.T.

:-

Mail order only.

I

RADIO EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCTS LTD.
33, Much Park Street, Coventry
Telephone

:

62572

